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UNIVERSAL BUYS TEXAS FIRM
Sues Two Officers For $20,00
Granny, 47,
Assault Victim,
Files U. S. Suit
A 3uit for $20,000 was filed in
Federal District Court last week
by a 47-year-old grandmother
against two policemen, whom she
claims- deprived her of her civil
rights and permanently injured
her in a beating which followed
her arrest last August.
•
Filing suit against Patrolmen
Edward M. Robinson and D. T.
Ashmore is Mrs. Octaiie Green of
2510 Vandale ave., who charges
the officers of having under "color
of authority," and "without justi-
fication," evicted her from a cafe
•
•
•
MRS. GREEN
last summer, and thereafter bru-
tally beat, kicked, and struck her
about the head, neck, back, spine,
body, and limbs, and permanent-
ly injuring her.
Mrs. Green is asking that she
be awarded $10,000 for compensa-
tory damages, and another $10,000
for exemplary damages. She has,
'through her attorneys, Aspero and
'Asper°, asked for a jury trial.
UNABLE TO WORK
In arresting and beating her
without apparent justification,
Mrs. Green said that she was de-
prived "of her civil rights and
immunities guaranteed by the
Federal Constitution."
I Mrs. Green, who showed signs
of having been severely beaten
, when visited by a reporter from
the Tri-State Defender last Sum-
mer following her release from
jail after being fined a total of
$53 for resisting arrest, distur-
bance of the peace, and drunken-
ness, says that the injuries that
she suffered to her lower spine
and abdomen have not healed,
and as a result she has been un-
able to work.
In the brief filed, Mrs. Green
charges that the abuse she suf-
fered was "the consummation of
defendants" malicious intention to
coerce a confession from her, and
to deny her a fair trial in a court
of justice because she is a Negro
that the aforesaid arrest was
made without a warrant, and with-
out knowledge by the defendants,
either directly or indirectly, of the
commission of any crime."
Mrs. Green told the Tri-State
Defender reporter that she and
some friends who were visiting'
from New Jersey were visiting
IDorothy's cafe at 660 Scott ave.,
last August 17, and was seated at
la table, when an officer, attracted
by New Jersey license plates on
the 1957 Buick convertible, stop-
ped.
LOOKS IN CAFE
She said that the officer looked
See SUES Page 2
Mrs. Capitola Hawkins, theThespdeiestaapt oprosin t m tewnpt tch rd se f ottfr
Mother Of Judge, Dies
whom were Negroes, after less
• than a 30-minute court session. A
decision in the suit will be de-
l-yeti now at least one month.
An interesting sidelight to the
Mrs. Capitola H. Hawkins, 1957 Lincoln League Moth- brief session developed. Last Mon-
ardson, Jr. of the United States Customs Court, with head-
quarters in New York, died suddenly of a heart attack
at 8:09 p.m. Friday, Jan. 10, in her home at 1663 Humber
Street.
The end came following the at-
tack which lasted long enough for
Mrs. Hawkins to telephone a
friend, Mrs. Julia West, telling her
that she was ill. Mrs. West im-
mediately telephoned a closer
friend and neighbor of Mrs. Haw-
kins, Mrs. Maggie Webster, of
1668 Humber St. who had just ar-
rived at her home, and possibly
had been called by Mrs. Hawkins
before she called Mrs. West.
Mrs. Webster gained entrance
into Mrs. Hawkins' home by enter-
ing a window when she saw Mrs.
Hawkins collapse on the floor in
an attempt to go to the door. She
died before a doctor could be sum-
moned, and before the arrival of
the ambulance which had been cal-
Mlle. HAWKINS See HAWKINS Page 2
TIIE LOCAL NAACP BAT-
TERY of lawyers are shown as
they left Federal Court Satur-
day after agreement had been
reached to end oral arguments
in the Memphis bus segrega-
tion suit, brought by 0. Z. Iv-
era, postal employe. Both legal
sides in the case will have two
weeks in which to file briefs on
points in the case, and then
five days to give final answers.
The crowds of Negroes at both
sessions of court gave evidence
the NAACP has strong grass-
roots backing in the suit. At
estreme left, Atty. B. F. Jones
congratulates NAA('P lawyer's
A. W. Willis Jr., II, T. Lackard
ibranch president) and It. B.
Sligarmon, Jr Robert Carter,
NA ACP general counsel was
unable to attend the Saturday
Session. (Withers Photo)
Pro Segs End Up In Island Of
Negroes In Quiet Court Drama
By STAFF WRITER 
- AS
Though an overflow crowd in Federal Court Satur-
day was disappointed when attorneys on both sides in the
bus desegregation suit refused to offer further oral argu-
ments in the case, many citizens feel that the decision of
• the lawyers was a wise one for Memphis.
the few whites on hand were seat-
ed among the Negroes.
PRO-SEGS
This was not true Saturday. A
pro-seg cell of about 75 whites,
some from Frayser, began arriv-
ing first, taking seats on the left
day Negro spectators were the side of the court.
early-bird arrivals in the court,1 
and they began taking seats on
1 
Gboth sides of the center aisle. Thus
by the time court opened at 9:30,
l
Segregationist
Asks Club Law
Willis E. Ayres, Jr., a pro-seg-
regation figure in the city, rec-
ommended to the city commission
Tuesday that an ordinance be
passed requiring that all clubs
and organizations list their mean-
bership.
Atty. J. F. Estes rose to oppose
the recommendation and Mayor
Orgill refused to hear either side.
He stated that the commission
would take the recommendation
under consideration.
It will be recalled that a simi-
lar move was successfully adopt-
ed in Little Rock. Ark., with the
purpose of obtaining the member-
ship list of the NAACP.
To prevent any Negro from sit-
ting in front of them, a group of
middleaged white women went
beyond the barrier for spectators
and took over the long seat re-
served for witnesses and mem-
bers of legal staffs working on one
side of the case. The whites left
the two long seats in the rear
of the section vacant for a while
apparently for Negroes. They
were spurned.
What the pro-segs didn't know,
as they looked at the Negro spec-
tators, chuckled and whispered,
that they would still be behind
See DRAMA Page 2
olden Heads 'YMCA
'58 Membership Drive
Dr. J. W. Golden, retired min-
ister of the Board of Evangelism
of the Methodist church has been
selected to head the 1958 YMCA
Abe Scharff Branch of the YMCA.
1,000 members has been set as
the goal of the drive which will
be held from Jan. 24 to Feb. 21.
A strong organization is being
built that will comprise more
than. 300 workers of section lead-
ers, division managers, team cap-
tains, and team workers.
Dr. Golden said that Bishop J.
0. Patterson and Rev. Charles
F'. Williams have consented to
serve as section leaders in the
organization, and will have direct
'supervision of five divisions each
while the drive is in progress.
Serving as division managers
oilier the supervision of Bishop
Pitterson and Rev. Williams as
section leaders will be A. B.
Bland, J. D. Springer, Miss C.
Heard, Prof. E. L. Washburn
Prof. H. T. Cash, F. M. Camp.
bell, Louis Hotson, A. C. Willi-
ams, and Dr. Joseph Falls.
Fifty teams of five workers
each will tell the story of the
YMCA and its services for the
youth of the community with the
eiew of gaining prospective mem-
bers and more support for the
organization.
Top Leader
Speaks
HereJan.20
Dr. James M. Nabrit, a Wash-
ington. D. C., attorney will be
the speaker at a mass meeting to
be held at the Metropolitan
Baptist church here on Jan. 20
for the purpose of stimulating
interest in voting and registrs-
Hon.
The meeting is being sponsored
by the Ministers and Citizens
League For Human Rights, of
which hey. Henry C. Bunton,
pastor of Mn. Olive Cathedral, is
president.
Dr. Nabrit, the brother of Rev.
H. C. Nabrit, pastor of First
Baptist Church Lauderdale. was
one of three lawyers who argued
the school desegregation case be-
fore the Supreme court, which
resulted in the now famous May
17, 1954 decision outlawing segre-
gation in U. S. public schools.
The other attorneys who appear-
ed before the court were Thur.
good Marshall and Robert Carter.
A graduate of Morehouse col-
lege in Atlanta, Dr. Nabrit stud-
ied law at Northwestern universi•
ty near Chicago, where he receiv-
ed a doctorate an jurisprudence.
Ile is the secretary of Howard
university, and does public re-
lations for the school.
Airport Driver
Refuses Cleric
Rev. C. F'. Williams, state grand
master of the Masons, was re-
fused limousine service to the
airport and left standing at the
Peabody hotel Tuesday.
Prior to going to the hotel Rev.
Williams had been refused service
after purchasing a ticket to Wash-
ington, D. C., to attend the Nixon
conference op job opportunities.
He called on a friend for help
and Commissioner Stanley Dil-
lard and the limousine manager
for clarification of the matter.
Later, both officials called Rev.
Williams and assured him all had
been straightened out, and that
he was to be at the Peabody at
5 p.m. where he would be given
transportation to the airport.
He was there, but the driver
loaded all white passengers and
started to drive away. Rev. Wil-
liams told him that he was wait-
ing to be transported to the air-
port. The driver was quoted as
saying:
"I can't take you."
A friend took Rev. Williams to
the airport.
Drop Race Suit
In Bessemer
[
BESSEMER, Ala. — (INS) — A
segregation suit filed by two Ne-
groes against the southern indus-
trial city of Bessemer was drop-
ped in federal court Tuesday
when the city commission promis-
ed to build a $66,000 park for Ne-
groes.
Atty. David Hood, jr., filed a
"decree of dismissal" at the Bes-
semer court when the city com-
mission signed an agreement to
build the new park
History-Making
Business Move
Local Firm's Assets
Rise To $18 000,boo
•••••
UNIVERSAL LIFE Warm*
Company, of Memphis, ex-
pleaded its operations in a his-
toric move recently by pur-
chasing the Excelsior Life In-
surance co., of Dallas, Texas.
Shown, at left, Is A. Prest-
wood, Excelsior's president
giving the handshake td A.
Macro Walker, Sr., after clog. t
ing the business transaction,
which was considered the larg.
est made by any two mem.
hers of the National Insur-
ance Association, Inc., during
the past 2 years.
Universal Life Insurance Co., of
480 Linden Ave., which had assets
exceeding $15,000,000, purchased
recently the 20-year-old Excel-
sior Life Insurance company of
Dallas, Texas.
The announcement of the history
making transaction in Negro busi-
ness was made this week by A.
Maceo Walker, Sr., president of
Universal Life.
Excelsior Life, incorporated in
1937 under Texas law, had assets
of approximately two and one•
fourth million dollars, with approx-
imately 10 million dollars of busi-
ness in force.
ASSETS BOOST ED
The reinsurance, or purchase, of
Excelsior Life boosted the 34-year-
old Universal Life Insurance com-I
pany's assets up around the $1,tl.•
000,000 mark, and increased
its business in force to more than
$110,000,000.
fire located at 2500 Flora Strei
in Dallas,
The officers of Excelsior went
W. J. Durham, chairman of the
board: A. Prestwood, president,
and Mrs. C. E. Jones, secretary;
George L. Allen, B. J. Strickland,
M. 11, McShann and M. G. King.
HUGE WORKING FORCE
Along with its policyholders,
Universal Life added Excelsior'S
employees to its personnel r 01 1,
swelling its working force to well
above 900 In addition to receiving
guarantees of job security and op-
portunity for advancement the
former Excelsior employees can
participate in Universal Life's pen.
sion or retirement plan. Further,
Exceisior policyholders can now
increase their insurance to maxi-
mum protection under UniversaL
The combining of the two woo
See UNIVERSAL Page 2
In purchasing the Excelsior Life
Insurance Co., Universal Life as- Detender Editor
sumed all of the Texas company's
liability as of Jan. 1, 1958.
The reinsurance of Excelsior
Life is in line with the present
trend of many business organiza.
'lions which are merging in an ef-
fort to reduce operating expenses
brought abbot by present-day eco-
nomic conditions.
STRONG FIRM
Excelsior Life, an old line logal
reserve life insurance company,
handled industrial life, Industrial
health and accident, ordinary life,
and hospitalization insurance, and
employed more than 100 persons
in the field and in its home of-
On Honor Roll
Alex Wilson, editor and gen-
eral manager of the Tri State Do.
fender, was one oh' nine individ-
uals named recently to receive
Awards for 1957.
Mr. Wilson, the first member of
the staffof the Defender Publica-
tions to be named for an award
during the past 10 years, was cit-
ed for "symbolizing the highest
standards in American journal-
ism, and for refusing to be intim-
idated by mob violence in Little
Rock," while covering the inte-
gration crisis in that city last Fall,
M S U Hypocrisy
dy STAFF' WRITER
Memphis State university registration officials, who
generally subject applications filed by qualified Negro
applicants to the gnat strainer, were given their come-
uppance this week, when the National Collegiate Athletic
Association revealed that the school had swallowed a few
camels in order to get basketball
ptayers for its tenni.
The hypocrisy of the local in-
stitution was laid out in the open
when the NCAA placed the school
Jon Iwo years probation for
Itiitting three student athletes
without qualifying with the for.
Mal academic requirements. It
also charged that financial aid
and arrangements for two of the
players had failed to conform
with regulations laid down by the
association.
The embarrassment of the
school officials in the exposure, Smith were mothers of young,
that all is not as "kosher" Inichlldren at the time, and wanted
. . . . 'Strains Gnats, And
school's registration office
came only six months after two
qualified Negro women student
were turned away from t h e
school on slight technicalities.
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS
The women who sought admis-
sion to the school were Mrs. Mir-
iam Sugarmon. wife of Attorney
Russell B. Sugarmon, jr., who re-
sides at 790 Walker at., and Mrs.
Maxine Smith, native Memphian,
and the wife of Dr. Vasco A.
Smith, jr., of 1096 S. Lauderdale.
Both Mrs. Sugartnon and M r s.
to study as near- to their homes
as possible.
Has. Sugarmon is a graduate of
Wellesley college, one of the top-
ranking colleges in the United
States, where she was elected to
Phi Beta Kappa, the nation's
most famous honor society.
A language major, Mrs. Sugar.
mon wanted to study on her mas-
ter's degree in English from the
local school, but was denied en-
trance, when Robert P. Clark, the
registrar, discovered that she did
not have enough undergraduate
hours in the subject about the
same time that he found out that
she was a Negro.
"YES" AND THEN "NO"
Year before latit, Mrs. Sugar-
mon said that she had filed an ap-
plication from Boston, which was
nine days late, but that the reg-
istrar had courteously informed
her that she might be entered as
a special student in the under-
graduate school, and gain the re-
quired hours for graduate work.
Her application was turned
down because of an alleged fail-
ure to check whether she wished
to matriculate as a special stu-
dent in the section provided for
that notation on the application.
Swallows Camels'
Mrs. Smith, who finished Porter
school, Booker T. Washington high
school, and was a honor gradu-
ate from Spelman, before get-
ting her master's degree in
French from Middlebury college
in Vermont, needed credits in two
other foreign languages. S h e
wanted to complete this before re.
turning to Middlebury to do her
residence requirements for t h e
doctorate in French.
GETS RUNAROUND
She was denied admission to
Memphis State on the ground that
the institution did not offer foreign
languages on the graduate level.
t Dr. J. M. Smith, president of
Memphis State, admitted that the
school had not been always so
strict before or since, when he ap-
peared between halves of the
Memphis State - Oklahoma City
basketball game, and told fans
that the school had been placed
on probation.
The students involved In the
ban, he admitted, "were- enrolled
provisionally, just as other stu-
dents have been admitted."
The ruling of the NCAA means
that Memphis State athletes will
not participate in the National In.
vitation Tourney basketball and I
NCAA playoffs, that its football
team will not be eligible for bowl
games. and that its track squad,
state collegiate champions (Or the
past three years, will be out of
the running for the next two years
unless the ruling is changed.
The punishment meted out by
the NCAA will bar the school from
14 collegiate meets and tourna-
ments, and 28 privately sponsor-
ed events in which the arsocise-
tion is involved. Thus. MSU's hr
pocrisy bas been bared,
• • Cr of the Year, and mother of Federal Judge Scovel Rich.
for a more complete count of the
population, to provide more accu-
rate information, and to ease the
problem of getting informatiot,
about persons who are not at horn,
when the enumerator calls.
The test will be held in conjunc- A more cefinplete count can ha
tion with the special Federal cen- expected because the person fill
sus which has been requested by ing out the questionnaire w i
the City of Memphis in order to
establish new official population
figures to be used in computing example, many persons forge'
state aid payments. These pay- about recently-born babies when
Vents are now based on the 1950 talking with enumerators. Lodgers
are frequently forgotten also.
MORE ACCURACY
More accurate information is ex-
pected to result because this me-
thod provides the householder an
opportunity to study the questions
and to consult with other meni.
hers of the family in order to ab-
25 when census enumerators start tam Information on schooling, type
Visiting every dwelling unit in the of job, and related items. Some.
city. The enumerators will obtain times this information is n o t
the name of the head of t h e known by the person who answers
household and the number of per-
sons living in each dwelling unit
visited and record this informa-
tion on a special listing sheet.
Then, instead of conducting an ex-
tended interview in the manner of
past censuses, the enumerator will
leave a census questionnaire
Which residents are requested to return visits to households by err
IRII out and mail to special cent- umeratora who previously have
been unable to find anybody at
home.
Those persons who have filed
application for employment on the
census project will be notified by
mail, it was learned last week.
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Key Census Test
Begins Jan: 25
A major test of methods a n d,
emeationnaires being ennsidered
for use in the United States Cen- 1
sus pf 1930 will be conducted in
hlesaphia late this month, it was
annOunced last week.
Census figures and the new cen-
sus is expected to show a consid-
erable increase in the city's popu-
lation which will automatically re-
it& in added revenues to Mem-
phis.
NEW PROCEDURE
The census will begin on Jan.
have time to remember all of tht
people living in the household. For
the door when the enumerator
comes around to ask questions in
the usual manner.
"Call backs," the bane of cen-
sus takers, are expected to be vir.
tuaily eliminated by the "do it
yourself" method. A "call back"
is the Census Bureau term for
a
Six Memphians Accept
HELPING THE NEEDY at a rector of the organization; and program chairman; Mrs. Ann Johnson, David Bramlett, Kest.
party sponsored recently by the M. R. Ilenderson. Standing in Hall, Elias Hutcherson, secre- dent; Samuel Doodlove, and
Mallory Knights are kneeling rear, same order, are Rev. D. tary and treasurer; Dero Mose. Mrs. Frances Jones. (Photo be
left to right, Tommy Gray, Mar- E. Herring, the Mallory Knights' ly, Fit anti Winston, Mrs. Prena 13, T. McChristian)
ry L. Strong, founder and di-
Drama
(Continued From Page 1)
Negroes. They had chosen seats
immediately behind the table used
by Atty. H. T. Lockard and his
staff.
SCENE OF INTEGRATION
The pro-segs were forced to look
at a scene of integration when
white newsmen, unable to find
space elsewhere, seated them-
selves at the NAACP staff's table
Meanwhile, as time drew nigh
for court to begin, the center aisle
filled with standing Negroes. At
most of the available standing
room in back of the courtroom
and the line extended both right
and left, circling the seated audi-
ence. By the time court began,
several Negroes had found chairs
and were seated to the extreme
left and in the general section
with the whites.
Thus there was an island of
new quiet pro-segs encircled by
Negroes, some seated and othersi
standing.
END ORAL ARGUMENTS
After neither side accepted the
offer to make oral arguments in
the case, presiding Judge John D.
Martin, serving on a three-judge
panel with Marion S. Boyd and
William E. Miller, closed out that
phase of the hearing.
The court gave the counsel for
the defendants two weeks to file
briefs on points in the suit. Attor
neys for the plaintiffs will have
two weeks to reply.
After this is done, copies of the
briefs will be exchanged by both
legal camps. The court will then
grant five days for both sides to
file final answers.
NO FURTHER PROOF
The state entered the case, rep-
resented by Solicitor General Alli-
son B. Humphreys. He told the
court that he had no additional
proof to offer, and made clear that
the state was on the side of the
city in supporting the constitution-
adity of the state bus bias law.
lie presented, this information in
a soft-spoken manner, and 'iriefly.
Atty. H. T. Lockard, represent-
Ina 0. Z. Evers, objected for the
record, the admission of any other
facts in the case.
Later he, Solicitor General Hum-
phreys, Attys. Russell and Gian-
notti told the court they had no
further oral arguments.
MONTGOMERY CASE
Counsel for the defendants will
contend in their brief that there
is a difference between the Mont-
gomery, Ala., bus case and the
Memphis suit: and that the court
cannot properly render a decision
in the local suit since the case
was "improperly brought" by fail-
ure to officially notify the gover.
nor and the state's attorney gen-
eralBASICALLY THE SAME
Counsel for the plaintiffs, the
Father's Trick Gun
Gets Son Into Trouble
Ralph Williams, 16, of White Station, a basketball
player and student of Father Betrand High School, is
alleged to have used a trick walking cane gun to shoot
Wilson Nelson Pruitt, 16, an 11th grade student of Mel-
rose High School, and son of Mrs. Julia Pruitt, a school
teacher of 2471 Saratoga, during, 
a basketball game at Melrose like
High school last week. as 
gun at the bus driver, but
some of the other male students
According to some of the stu- 
dents who were in the crowd dur. 
took the away from him.
Williams was arrested during
ing the shooting, Pruitt and Wil- the basketball game after the shot
hams had been teasing each oth- had thrown the crowded Melrose
er when Williams became angry gymnasium into a bedlam.
and shot Pruitt in the neck with Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, said
the shot-gun camouflaged as a Williams told police the gun, which
has a pushbutton trigger in the
bone handle belongs to his father.
Williams has been turned over
to Juvenile court.
Pruitt, w h o received only a
bus for Melrose Stadium. Ile is minor neck wound, could not be
reported to have pointed the cane-, reached for a statement.
walking cane.
FIRST Aer
It was reported that Williams,
while en route to the game had
fired the can before boarding a
Universal
(Continued From Page 1)
ponies was one of the largest
transactions effected in 25 years
by a member, or members of the
Inc., In which Excelsior held
membership, and to which UM
versal still belongs.
During the Middle Twenties
Universal Life made financial
history when it acquired the busi-
ness of the Mississippi Life In-
surance company. It was reported
at the time to have been the
greatest monetary deal ever hair
dled by Negroes.
WIDESPREAD OPERATIONS
Universal Life will celebrate its
35th anniversary on Sept. 6. Its
operations at present are spread
throughout the South, Southwest,
Middle West and West. In addi-
tion to its home office, housed in
a three.story, white stone building
of Egyptian architecture, the com-
pany operates agency offices in
Arkansas, California, Kansas, Lou-
isiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Te-
xas, Missouri and Tennessee.
The company was founded in
1923 by Dr. Joseph E. Walker
along with M. W. Bonner, and the
late A. W. Willis. Also assisting
with the infant firm, as it strug-
gled to get to its feet, were the
late M. S. Stuart, and J. A. Sway-
re-
in later years Dr. J. W. Kelso
joined the company as medical di-
rector, B. G. Olive, jr., became
vice president - agency director,
and A. Maceo Walker, the son of
Dr. Walker, was employed as one
of the first Negro actuaries with
an insurance company.
The present officers of the com-
pany ate: Dr. J. E. Walker,
chairman of the Board: A. Maceo
Walker, Sr.. president; B. G. Olive
jr., first vice president-secretary;
Dr. J. W. Kelso, vice president
and medical director; H. A. Gil-
liam, vice president and director
of agencies; T. J. Willis, J. A.
Olive and L. H. Boyce, assistant
secretaries; J. T. Chandler, per-
sonnel director, and G .T. Howell,
Executive assistant agency direc-
tor.
Hawkins
Nixon's AV To Confab'
WASHINGTON, D. C.—More than 325 leaders of bus-
iness, civic, fraternal and social organizations from 37
states and the District of Columbia met on Jan. 15 to plan
the mobilization of community resources in the National
Equal Job Opportunity Program of the President's Com-
mittee on Government Contracts. 1 
dictions of Michigan, Pennaylva
ing included leaders of business, 
n-Speakers at the one-day meet.
labor, education and Government.
Present at the Minority Commu-
nity Resources Conferences at
the invitation of Vice President
Richard M. Nixon were American
Indians, Chinese • Americans, Ja-
panese - Americans, Jews, Ne-
groes, Puerto Ricans, and Spanish
Americans.
Six Memphians who attended
the meeting at the Willard hotel
were Mrs. Philip Booth, principal
of Keel school; Dr. W. W. Gib-
son, dean of LeMoyne college; RELIGIOUS GROUPS
Dr. W. 0. Speight, first vice presi- National Council of Churches of
dent of Union Protective Assur- Christ in the USA, American
ance company; A. M. Walker, Friends Service Committee, The
presidet of Universal Life Insur- Methodist Church (Resident Bish.
ance company; Charles F. ops), African Methodist Emsco-
hams, Grand Master of P rin ce pal, African Methodist Episcopal
Hall Masons, and Dr. T. H. Wat. Zion, Christian Methodist Emsco-
kins, Editor L. Alex Wilson was pal, the Presbyterian Church,
invited but could not attend. EpiscopaltTahrie chu re Ch, 
The 
ThBeapUtinsit-
FROM NASHVILLE 
an 
Nashvillians present for t h e Church, National Councils of Ca.
meeting were John Hope, II, di- tholic Men and Women, and Youth
rector of Industrial Relations of Department of National Catholic
the Fisk ive
t i On 
sDepaurntm nrsti;ty JoRcee amccRluerlea-, W0elfmaEreN,CsonfnceeLerueB noups
district president of the National National Connell of Neg.'s) Worn.
Alliance of Postal Employees; Or, en, Inc., National Association of
George N. Redd, secretary of Sift Colored Women, The Links, The
ma Pi Phi fraternity at Fisk; Jack and Jill Clubs of America,
Mrs. Margaret Simms, Women's and The League of Women Voters,
Activities, Fisk university and Dr. PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS &
Preston Valien, chairman of the TRADE GROUPS
social science department at National Bar Association, Busi-
Fisk. ness and Professional Women's
Others invited from the Tri- League, American Teachers Asso-
State area were Arkansas repre- nation, American Personnel and
sentatives Miss Edna Douglas, Guidance Association, National
Grand Basileus of Sigma Gamma Newspaper Publishers Associa-
Rho's Little Rock chapter and Dr. lion, National Medical Association,
Beauregard Jones, director of National Funeral Directors Asso-
guidance at Arkansas A&M col- mation, National Beauty Coitus'.
loge at Pine Bluff. ists League, National Business
Mississippians who attended the League, National Insurance Asso.
meeting were James C. Gilliam, ciation, National Association of
Grand Master of Prince Hall Real Estate Brokers, National
Masons from Clarksdale; L. S. Al- Bankers Association, American
exander, executive secretary of Savings and Loan League, Iota
the Mississippi Teachers Associa• Phi Lambda Business Sorority,
lion of Jackson; and Dr. J. D. National Alliance of Postal Ern-
Boyd, president of Alcorn A&M ployees, Association for the Study
college at Lotman. of Negro Life and History, Lamb.
NEW JOBS di Kappa Mu Sorority, National
Vice President Nixon pointed Scholarship Service and Fund for
out that many new job opportu- Negro Students, and State Teach.
nities are being made available soersCIAAsLso,ccialtviolnes.AND
GOVERNMENT GROUPS
ntoownelevmerb,enrost oernomugihno.roiftythegroyouuptsh.
of these greups are qualified,. to American G. I. Forum, The
take advantage of the gains being Frontiers of America, National
made in the elimination of ra- Conference of Christians a n d
cial and religious discrimination in Jews, Inc., narNats ational Congress
Teachers,
Dr. eme l,eyiamnenets. M. Nabrit, jr., secre. Chinese American Civic Council,
tary of Howard* university. Wash- Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
ington, and member of the corn- Department of Labor (Migration
mittee, presided at the morning Division), Japanese American Ci.
Civic 
ARsosoecbivadtionSsi,oulanc.T, riNbal.
ation corporation; Omer Carmich-
session. Speakers included John A. tizens League, State and City
of Ba'int jairbBa'nritLagDu.e,CN. 
National As.
teoCifooenuncil, Anti
-Defamation League
NewinRo ttseeeytioerlikj, maB membereasc h en . a nKdionf dCteohi mb te per agonerny
sociation for the Advancement of
, Chairman, North American Asti-
and the National Board of t he ident, International Association of
!
Graduate college fraternities
ael. superintendent of schools, YWCA.,
Mrs. Helen Rogers Reid of the
Phi Alpha, Omega Psi Phi, Kap-
luncheon, at which Secretary of
Colored People, The Arrow, Inc.,Louisville; and A. J. Hayes, Pres-
pa Alpha Psi, Phi Beta Sigma
Labor James P. Mitchell, Vice and Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta
Machinist. AFL-CIO
Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, Sig-
the principal address.
New York Herald Tribune, a Corn- and sororities invited were: Alpha
ma Gamma Rho and Phi Delta
Chairman of the Committee, gave
mittee member presided at a
Kappa sororities.
(Continued From Page 1)
ed to take her to a hospital.
Mrs. Hawkins' main interests in
lifee were her tewo children, who
life were her, two children, who
beside Judge Richardson, are Mrs.
Charles J. Walker of Nashville
Tennessee, and her church, Met-
ropolitan Baptist.
Born in Helena, Ark, she came
to Memphis to live as a young
child, later attended Fisk univer-
Clayton Powell who is second in seniority on the commit- sity, and married Rev. Scovel
tee. ' Richardson, Sr. A later marriageNAACP, will emphasize in their,
Instead, the chairmanship of the sub
-committee on 
to the late Charles W. Hillman, were represented included 10 fra-brief that the Memphis bus seg- a who left here with Handy's band, ternal groups, 12 religious organs-
as 
suit is basically the SM. labor standards, went to Rep. 
 ended with his death in Chicago.Philip Landrum (D. Ga.) Thethat of Montgomery.
vacariCy had occurred last year nUunbdeedr 
congressman 
arrangement, The NAACP has filed motion
when Rep. Augustine B. Kelley e would 
the Mrs. Hawkins later married Mon-
ks. summary judgment, contend.
to hold investigatio—rui 
roe Hawkins, who proceeded her
(D. Pa.) d d.bein death on May 20, 1957.authorizedsing that no controversy exists and Beside her two children, sheTo soothe Powell and to makethat the issue must be settled on
the basis of law, some pretense of equity after
If the court approves the breaking the seniority thea m-
MarianAndersoni side wins. It may take from 30
to affirm or deny.
In Asia On RC to 60 daYs for the Supreme Court
RCA Victor has released a 12"
Soundtrack of "The Lady From
Philadelphia: Through Asia With
Madan Anderson," a "See It
Nov" program produced by Ed.
Wild R. Murrow and Fred W.
Peneented recently -in an hour
MIMI network telecast, the dem
maintary highlights Miss Ander.
neis's 40.000 mile concert lour
through seven countries in South.
east Asia r behalf of ANTA and
the State Department last year.
"The Lady From Philadelphia",
provides listeners with front row'
seats as Miss Anderson sings at
the Ewha University in Seoul, at
theaters and schools in Manila,
Rangoon, Bangkok, Bombay, Del-
hi, Kuala Lampur and Saigon, and
for members of the 24th infantry
sus headquarters on Feb. 1. A
self-addressed envelope which re-
quires no postage is being furnish-
ed for this purpose.
This "do it yourself" method of
Census taking is designed to make
Postal Workers,
GIs Included
By THOMAS B. ROSS
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The administration un-
eiled yesterday its one billion 53 million dollars pay plan
to give a six per cent raise to military personnel, postal
Workers, and other civil servants.
The increase benefits a million and a half federal
ivllian emplcyes and one million , 
thousand members of the, tric Corp. President Ralph J
rmed services. It excludes 780.- Cordiner.
servicemen with less than two The military recommendations,
years' active duty, which will cost 518 million dol-
President Eisenhower's Pr09011
-r kits, reflect an historic change in
al also include additional pay' emphasis by basing pay more on
raises — exclusive of postal work-1 merit and skill than length of
rs — to stop the leakage of service. Four of every seven serv-
echnically trained military and
vilian personnel to private in-
ustry.
OSTAL RATE HIKE
For the half million postal work-
rs, the administration proposes
general six per cent pay raise.
he White House said the boost
not necessarily" hinge on an in-
ease in postal rates.
The military proposals were
described as reflecdng "full sup-
icemen will benefit.
Top civilian pay is increased
under the proposal from $16,000
to 518,000 a year. The salary of a
four-star general or admiral is
raised by about $5.000 to $20,400.
However, some 225,000 retired
servicemen will not receive any,
additional pay ender the admin-
istration plan.
Defense Secretary Neil L. Mc.
Elroy said the proposal is essen-
rt for the recommendations of tial because present pay Mema special defense advisory corn lives are "so contrary to all thatittee headed by General Elec. has been learned about human
motivations, that they can be con-
sidered a major impediment to
national defense."
Although the new military pay
scale is so complicated that sal-
ary increases can. be compared
only on an individual basis, 2
Pentagon budget expert estimated
that a "very large per cent" of
trained men will receive an extra
$100 a month.
For example, an Army sergeant
whose present pay is 5163.50 a
month could through proficiency
advancements and incentive pro-
motion increase his salary to $300.
MASTER'S PAY $400
A master sergeant in the air
force or a navy chief petty uffi.
cer, now receiving $261.30 on 10
years service, could earn $400. A
lieutenant colonel whose maaimum
earrings for 30 years service is
$670.80 a month could receive
t84+0 after only six years' service
Officers, however, will not re-
ceive the new pay immediately.
They will be "phased-in" over a
four-year period, and defense of-
ficials made it clear that the in-
efficient will be eliminated during
this period.
Longevity in the traditional
sense has been eliminated so that
additional pay for active duty
stops at four to eight years in-
stead of the present 30 years.
In order to give even further
'neer tive to specially talented
ues
(Continued From Page 1)
Side the cafe, saw her, and then
ckoned to her. The woman said
hat she asked, "Who, me, what
aye I done?" He then made her
me outside, she said, and told
er to get into the squad car.
Mrs. Green said that the officer
n "jumped on the back seat,
andcuffed my hands behind me,
ut his knees in my stomach and
gan beating me on my head.
kicked him back with my feet,"
e said, "as my hands were
ed behind me."
The woman, who had been em-
toyed at Nickery Brothers Mill
r 13 years, said that she was
ken to the Barksdale police sta-
on, where the officers continued
rain "brutual, severe, and ter-
ic blows upon her head neck
pine, body, and limbs" with a
ackjack.
T TWO HOSPITALS
Following her release from jail,
rs. Green was treated for her in-
ries at John Gaston hospital,
nd the Collins Chapel hospital,
and since by physicians, but her
juries have not healed, she
harged. and are "painful and per.
anent."
Mrs. Green is *he mother of
I
two children, Mrs. Limn Thomas i men, two extra enlisted grades
and Mrs. Eldridge Glover, and have been added to the present
has five grandchildren. seven.
leaves five grandchildren, Dr.
Powell is currently visiting 
J. E. Jordan of Nashville, Tenn.,
House Interior committee, of Puerto Rico on committee 
and the Misses Elaine, Alice, Mary
mary motion, a decision will be
and Marjorie Richardson of New
rendered based on law. However.
if the court should overrule the re.ember, was said to be offering ed for comment on whether he York City;
a step-brother, Russell necticut, Delaware, Florida. Geor., gutted the clothing store causing
damages estimated at 5250.000.
NIXON PRESIDES
Vice President Nixon presided
at an afternoon session, which
was devoted to questions from the
floor and discussions. The discus-
sion period was followed by a re-
ception.
The Committee, since its estab-
lishment in 1953, has worked clos-
Benevolent Club
In 1st Meeting
The Benevolent Ald club heldits first meeting of the 'ear
ely with private and public social, the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
,
agencies primarily concerned with Whitmore, of 2360 Vandale ave.,the elimination of discriminatory on Jan. 6.
employment practices. The MM- All of the members enjoyed the
meeting. and were very much in-
spired by the reports on the or-
ganization's work for 1957 among
the needy,
ority Community Resources Con-
ference was called as a part of
its efforts to develop a broader
base of community cooperation in
its programs to eliminate discrim-
ination in employment because of 
ganization will be held on Jan. 2o.
race, religion, color or national 
at 2144 Curry ave. at 8:00 p.m.,
origin, friends of the group are in.the Committee said, The sited to attend.73 national organizations which Mrs. Essie B. Woods is presid-
over U. S. handling of these Pos-
sessions.
which Powell is fifth ranking business and could not be reach-
motion, then the decision will he 1m a sub-committee chairman-
based on the facts in the case ship on territories taking in the
presented last Monday. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
After the judges have given
• 
their decision, there is certain to
be an appeal, regardless of what
leaders in these countries and her
conversations with school chi!.
Gov. Orval Faubus of Arkansas, 
Outdoor MealsPHOENIX, Ariz. — (LNS) — sae Chief Executive said 80 to 88
school integration crisis last year. 
behind him on his integration 
Hit New Highdren, key figure in the Little Rock per cent of his state's citizens are
Negro pupils if federal troops .ire violence would break out if fed- 
Outdoor eating reached a new
said yesterday he will not protect stand and added that reports that high during 1957 with some two
removed from Central high school.
In Phoenix attending the 20th 
billion meals being prepared In
annual meeting of the National
Cotton Council, Faubus declared:
"It is improper to put police
force in the schools."
Stating "it isn't my role to pro.
mote social change," the Arlaii.
5.
JUNE IN JANUARY — While
wintry winds blew hard and
cold In less favored climes,
these pretty Dillard universi-
ty, New Orleans, seniors were
enjoying a spring-like after-
noon in the sun. Posing prettl.
ly before a blooming camellia
bush are Antoinette Porche
and June McCarthy, both
seniors majoring in nurse edu-
cation.
Bypass Powell
For Southerner
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON — The House Education and Labor
committee denied a sub-committee chairmanship to Adam
would accept this arrangement as
satisfactory in lieu of the other
bypassing.
Heard in the album are Inspir-
ing renditions of "He's Got The
Whole World In His H and,"
"Tramping," "There's No Hiding
Place Down Here." "Go Down
Through The Rye.' "Home Sweet
Home" is sung with a chorus of
men of the 24th Infantry Division
Division at the 48th parallel in and the New Delhi Symphony Or.
Korea. The album also highlights hestra accompanies Miss Andes-
the renowned artist's discussions son in the moving "Mon Couer"
on religion and citizenship wit from Sampson and Delilah.
Wouldn't Guard
Negroes—Faubus
eral soldiers were removed come
from both "parents and students"
at the school.
Faubus would not say whether
he plans to seek re-election this
year, although he said "nothing
stands in the way" of his running
again.
backyards, picric areas, etc. Some
140 thouttand tons of briquets were
used to cook these foods during
the past yea
A record 50 million dollars were
spent on grills, aprons, chef's hats,
lone handled forks and barbecue
accessories.
zations, 5 women's clubs, 20 busi-
ness, professional and t r a de
groups, 16 social, civic and gov-
ernmental units, and 10 graduate
college fraternities and sororities.
STATES REPRESENTED
States which were represented
included Alabama, Arizona, Ark.
ansas, California, Colorado Con-
TornemrysaKidarsatmoe.k binrotthheer boufildtinhezsas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary'  
was valued at $175,000. James
Karam was in Hot Springs at the
time of the blaze, which ate hung'
s. A. Owen, pastor, officiating. in- homa, Pennsylvania, Rhode Is rily at the building for some two
terment was in NEW PARK ceme- land, South Carolina, South Dako- hours.
tery Southern Funeral Home was ta, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Soon after the violence at Cent-
in charge of arrangements. West Virginia and Wisconsin. ral High, Time magazine carried
Organizations which were rep- an expose on Faubus and Karam.
resented at the Minority Commu. The story cited the store owner as
nity Resources Conference includ. leader of the hullyboys in the mob.
Shortly thereafter, Negroes who
had been pateronizing the clothing
business.
enesblegan to boycott Karam'.
For some time Karam was un-
der Investigation by the Federal
Bureauof Investigation for hia
activities at the school.
land, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Okla.
is, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,
New Jersey, Georgia, Missouri,
New York, Mississippi, Tennes-
see, Texas, Wisconsin and Loui-
siana, Supreme Camp of t h •
American Woodmen;
AUGILIAR1ES OF FRATERNAL
GROUPS
Daughters of ISIS, Order of the
E a s te r n Star, Grand Temple
Daughters of Elks, and Grand
Court, Order of Calanthe.
Benford• and a half-sister, Mrs.' gia Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kan.
Emma Belle Perry, both of Chi-
cago, Ill.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, Jan. 14, at 3:30 p.m. in Met-
ropolitan Baptist church, with Rev.
ent of the club, and Mrs. Geenthia
Collins Campbell its reporter.
LITTLE ROCK, — Ark.—James
"Jimmy" Karam, *close friend of
Gov. Orval Faubus, who was
charged with directing the mob
attacks at Central High School
last Septe. 23, now a burned out
store
A fire of undeteermined source
ed:
FRATERNAL GROUPS
Ancient Egyptian Arabic Order
Lodge, Improved Benevolent Pro-
tective Order, Elks of the World,
North and South America and
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine ot
Its Jurisdiction (Masons, Grand
Inc.. Grand United Order of the
Odd Fellows, The United Supreme CORN STATE
Northern and Southern imisdie- Iowa harvests more than 0 5 hit.
dons, and most Worshipful Prince lion bushels of corn in a normal
Hall Grand Lodges for the iuris. yea,
•
•
•
•
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AKA BASILE' REVIEW Pro-
gress - Basilei of Beta Epsi-
lon Omega chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority visited
Mrs. Minnie Redmond
basileus, during the recent
visit of the Ilatnnton Institute
librarian with her parents.
Dr. and Mrs. E. M. Wilkins.
Mrs. George A. Stevens. the
present basileus, reported that
from the seven members of
Mrs. Bowles' tenure of office,
the membership has grown to
100 active sorors, and an ad-
ditional 50 or more sorors list.
ed as inactive. Also present
were Mrs. Mildred Raynor Da•
vis, now a teacher in the Chi.
icago public school system,
who visited her mother, Mrs.
Alice Raynor, and Mrs. Kath-
eryn Perry Thomas. T h
glance of the chapter's his.
torv was highlighted for the
local 50th anniversary obers•
ance of the founding of Alpha
Kappa Alpha, to be celebrat•
ed at a public Founder's
Day program on Jan. 19, at
Mt. Olive Cathedral. Mrs.
Edna Over Campbell of halt'.
more, Md., a past national
basileus of the organization,
will be the guest speaker.
Mrs. Bowles and Mrs. Davis
were formerly teachers in the
Memphis city school system.
Left to right are: Mrs. Stev-
ens, Mrs. Bowles, Mrs. Thom-
as and Mrs. Davis. (Hooks
Photo)
Literate Slave Plotter/ A&I Squeaks By
Revolution In Haiti 'KBentucky 64-68Bali stealing and Tennessee
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Francois Dominique, known to
us as Tcussaint L'Oeuvreture, was
born on the Breda plantation on
the island of Haiti. The Breda
plantation was not only one of the
largest on the island, but one of
the best managed, and most hu-
mane. The plantation was owned
by an absentee landlord who liv-1
ed in France.
Toussaint Was the eldest of eight
children, five boys and three girls.
His father could read and write,
and was considered a kind of won-
der, because he could use some
Latin phrases.
He taught Toussaint, and the lad
became a great reader. Negroes
at that time, when in the family
circle, spoke their tribal tongue.
Most of them also used the Cre-
ole language.
While in his teens Toussaint
was given the job of watching cat-
tle, and this gave him much time
In which to read and reflect. La-
ter as a man, he was returning
The man knocked the book from
his hand, and proceeded tr. beat
him with the stick that he was
tation manager believed th a t
slaves should be allowed to read
and write, and had given him
some books.
Toussaint would not permit any
one to clean his bloodstained coat
and wore it daily until the begin-
nine of the insurrection. He then
walked for miles to the home of
the man who had beaten him, chal-
lenged the man to a fight on
equal terms. The man was stab-
bed to death.
He married a woman by the
name of Suzanne Simon. a rela-
tive of his father. The old plan-
tation, manager died, and the new
one was just as good or better.
He gave Toussaint and his wife
a plot to farm on shares and,
made him his coachman. It was
in that capacity that he drove
to Cape Francois on that memor
able day when he, Dessalines, and
tligersharks OfChristopher first appeared on the .Same place at the same time. A
that time, all of them were slaves.
'State A and I 'rigors' fast break
put a hot foot under Kentucky's
deep freeze 64 to 68 for the NAIA
national champ's thirteenth win
against 2 defeats in Kean's Little
Garden here last Saturday night
Breaking back into the winning
column after having suffered 2
setbacks during the holiday tour-
ney play, Coach McLendon's
Tigers. down 25 to 28 at intermis-
sion, turned on tne heat (luring
the second half to keep their con-
ference record clean behind ther
15 point shooting of en.eaptian
John Barnhill, the flashy forward-
from Evansville, Ind.
The Tigers tied the game six
times, before winding it up with
only 4 points to spare.
The champions will continue
loop play this Saturday when they
play Central State college at
Wilberforce, Ohio,
he was met by a white man who to rule Haiti. Their names have A&I Win Meetfrom church one Sunday, when Each of the men was destined
did not believe in slaves reading. since become famous Toussaint lVILBERFORCE,Ohlo - Coach
Thom "Friend" Hughes' tankmen
churned out eight of ten first
places as the Tennessee A & I
carrying, until the slave w a 5 is said, that the future ruler of Tigersharks squeaked by Central
bloody, Haiti sent his plantation manager State in a dual swim meet 57 to
That was the most cruel treat- to the United States for safety, 58 here last Saturday afternoon. the British richer by $440,000,000.
ment he had ever received, he. thus rewarding one act of kind- Ron Payne, Bill /toward • and
paper clips to fresh food and elec-
cause both his owner and his plan- ness with another. John Swann shared starring roles 
Whisky exports in the same per- trical equipment, bought from Brit-
as the Tennessee team notched 
iod were only $65,000,000, automo- ain came to over E115 million in
bier first victory in nine-meet 
bile and commercial vehicle ex- the past year including offshore
Three Memphians Win 1 season's schedule. ports some $75,000,00
0 while tour-
Being Frank . . .
About People, Places
And Problems
by FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - It is fore-1 or more stellar performers et col-
cast-time again. As the new year or.
begins, it is incumbent upon us to (The Colonels had at least three
review the record and calculate. Negro first-stringers. Their gate
the future, receipts increased appreciably
For 1957 this writer looked for. with Negroes attendance.)
ward to the following: 6. Desegregation trouble - spots
1. Local Public Housing Projects like Clay and Sturgis, Ky., will
' will be desegregated pending fall in line now that the federal
!court action on the cresent suit.' district court has ordered the ef
The Commission promised t h e fectuation of integration.
court It would integrate after a (Accomplished.)
year Of study and preParation. 7. Louisville Negro school teach-
2. Governor Chandler, now as ers will be intrgrated on a mint-
piring for the 1960 Democratic mum scale in spite of the school
Presidential nomination, will add administration's cry of "inferior-
Negro personnel to several de- ity."
partments of the State Govern- (No progress.)
rant. "Happy" knows that he 8. Sens, John Sherman Cooper
needs to improve his records and Thurston Morton will spear-
where Negroes are concerned if head civil rights legislation in
he is to get anywhere nationally. Congress - a body which has
(So far as we can ascertain Mrs. never enacted any,
Murray Walls, John B. Horton, (Both voted to kill filibustering
Jr., and Atty. Harry McAlpin re- and for the original civil rights
main the only Negro appointees bill.)
of Governor Chandler.) 9. Public school building aid
3. The ground work will be laid will be voted minus a non-discrim-
for the employment of Negroes (nation rider.
as local bus and taxi drivers. Man- (missed.)
&gement is almost ready. The re 10. Another Kentucky Negro
maining hurdle is the respective will receive a major National po-
drivers unions. litical appointment mainly thru
(No progress.) the efforts of Sens. Cooper and
4. Improvement can be expected Morton,
in public restaurants. Already
Negroes are eating in 5 and 10
Cent Stores and the Fairgrounds'
Mason-Dixon Dining Room. Oth-
er facilities will fall in line, espec-
ially where Negro trade is appre-
ciable enough.
(Three local hotels opened their
facilities to Negro guests and coat.
ventlons.)
5. Local acquisition of the de-
funct Louisville Colonels on a pub-
lic interest basis will result i n
greater support from Negroes.
This support will be materially
enhanced by the acquisition of one
(Not yet.)
The score Indicates that we
achieved only half of thesa goals.
The task remains one of eternal
vigilance
This year has produced undoubt-
edly the bitterest opposition yet
encountered by law and order.
Chief example: Little Rock. On
the other hand because of the
determination of most people to
uphold the Supreme Court school
decision, desegregation advanced.
Moreover, the federal government
demonstrated that it will not per-
mit a governor to misuse his auth-
Cl Is England's
Biggest Spender
- more than $135,000,000. These
services are for the most part for
work undertaken to expand and
I strengthen runways on airfields
for the new types of bombers. Pri-
vate contarctors get some of
their most lucrative business from
the American Air Force,
L'Oeuvreture, Jean Jacques Des-
salines, and Henri Christopher.
When the revolution came, it
Key Posts At A. & I.
NASHVILLE - Memphians Mo-
rella Reed, Donald Perry a n d
James H. Stewart were recently
elected to Tennessee State univer-
sity's Women and Men's Senates,1
a progressive type extension of'
student government at the Nash-1
ville university.
Political science major Donald
D. Perry is the son of Mrs. Rena
Perry, of 1209 Smith ave., and
graduate of Manassas High school.
James H. Stewart, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Lee Stewart, 765 Bos-
ton st., and graduate of Melrose
High sehool is an electrical en-
gineit-Ing major. Mozella R e e d,
home economics major, Is a grad-
uate of Booker T. Washington and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lott
Reed, of 723 Wright St.
The purpose of the two 20-mem-
ber Senates will be to handle disci-,
pline problems in 14 or more cate-,
gories; to encourage and fost‘.,r
well - planned and continuously
operative program and to foster
the highest ideals of womanhood
and manhood.
The three Memphians were
elected from 115 qualifying sen-
iors who had "B plus" averages,
and rated high in character, atti-
tude, emotional stability a n d sev-
eral general gactors.
RELAXING BETWEEN (lass-
es at St. ASEIttlitte% college,
Raleigh, N. C., are Misses
Eddie Schuman, New Berry.
S. c.: Glnria John ,in, Orlando,
Fla., and Shirley Foster, Nash.
By FRED DOERFLINGER
LONDON - (INS) - Britain's
biggest dollar earner is not whisk-
ey or automobiles or even tour-
ism but the American G. I.
The British ring up more dollars
by the export of whisky and auto-
mobiles together. Even the dollar
income from tourists comes no-
where near the expenditures of
American forces stationed in Brit-
ain.
In the year ended June 30, 1957,
combined American military and
naval spending' in Britain made
Along with the trio, veteran ist income 
amounted to $138,000,000
Tigershark Charles Dobson set a
new pool record at Central State
by posting a 4 minute, 31 seconds
400-yard medley relay.
Wife Prevrvert
itt!
An old dress tan have a new look
w iiia detachable pilgrim collat.
0 tack the old cell,- under and let
a scarf do its tricks.
aps
ville. The trio Is one of the
most popular on campus.
Even those Britons worried
about hydrogen-bomb c arr yin g
American bombers flying over
their country do not want to see
the 40,000 Yanks and their 40,000
dependents leave these shores.
In one year these 80,000 Amen'
cans manage to spend well over
$80,000,000 privately.
The American army and Ameri-
can navy between them spend
very little because there is not
much in the way of army and
navy installations in Britain. The
air force accounts for about three-
quarters of the total of U. S.
forces expenditure in Britian, in
round figures, some $341,000,000.
The biggest single item is the ,
payment for contractual services
The Americans also spend big
money on housing for their per-
sonnel. In addition to construction
work, the23 air bases and dozen
administrative bases all provide
contracts for maintenance work
and for such services as laundry,
telephones and health.
Air Force supplies, ranging from
procurement.
The American Air Force also
employs some 4,000 British civil-
ians on its bases and the wages
bill amounts to over $12,000,000 a
year. That It is cheaper for the
Americans to employ British per-
sonnel than to bring American ci-
vilians over to do the same work
is to the advantage c,f the Brit-
ish.
Salaries of British civilians are
fixed by the air ministry and not
by the Americans themselves.
Johnson C. Smith To
Host College PR Meet
CHARLOTTE, N. C. - An in-
stitute for college public relations
officers will be held in Charlotte
on Jan.' 17. Johnson C. Smith uni.
versify will be host to the college
officials.
THE
USDA plentifuls featured for this
month are: broilers, fryers, ap-
ples, and canned and frozen peas.
Meat will be just as plentiful this
year as in 1957. Winter pears and
prunes are delicious buys. Al-
monds are plentiful too.
During the past five fiscal years,
the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture has donated 6.5 billion
pounds of surplus food in this
country and abroad. Currently an
added amount of this food is be-
ing donated in our own area. By
using a little imagination there is
no reason why families should be-
come "burned out" on any of the
plentiful foods
Dried fruit will be among the
best that can he obtained. You
see our dried fruits are made
from the finest, fully ripened,
choice fruits. They have about 75
percent of their moisture content
removed. These fruits are tasty
and nutritious too.
CONTAINS V ITAMES/S
Take prunes for example. Each
prune eaten for breakfast, lunch-
eon or dinner contains amounts of
eight different vitamins and rev
-
on different minerals that are
e
needed for good health. This ver-
satile fruit has a fine flavor too
It is good fresh from the box or
stewed and served with milk or
light cream.
Here is another recipe t h a t
your family will enjoy also:
PRUNE BETTY
2 cups cooked prunes
3 cups soft bread crumbs
1-3 cup granulated sugar
1.4 cup butter
Cinnamon
1-3 cup prune Juice
Pet prunes and cut in pieces.
inbakin gdis h,cover ..ricut in piee
Pare, core and slice apples. Ar-
range one-third the bread crumbs
n baking dish, cover with half
the prunes, sugar, apples and but-
ter. Sprinkle lightly with cinna-
mon. Add half of r e m ai n in g
crumbs, the femaining prunes,
sugar, apples, butter and more
cinnamon. Cover with crumbs and
add prune juice. Cover dish and
bake about 1 hour in a moderate
oven 135 degrees F.) (if bread
crumbs are somehwat dry, more
juice should be added.) Serve
with light cream or sweetened and
flavored whipped cream. Serves
8.
MAKING PLANS for 1958 are
the members of the ',rater
Social club of Memphis. The
officers are, seated from left;
James Marlin, sire president:
Isaiah Harris, presideut;
Richard Farwell, secretary;
Frank L. Delk, treasurer;
John I.. Sermons, business
manager; and Robert L.
hams, chaplain, Mantling,
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same order, are Edward B.
carter, reporter; William
Thompson, Walter Swift, Ric.
hard Mallet, Carroll Knox,
and Willie J. Jones.
only by blocking 
In light of these developments, range Alound liVinneri deseggatioren ,
what then can we expect of 1958.
In Kentucky? Unlike many of its
sister Southern states, Kentucky
suffers no really powerful organ-
ized resistance to desegregation
The job now is in the area of
public accommodations controlled
by private enterprise. No law
compels a businessman in Ken-
tucky to serve a Negro. Only his
conscience. clientele and custom
dictate policy. It remains there-
fore, a task of education, persuas•
ion and economics.
For 1958, we predict:
I. An actual beginning will be.
made in desegregation of Louis-
ville Public Housing Projects.
2. University of Louisville, on
the heels of a mediocre season,
will persuade Coach Peck Hick-
man to recruit at long last, al
least one capable Negro basket-
ball prospect.
3. The Board of Aldermen and
Mayor Hoblitzell will hew straight
to the line with no official action
towards a city Civil Rights ordi-
nance.
4. The Kentucky General As-
sembly will again omit any leg's.
lation aimed at furthering deseg-
regation.
5. Pinched by low economy in
1958, several other restaurants and
one more hotel, will desegregate
8. Congressman John Robsion,
campaigning almost entirely on
his own in practically a solo elec
tion, will experience another close
finish similar to his 1954 contest.
7. Negro teachers and Louis-
ville's predominant Negro high
schools will remain pretty much
intact, Desegregation for them is
yet a matter of uncertainty.
8. Central High school will get
out of the football cellar in Louis-
ville's integrated contests.
9. Short of war or greatly ac-
In Melrose Contests
Tbe Recreation department of the second game, and the Won-
the Memphis Park Commission dike boys had a difficult time
held ha basketball tournament getting the ball away front the
Satin-141y evening. ,Jan. 4, at the Beale at. squad. The final verdict
Melrose gymnasium, and the was 33 to 7, with Charles %Vat-
Orange Mound team walked away ikins collecting 5 points for the
with the crown. winners.
Competing with Orange Mound l Melrose and the Dodgers were
l 
for the top spot were teams from featured in the third game, and
Hyde Park, Beale. Klondike, Mel- It was a much better game to
rose, B. T. Washington, Douglass,, watch, as the points were distribu-
I.aRese and the Dodgers were led 26 to 20, with the Dodgers
also on hand. !getting the losers' share.
Orange Mound started its walk In the fourth game. B. T. Wash'
to the championship by defeating ington and Douglass took the
Hyde l'ark 31 to 27 in the first floor, with forward James Mc-
game with its forward, James Lee Kinney leading the lads to victory
putting 12 points over the basked with 10 points. 'rhe final snore
rim. Charles Netter came through' was B. T. Washington 25, Doug-
with 3 points 'for the loser. !lass IS.
KLONDIKE FIFTH GAME
Beale and Klondike tangled in Melrose and LaRose w e r •
; matched In the fifth game, and
!James Martin assisted the Mel-
celerated defense spending, unem-rose team in terminating La-
ployment will reach its highest, Rose's misery with 10 points of the
peak in Kentucky with Negroes 26 to 19 triumph over the losers.
bearing the brunt. Haying tasted victory in the
10. Governor "Happy" Chandl- opening session, t h e Orange
en will intensify his presidential Mound players repeated the 
per.
campaigning and add one or two eformwatta ncethe when from 
le athetrywerBeeamatct.
more Negroes of national repute 
d 
dooztean gepomin
ot au n dove rear wthilas
DANGEROUS AGE 
! 
!in collecting a 29 to 16 score 
overJimmie Lee, who assisted theist
ttn pu ting ton t
to influence Democratio National , ahe
Convention delegates.
More people have cancer at age the victims'
50 than at any other time.
• • •
GRAPE CENTER
California grows about 90 per
cent of the U. S. grape crop.
• • •
POLIO RECORD
There were 52.000 polio cases in
the U. S. in 1952.
A11:1,11A EMILIA) (left) one
of the famous Little Rork Nine
students, accepts a certificate
honoring the students for pi-
oneering racial integration.
Award was made by Zeta
Phi Beta sorority and Phi
Bela Sigma fraternity at the
groups' joint public meeting in
Dallas, Tex, Making presenta-
tion is Dr. Deborah C. Pat.
ridge, grand hasileus of Zeta
Phi Beta sorority.
1
The seventh game was played
between B. T. Washington, sand
MeIrcse, which the Washington
team captured 33 to 26. James
Patterson starred with 12 points
zipping through the strings.
FINAL GAME
The eighth and final game we/
a match between Orange Mound
and C. T. Washington, which was
a thriller, 38 to 36, which placed
the laurel leaves on the heads of
the Orange Mound players,
In last week's games LeMoyne
Gardens was defeated by the
Beale at. team 43 to 28. Howard
Grant led the winners with 18
points.
At the Church gym, Klondike
defeated the Dodgers 34 to DI.
Charles Watkins placed 16 points
for the winners.
Out at Douglass gym last week,
LaRose defeated Hyde Park 26
to 22, while the Douglass Devil'
won a 2 to 0 match over Melrose
by default.
CLASSIFIED
MUSIC LESSONS BY SOT A. D. KING.
Plano, Voice, Trumpet. SAAMMOMA au
Band Instruments
678 EDITH • WS 6-1247
MAIDS
NEW YORK AREA
$125.00 to $200.00 per
month - Transportation -
Advanced - Free Room &
Board. Send References &
exact age. For Moro Into,
motion Write . . .
SELECT MAIDS
OF NEW YORK INC.
337 Central Avenue
Lawrence, N. Y.
LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There is a reason why people like
to do business with us You, too,
will lik• our courteous treatment
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Used 8.00 P.M.
Open Saturdays Until Christmas
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Hama Operated - Homo owimit
Phone JA 5-7611
MI-
nal
••
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"In the year that King Uzzigh
died I saw also the Lord sitting
upon a throne, high and lifted
up, and His train filled the tem-
ple. — But they that wait upon
the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up
With wings as eagles; they shall
run and not be weary, they shal
Wake and not faint."
These quotations are the testi-
monies of a man who had come
to gripe with certain convictions
In his life. I don't know how
many years had passed while he
worshipped Uzziah but be definite-
ly states 'in the year King Uzziah
died I saw the Lord.' He could
have easily said that he came
to grips with something he had
Dot done prior. In this world and
In this day and time many of us
have our Uzziahs. We can not see
or feel God for them. It took the
death of Uzaiah to bring Isiah to
his senses. In our lives many
times we have to lose that which
Is dearest to us to realize the
presence and goodness of God.
As many of us look back over
the loss of many things in our
lives we see that many were real-
ly blessings in disguise.
It takes such ordeals to make
of us the thing that God would
have us be. This ordeal really
made Isaiah grow. From this
point he really grew Into the type
of stature that God would have
him. From this point we see him
growing into a great man for the
cause of God. In many instances
we cannot explain the losses at
the point they happen but as times
moves on we see the purpose of
God at work.
In many of our lives It takes
such losses to stabilize our faith
and reinstate God Into our lives
In our lives we need these ad-
versities to make of us what God
would have us be. Anyone of us
who dares to look back over his
life will quickly realize that these
adverse forces at work in our
lives have done much to enhance
the effectiveness of our lives. We
are at a loss for explanation
when they happen but as time
goes on we are able to take up
the later refrain of Isaiah and
say "They that waft upon the
Lord shall renew their strength,
they shall mount up with wings
as eagles, they shall run and not
be weary, they shall walk and
THRIFTY TEENAGERS —
Looking on as Miss Marjorie
McFeerrin, seated, assists the
officers of the Las Coquettes
nt thclub open an accou at e
Tr -State Bank is A. Maceo
Walker, the vice president.
The officers of the club are:
left to right, miss Lerman
Pearson, president; Miss Lois
Davis, reporter; miss Essig,
Lawson, secretary; Miss Sue
Wilkerson, treasurer; and
Miss Kathryn Harmsen, as.
sistant secretary. The purpose
of the club is to promote juve-
nile decency and to assist in
civic projects. They plan to
assist the Jayeeyettes in the
polio drive (Photo by Withers)
100 Singers Highlight Humboldt's
Celebration Of Emancipation Day
An Emancipation Proclamation
Day ceremony, sponsored by the
board of directors of the Gillispie
Kindergarten school was t h e
highlight of the Gibson County
community last Sunday evening,
when more than one hundred sing-
ers marched into the Morning Star
Baptist church to begin the pro-
gram.
Marching and singing to t h e
strains of "God of Our Fathers,"
played on the organ by Mrs. Wil-
lie Bell Rawls, and on the piano
by Mrs. Carolyn Garrett, t h e
choirs made an impressive scene
as they entered the church from
various directions.
The program began with the en-
tire congregation singing the Na-
tional Anthem, after which Rev
Ragsdale gave a beautiful medi-
tation. The combined choirs then
sang "America."
Mr. Baskerville, the director of
the kindergarten, greeted the au-
dience which was crammed into
every available space in t h e
church, and told them the purpose
by the choirs, including "Ameri-
ca the Beautify)," with little Carol
Rawls singing the last stanza, her
voice ringing as clear as a bell
over the crowd; "Trouble Don't
Last Always," a spiritual led by
D. 11. Tuggle and Mrs. Louise
Cooper; and "Lift Every Voice
and Sing," led by U. R. Garrett.
The speaker of the evening, Rev.
11. W. McClendon, of the Mt. Olive
Church on Beale at., in Memphis,
was introduced by Mr. C. A.
Rawls. Rev. McClendon spoke on
T. Walker. -
"The Two Freedoms," and said
that if America intends to main-
tam its world leadership, all of
its citizens must enjoy complete
freedom.
Following his address, the crowd
In the Need of Prayer," and Rev.
E. L. Currie of 'Brownsville ren-
dered several selections during the
offertory.
A large crowd of the members
from the First Baptist church in
Brownsville were on hand, and
came in two busses and eight
for which the school was founded. cars.
'THE TWO FREEDOMS' A fellowship service was held In
A group of songs were given the assembly room for out-of-town
mining centers in the province of
Katanja. A third will provide
access to the East African Rail-
ways in Uganda for shipment of
exportst hrough the Indian Ocean
not faint." struction and Development, better 
port of Mombasa.
Yes, sometimes we will soar to known as the World Bank, has Improvemen
t of the road from
heights we thought unattainable
but for some unexplainable rea-
son we are able to soar.
Only yesterday I talked at
length with a man who had spent
some time at the local penal farm.
He told me of the terrible or-
deals through which he had gone
on his last time on the farm but
it was during this time he said
made a loan equivalent to $40 mil-
lion for road construction and im-
provement forming a part of the
Ten-year Plan for the Develop-
ment of the Belgian Congo.
According to information from
bank officials, the loan will cover
the cost of imported equipment,
materials and services rejuired
for work on the highway system
that he made up his m during the four years 1957-1960. ind that volume of business investment to-
if he lived through it he would, The project, estimated to cost gether with public expenditure un-
never go back again, the equivalent of $70 million, in- der the plan have greatly acceler-
He came out, found a good job, volves the construction of 750 ated the pace of development.
The Congo has become t h
world's largest supplier of cobalt
ing roads and preparation for and industrial diamonds, a major
training take on a new meaning.; mechanized maintenance of a fur- exporter of copper and other
Now he is a deacon in one of ther 2.060 miles. minerals and an important source
our churches and a respected
man in his community.
I asked him how he accounted
for such a change. He told me
that he could not put into words port of Matadi, passing through
what actually happened but be .an agricultural region offering op-
knew that when the warden closed portunitles for larger food produe-
the door behind him, and told him lion.
to be "a good boy" he took him Another will connect important
found some new and better
friends and found his way back
to his church and let his mother's
I at his word. Every since that day
he has put forth every effort
to be a "good boy." Unfortunately
this bad to happen to him, but
it took just this to wake him up.
Now as he looked back, with
tears streaming down his face,
he told me that only a God could
have wrought the change that has
taken place in his life.
I come in contact with people
every day who have suffered loss-
es — crops, homes, children and
what have you. Now on the brink
of despair they are making plans
for that day when prosperity will
once again come Into their lives.
again that what has happened has
happened because cotton has be-
come their Uzziahs. They used
God's Sunday to plow — they for-
got about the sanctity of the Sab-
bath and their chief concern was
the dollars and then came the
rains and their crops were a dis-
mal failure.
In every instance when man puts
other things in front of God he
has placed himself in a position
for a grave disappointment.
God must occupy the foremost
place in each of our lives and
it is then and only then that we
will be able to soar to the ut-
most hights and be what God
would have Us to be.
In my church we used to sing
that famous hymn, "Give of Your
Best To The Master" very fre-
quently. The same way that God
placed it upon the heart of a
man to write this great humn, we
need that same admonition to en-
able us to assure us of attaining
the best of which we are capable.
Only in the proportion that we
put God first will he allow us to
be frist, and in the final analysis
utmost heights.
World Bank
Lends Congo
$40 Million
By SAMUEL P. PERRY JR.
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — The
International Bank for Recon-
the Northeastern highlands to
miles of new highways the im-
provement of 560 miles of exist-
One of the new highways re-
portedly will provide an all-weath-
er link between Leopoldville, the
capital and the Atantic Ocean
Hot Springs, Ark., is the place the Gpspel Temple Baptist church
and Jan. 21-24 is the time for an The public is invited.
extended session of the National Rev. Calvin Mims Is the mm.
Baptist Convention. Scores of later.
Memphis ministers will motor to The scene at the Princeton
"the land of opportunity" to help Chapel AME on the first Sunday
complete unfinished business of of the New Year was e tense one
the annual session of the church. . . . charged with emotion evoked
'The Rev. William Field of East- by a sermon "to be lived by." b-
arn Star Baptist church will de- deed, Rev. E. S. Johnson, the pas.
liver the introduetory address tor was at his be t he• s as sou ht, S
The national president of the or-'to make that first sermon of the
BoST. STEPHEN BAPTIST The choirs were superb under the Rev. E I. ykinChicago, Ill., will preside. l of his congenial congregation Ofganlzation, Rev. .T. H. Jackson of year a lasting one in the memory ;
Officers of the Male chonis of direction of Mrs. Georgia V. Han MI
the St Stephen Baptist church veY-
will be installed at the house of, The choirs of the church have
reverence. Sunday at 3 p m The scheduled on their calendar for 
Dividends To
Stockholders
Of Local Bank
e 280 stockholders of the Tri-Stanleyville on the Congo River
State Bank received dividends
will facilitate the marketing o
-- totalling $312,000 for 1957 from the
coffee and rubber for export, and directors of the bank recently,
foodstuffs for local consumption. Each share paid 86, and the insti-
In recent years, the Belgian tution h a s 2,000 outstanding
Congo hes shown remarkable eco- 8hare.
nomic vitality. Since the start of At a recent meeting of the
the Ten Year Plan in 1950 a large stockholders, Dr B. B. Martin, of
211 S. Third at., was named to
the Board of Directors in place of,
Dr T. R. M. Howard, who has"
moved to Chicago. Replacing Dr.I
Martin on the advisory commit-
tee was Rev. J. W. Golden.
Stockholders .renamed Dr. J. E.
Walker as chairman of the board,
and president of the bank. its
other officers are A. M. Walker,
of vegetable oils and many other executive vice president; Lt. G.
agricultural commodities. I W. Lee, vice president: Jesse
Industry is now firmly establish- Turner, cashier; and H. L.
ed. 'Chandler, assistant cashier.
Th
Annual Dinner Held At
Home Of Mrs. Martin
More than 50 persons were pres-
ent for the annual social given by
the CME Ministers' Wives Social
club at the residence of the presi-
dent, Mrs. Lillian Martin, at 40
South Parkway East recently.
The dinner is given each year
by the members of the club for
their husbands and guests, and is
an event that all look forward to
with much anticipation. The music
for the social was furnished by
Mrs. Eula Cunningham and ,Mrs
M. Blanch Slaughter.
Dinner was provided by a cater
en and included &turkey dinner,
after which fruit cake and ice
cream were served. Presents were
exchanged after dinner.
Visitors and guests included
Rev. and Mrs. Moses Johnson.
Mrs. Donzaleigh T. Patterson,1
Mrs. Lucille King, Mrs. Betilahl
Sanifer, Master Richard Griffin.'
and Alfred Mullins, the brother of'
Mrs. W. D. Johnson, from May-
wood, Ill.
The first regular meeting for
1958 will be held on the fourth
Thursday in January.
distinctive office of presenidt has' the years series of monthly musi-I
. .
been bestowed upon Earl Bogen cals. They will be held on the
sr. Mr. Bogen, whose activities second Sunday night.
Warrant such an honor, is well- The doors of the sanctuary are
liked by his fellow members. always open to visitors. Won't you
ails Hall will serve as director, worship with the members some
Presenting the principal address Sunday? The church is located at
will be Rev. Gonya Hentrel of 2260 Eldridge ave.
Trinity CME church. Rev. Hen- GREATER WHITE STONE
troll will also install the officers. BAPTIST
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the min-
ister.
CASTALLIA BAPTIST Stone Baptist church, Sunday.
The music committee of the Rev. J. W. Williams of Lane ave.
Cnstalia Baptist church is pre- Baptist church, installed the lead-
writing a musical on Sunday at ems. Lane Avenue's choirs and
II p.m., In which all choirs and ushers served.
choruses of the church will par- Sunday, at the house of worship
services will be regular.&haste.
Guest artists will he W. H. Far- The public is invited.
Pell of the Lane Avenue Baptist Rev. R. A. William is the min-
church and Mr. T. J. Thomas of Liter.
The installation of all officers ,
was held at the Greater White ,
umboldt Entertains
Rev T. I. Boykin entertained Brownsville, *eyed Christmas
on Dec. 26 with his members and carols during the say. The food
friends of St. Paul Baptist church was prepared by Mrs Boykin and
Brownsville. The home was beau- Mrs. Flossie McCurrie. After the
Wally decorated for the occasion, dinner, some of the guests went
Those who attended were Mr out to view the city.
and Mrs. Paul Boykin, Mr. and Mrs. Josephine C. Wilson, of
Mrs. Nelson James, of Bells, Brownsville, was very pleased to
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Edward have her two sons, Robert, jr.,
Bolls, Mr. and Mrs. John W. and Clyde, a student at Lane col-
Shaw, and son; Mies Ruby J.,lege, home with her during the
Bonds, Miss Eva B. Heart, Mrs. holidays. Robert brought his
Willie Heart, and many others mother a set of china for her
from Brownsville; A. Z. Carter, Christmas present, and she re-
of Humboldt; Robert Currie, in., ceived gifts from other members
Miss Bernice Boykins, of Bells, of the family.'
Tenn., and Clinton Shoots. Miss, Mrs. Wilson's dinner guests,
Mae Catherine Smith, the grand- among others, included her grand-
daughter of Hoy. and Mrs. Boy- daughter, Mies Diane Currie, of
kin, hostess. Covington, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Lillie B. Taylor, of Mrs. Willie Sutton, Jr.
visitors and the choirs. Mrs. Car-
troll Thomas was in charge of the
committee, and Mrs. Mary Porter
and Mrs. Erma J. Bond poured
tea.
Flowers for the occasion were
furnished by the Humboldt and
Jane's Flower shops.
Mrs. Louise Cooper w a a in
charge of the music, and Mrs. W.
S. Vance, chairman of the Gilles-
pie Kindergarten board of direc-
tors, served as mistress of cere-
mony.
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
Dr. H. C. Nabrit Named President
At Confab Of Baptist Ministers
Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit was elect- , by Rev. Kelly Miller Smith, is en' Green Baptist church, and lecturs
ed president of the Tennessee
Baptist Pastors' Conference when
35 pastors from across the state
held the second annual Tennessee
Baptist Pastors' conference in isters' meetings were Dr. E. C.
Memphis recently. Smith, a member of the Howard
The pastors met at the Kayne university faculty and pastor of
ave., Baptist church with Rev. C. the Metropolitan Baptist church
J. King serving as the host pas- in Washington, D. C.; Rev. An.
tor. The conference, presided overj drew Porter, pastor of Pleasant
Rev. Blair T. Hunt
auxriliary of the Tennessee Bap- er at the American Baptist Theo.
tat m&E convention, of which logical seminary; and Rev. Manyvik
Dr. S. A. Owen is president. nerd Turner, president of t iieV.
Among the speakers at the min- American Baptist Theological Se-
minary, who gave the principal
address at the dinner meeting of
the conference.
The devotional services during
the conference were handled by
Rev. J. F. Birchette, pastor of
Thanksful Baptist church of John-
son City, Tenn.
One session of the conference
was devoted to the business prce
gram of the State Convention, with
Dr. S. A. ()wen presiding.
Avery Chapel Speaker Begin Acquiring
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, educator
and pastor of Mississippi Blvd.,
Christian church, will be the prin-
cipal speaker at the Founder's
Day program of Avery Chapel
AME church Sunday, Jan. 19, at
3 p.m.
The pastor, officers and mem-
bers of Avery Chapel has se-
lected this day to honor the foun-
ders of the church and loyal mem-
bers of yesteryears.
During the observance of the
Founder's Day program, financi-
al contributions will be made in
memory of the founders and loy-
al members
A plaque will be erected in the
church on which will be inscribed
the names of the donors.
During the morning services,
the Presiding elder, Dr. W. L.
Powell, will deliver the sermon
at his first quarterly conferences.
These services will be conducted
at the Seventh Day Adventist
church, Jeanette and Mississippi.
blvd., of which Brother Robert'
Singleton, is a stewart and Rev.
Loyee Patrick is the pastor
Jack Sprat is even willing to
help stretch these ever strained
budgets with go good, down to
earth delicious as well as nutri-
tious dishes.
This corn bread-Sausage com-
bination not only helps out the
budget but is simply a delicious
dish for hearty energy producing
breakfast or dinner. This dish is
high in vitamins and rich protein.
Jack Sprat says if you serve it
once it will come a must on the
family menu.
Corn Bread Topped M'Ith Sausage
1 lb. link sausage
1 cup Jack Sprat Corn Meal
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour
4 tsp. baking powder
1-4 cup sugar
1 Tlbs. shortening
1 cup milk
1 egg
REV. BLAIR T. HUNT
Land For School
Attorneys for the Chicago public
schools have been instructed ot
institute court condemnation pro-
ceedings to acquire property ad-
joining the Shakespeare Elemen-
tary school.
The property wanted for school
purposes are the lots at 4810, 4612,
and 4614 Woodlawn ave.
About half the fluid milk con-
sumed in the U. S. is by youths
under 15 years of age and they
comprise one-quarter of the total
population.
NURSING SCHOOLS
There are 976 U. S. hospitals of-
fering nursing instruction.
"Our Store is as Clot* as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE & SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ledges, Ceps, Gowns, tanners, Hymnal looks, Gospel Sense leeks
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
CASH FOOD STORES
•
Place sausage links in with 1-4
cup cold water,cover. Cook slowly
about 10 minutes. Sift together
dry ingredients. Add remaining in-
gredients and beat untill well
blended about I minute. Pour into
a greased 8 inch square pan. Place
sausage links 8 inches square pan.
Place sauage link on top. Bake ate
425 F. from 20 to 25 minutes.
Serve for Supper with baked
beans, syrup and cold slaw. Make
good eating for 6 to 8 persons
Bye for now Jana Porter.
EACH WEEK BIG STAR BRINGS OPPORTUNITY TO YOUTHFUL STARS OVER WDIA
EVERY WEEK a new group of talented WM-South boys and
girls find opportunity to present its talent* to the huge Midtiouth
audience which listen* to the Big Star Show over station WDIA.
Program time is 11:30 each Saturday morning. If v ou would like
to rec;ive a free audition try-out Jost get In touch with WHIM
end ask about the Rig Star Show. The fine group of boys and
girls shown above appeared on
sight first row: West Patrick.
Alice Patrick. and Willie Mae
hurry, Thelma Davis, Hubert
Charles Yates. Sirtl row-Ulysses
Wilkens, and Mr. West Patrick.
a recent Big Star show. Left to
Jr., Fannie Sue Patrick, Mery
Patrick, 2nd rew•Marknm Stan‘
Marshall, Berhare Griffin, sad
Harvey, William Wilkes, Eugene•
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American Girl Finds Romance
In The Land Of The Maus Maus
A SAPPY GROUP outside
Machakos Church. Flanking
the newlyweds are Robert
Miss Catherine Fussell, a stu-'
dent at Providence college in
Rhode Island, had heard of the
seed for development among Afri-
can women and youth of Kenya—
both spiritually and materially.
! She wanted to help.
She was put in touch with a
young Kenya African who h a d
somewhat the same ideas as hers,
and they corresponded with each
other.
Titus Mbathi was at that time
in a Madras college in Southern
India studying for his master of
arts degree.
He is now an officer of the Min-
istry of Community Development
In the Kitui district of Kenya's
Southern Province — the first
Mkamba (a Kenya tribe) to hold
Such an appointment.
Miss Fussell flew to Kenya
three months ago and took up a
teaching appointment at the Mut-
ing° Intermediate girls' boarding
school in the Kitui district.
She is now married to Mbatht,
and together they are working to
help make that dream of develop-
ment among the MI jeans come
Davis and his wife, American
missionaries. Davis, son of the
International director of AM. born in Kenya. The young
ca 
inland lie' I missions' was girls are members of the mit-
true. The ceremony was attended by
Mbathi is no stranger to social
work among the Africans for pre-
viously he had worked at t he
Jeanes school, Kabete. which is
the principal training centre for
community development in Kenya.
While at the school he was re-
sponsible for the organization of
a number of different courses and
specialized particularly in t h e
teaching of economics.
Braving difficult roads a n d
heavy rain, the couple recently
motored to Machakos, about 811
miles from Kitui, to go through a
wedding dodication service. f o 1-
lowed by a reception in a local
hotel.
Earlier that day the "pen pal"
romance had been solemnized M I
the Kite) rtistriet at the Mulango'
Africa Inland Mission church
They were married by the Rev
1Villiam Davis, an American mis-
sionary. who, with his wife, had
come to the colony nearly 20 years
ago.
Rev. Davis hails from Doyles-
town, Pa., and his wife from one
of the New England states.
the Kitui District Commissioner,
R. J. Hickson-Mahoney, and his
wife and many other Govern-
ment officials. Hickson - Mahoney
is the son of a former Provincial
Commissioner in Tanganyika. —
For the service, conducted by
the Rev A. A. G. Hake, the Ma-
chakos All Souls' Church was dec-
orated with pink and white flow-
ers,
The bride wore a gown and head.
dress of white chantilly lace. with
accessories to match, She was at-
tended by three bridesmaids, two ,
of whom were girls front t h e
boarding school at which a h e
teaches.
The best man was John Mbiti,
B. A., who had been responsible
for introducing the couple.
Mbiti, who recently returned
from Providence college, is at
present teaching at the Kangundo
Teachers' Training centre in the
Machakos district.
Miss Fussell was at Providence
college between 1949 and 1955,
w hen she graduated with a B.A.
. degree.
sloe school where the bride
teaches.
Those attending the service at
Machakos included Graham Hys-
lop, Kenya's music and drama
officer; Mrs. Ivy Smith, a Com-
munity Development Officer at Ma
chakos; many American Africa In-
land missionaries; school teach-
ers from the Machakos high
sahool, including the principal, Mr.
Ayton; and P. Haddon-Cave, rep-
resenting the local district com-
missioner, with his wife.
The guests of honour also in-
cluded Major and Mrs. James
Breckenridge. Major Breckenridge,
one of the earliest to take a prac-
tical interest in the rehabilitation
of Mau Mau detainees, is the Sen-
ior Rehabilitation Officer at the
Athi River detention camp, near
Nairobi. where in 1955 the bride-
groom also worked.
Miss Fussell was born in 1930 in
Birmingham, Ala„ but when still
very young she moved north to
Detroit with her parents,
Her father is Lester A. Fussell,
retired lay preacher. She did
her primary schooling at the Pin.
jeywoods high school.
I Mbathi 28-year-old son of a for-
qt. ,13000) YOU
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Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am in-
terested in corresponding with a
nice single broad minded man be-
tween the ages of 38 and 48 not
weighing over 185 lbs. Must be
very intelligent. I am 5 feet, 2
inches tall, weighing 130 lbs., col-
or light brownskin. Hobbies, mu-
sic and all sports. Age 32 and have
never Keen married. If not sincere
do not write, Will answer all let-
ters. Please send photo in first
letter. He must love children and
be educated. Judy Parky 1600 H.
E. 19th St., Oklahoma _City, Okla. I
• • •
Dear Mmc. Chante: I am inter-
ested in a nice looking lady for
a wife. I would like for her to
weigh 110 to 135 lbs., 4 to 5 feet
tall, age 28 to 45. Color doesn't
matter. 1 want her to be a good
cook and housekeeper. I am 46
years old, 5 feet, 6 inches tall
weighing 162 lbs.. with brown skin,
have a good job and work steady.
Offie Lee, 70 West Minster, De-
met Kenya Government official.
comes from the Mulango area of
Kitui.
His early schooling was at Kiam-
bu and at the Alliance high school.
Kikuyu, both in Kenya's Central
Province,
He obtained his teachers' certif-
icate at Kagumo and, before go-
ing to India in 1950 for his M.A.
degree, taught at the Machakos
high school.
On returning to Kenya In 1955,
he took a job as a salesman with
an oil company in Nairobi. Later
in the same year he joined the
Government as a rehabilitation
assistant working under Major
Breckenridge at the Athi river
camp for Mau Mau detainees.
Mrs Mbathi Is continuing her
teaching of girls in the Kitui dis-
trict where her husband is engag-
ed in his duties as a community
development officer.
There are two other members
of the Kenya Wakamba tribe at
present studying in the United
States at Providence college.
I They are Francis Kasine, son of
the famous Senior Chief Kasina
Ndoo of Kitui, and Charles Mba-
 
thi, brother of Titus Mabthi.
U. S. Employees
Down 9,887
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
Harry F. Byrd (D) Va., said yes-
terday personnel reports of all
federal agencies showed 2,330,107
employes on the payroll last Nov-
ember—a decrease of 9,887 from
October.
Byrd, chairman of the Joint
Congressional Committee to Re-
duce Non-essential Federal Expen-
ditures, said that payrolls of ci-
vilian federal agencies showed
1,237.516 employes — an increase
of 2,662 over October—but that
civilian employes i n n.ilitary
agencies declined 12,549 to 1,092,-
591 in November.
Music Professor
Plays Own Sonata
HAMPTON, Va. — Howard
Brucker, assistant professor of
music, Hampton Institute, Hamp-
ton, Vs.. will play his own piano
sonata at the annual Symposium
of New Music, conducted by the
Southeastern Composers League
at Mississippi Southern college,
Hattiesburg, Miss., Jan. 18 and 19.
In addition to his sonata, the
group will hear his "Five Pieces
for Flute and Piano," played by
Misaiasippi Southern students.
Brucker has also written cham-
ber and vocal music, orchestral
works, and numerous piano selec-
tions.
TITUS MEATH' with his wife,
Catherine, after the dedication
service outside All Souls'
Church, Machakos. Seen also
are (on right) Mrs. J.
please don't disappoint inc. Pfc.
Lionel Griffith, ER 12512633, lo
C. 86th Engr. ba., Fort Dix, N.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a young lady
between the ages of 18 and 27.
She must be very attractive
with a nice figure and not weigh- •
ing over 135' lbs. She also must :
be broad minded understanding :
troit 2, Michh and seeking the better 
things in-
• • • life. I am 34, dark brown skin,
Dear Mme Chante: I am a very 5 
feet, 6,5 inches tall and weigh-
. 
lonely person. I would like to hear log 140 lbs. I have a 
very good
from men between 30 and 40 job and a nice apartment. I also
c
who do not have any bad habits, ompose and write music. I will
answer all serious letters. Plefilie
send photo in first letter. R. E.
Ward, 4910 S. Blackstone a v e.,
Chicago, Ill.
I know there are some good men
In this world. I would like to hear
from preachers, teachers, doctors,
lawyers and servicemen. Creed
and color don't matter, Miss Thel-
ma Louis, 214 N. Grand St.. El
Reno Okla.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a sol-
dier stationed at Fort Dix and
would like to correspond , with
young ladies between the ages of
20 and 23. I am 23 years o
age 5 feet, 6 inches tall a n d
' weighing 148 lbs., fair complexion
and considered by some to be
fairly handsome. My hometown is 40 years old, 5 feet 9 inches tall,
New York City (Brooklyn). Will weighing 150 lbs. I would like to
answer all letters and tell 'more have a small wife about five
about myself when I hear from feet, three or four inches tail,- not
someone. I'm very lonesome, so over 130 lbs. Color doesn't mat-
 ter. Will send photo on reply.
Mwendwa, chief bridesmaid,
and wife of a Machakos
schoolmaster; and John Mbiti,
the best man.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 29
years old 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
weighing 131 lbs., brown hair olive
complexion. I get very I onely
sometimes and would like ve
much to hear from other lo
ladies. Alcibia Miller, BOX 4 ,
Memphis, Tenn.
C's
Dear Mme, Chante: I wish yon
could find a wife for me. f am
?,.oteofq,5 orProgDoodle
Sopposw TosE TOE mshoci&ER OEIE _tiff ASIOR\
oleo/ 10916 von to*NO6E to OvsERLoox YouR OELP
11401 PONS& ATIEHTioti tØSUS% mEsSitf I Fis4011115 611 utisi‘ON
SWAN/ ...rm 40%0 SIESVIZT Vot) Are Vona woRKERS So
OvosERfl 
_ 
r Lt. GE'S Some ac-not4 -MEN!  r-J
NI
James Hancocks, 1057 E. 83rd ave.
Oakland, Calif.
• • • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am ;Plan-
ning a trip to Jamaica in Feb-
ruary. Hence, I would like to hear
from Jamaican women who might
want a life In the States with a
kindhearted, easy going fellow,
such as I, I'd want her to he
24 to 30 years of age, 5-3 to 5-8,
125 lbs., to 140 and have a nice
face and figure. I am 5-8, 1601
lbs., brown skin, brown el"
black hair. I'm not handsome.
clean and neat and considered
nice looking. A full length picture
in first letter would be helpful,
but not a must. James Morris,
1708 Lake St., Omaha, Neb.
• • *
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to meet a local gentleman
who does not smoke or drink. He
should be 35 to 45 years of age,
tall and of light complexion. He
must be unattached and have hon-
orable intentions. Write all details
about yourself in first letter. Miss
Mary Wesley, General Delivery,
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chantet I am 21
years old. I am anxious to corre-
spond with ladies between
ages of 18 and 25. Color does
matter as long as she is a wo
who knows just how to please her
man. The type I am looking for is
a home girl, one who knows bow
to cook and can care for her hus-
band's wants. I am not looking
for a girl who wishes a working
horse and expects a silver plat-
ter from the jump. I am not a
lazy man or a gambler. I drink
at parties, but don't mind if she
does as long as she remains a
lady. I am steadily employed,
single, 5 feet, 10 inchet tall, AO
lbs., brown skin, very understan-
ding and love kids. Will exchange
pictures and answer all letters.
Ronart Dawson, 2392 1st Ave.,
NYC.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHAN'TE: I would
like to correspond with a young
lady between 18 and 31. She must
be attractive and not weighing
over 135 lbs. Race or color do
not matter as long as she is
ious and like the better thing
life. I am 33, dark brown, 5
8 inches tall and weigh 135 lbs.
I have a good job and a nice
apartment. I also compose and
arrange music on the side. If not
serious please don't write. Enclose
photo in first letter. Will ans-
wer all serious letters. Oscar Bit,.
ens, c-o M. Paffrath, 4910 Black-
stone ave., Apt. 102, Chicago 15,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante! r read your
column and enjoy it very much.
It is wonderful how you have help.
ed so many. I truly hope you will
be able to help me. I am 25, nice
looking and have a nice figure.
Would like to correspond with nice
gentlemen and exchange Photos.
I love to go to church and am a
hard worker. Glades Hardg e-
2417A N. 10th $t, Milwaukee, 6,
Wisc.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a.
ly widow. I would like very
to find a lonely man, 49 or 50
years old. I have a car and a
nice place. I don't drink or smoke
and would like to have a man
who doesn't drink. I belong to the
Church of Christ. I work every
day. Please do not write if not
interested in marriage. Send pic-
ture in first letter. Bessie L. Wil-
liams, 1550 Glen Ave., Pasadena,
Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 33
years of age, light complexion,
brunette from the "Isle of Para.
dice," Jameica. I am 5 feet tall.
weigh 153 lbs., single and seeking
marriage and travel. Medoria
Grant, I Malvern Ave., Kingston.
PO Jamaica, BWI.
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Our Opinions
Maintain This Calmness
The Negroes of Memphis, generally, are against the degrading and erosive effects
be pfaised for the calm, even-temper of segregation. Emotional outbursts of
h they have displayed over the past feeling for or against the issue will not help
week in the face of t h e potentially ex- to resolve the situation.
plosive bus segregation court hearing held Self-control, patience, willingness to us-
In this city, ten to the other side, however much one
Those who attended the hearings in the opposes it, ability to roll with the punch of
Federal court, those who discussed the mat- direct or implied insult, and quiet dignity
ter in their homes, places of business, and of purpose and determination are the opini-
on the streets, displayed a commendable re- tual and emotional weapons and armor
straint in word and attitude. needed to achieve final victory in the Ne-
This is a pattern of behavior and atti- gro's march to first-class citizenship.
tude which should be maintained in the face Let's encourage the growth and main-
of all the many facets of the struggle tenance of this spirit.
The Commission On Civil Rights
With the swearing in of the Civil Rights
Commission, we enter a new phare of gov-
ernmental functions. Though the Commis-
sion has no administrative standing, it was
never intended to be thus, it has the neces-
sary legal weight to influence action at the
highest level of the federal government.
t is authorized by law, created by act
ongress, and is empowered to investi-
ga e, hold hearings, issue subpoenaes and
suggest remedial legislation. It is there-
fore an instrument of government whose
scope is sufficiently wide to achieve its end
and to live up to the expectations of the
enlightened public.
The Commission's recommendations
should go a long way toward influencing
relevant court decisions a n d appropriate
executive actions. Its establishment, says
the New York Times, "is part of a long-
range effort to establish a sensible and or-
derly method of approach to questions that
have sometimes, unhappily, involved a lack
both of good sense and good method in
their immediate impact on our society."
The whole concept of civil rights
is nothing novel. It is rooted in two hundred
lks of social and political evolution. Somevase rights which have been woefully
neglected, have long been accepted as in-
escapable aspects of our democracy and of
the fundamental law of the lard. The
framers of the Constitution had enough
prevision to ordain that these rights be
not imperiled or abridged. For, they rep-
resent in essence the corner-stone of rep-
resentative government.
In Dr. John A. Hannah, president of
Michigan State university, the Commission
has a chairman of unquestioned administra-
tive competence and intellectual integrity.
But there are other members of the Com-
mission about whom we must reserve
judgment. Sorge of them hold views that
are incompatible with the basic premise
upon which the agency was created. With
their strong sectional bias, it will, no doubt,
be difficult for them to be objective and
impartial in their resolve. Whether their
negativism can be overcome by superior
judgment and conviction will be the acid
test. In fact the future of civil rights and
the freedom implicit in them is in the hands
of this body of men. The course of, events
stirred by their recommendations will de-
termine whether they have fulfilled the
promise of American democracy. We shall
watch them with an eagle eye.
Art Critics In The Soviet Zone
Goebbels used to call the literary and
art critics who tried to apply the scapel of
intellectual analysis regarding works out
of the official art production "carpers." In-
stead he demanded an enthusiastic a n d
constructive study of art which should
duly propagate the kind of art ordered by
the state.
Negative criticism was tolerated in ex-
ceptional cases only when by chance a "neg-
ative" or "hostile" work of art had slipped
the censorship. As a rule it was not for the
critics to take action but for the police to
crack down on the offending artist.
A r t criticism under the CommuriAt
regime is practiced as it was in the Na-
tional-Socialist State. A brochure, well-
known in the Soviet Zone contains the fol-
lowing reference to the character of a re-
v* "its first task is to actively serve
deological education of the people, to
guide the public in the field of works creat-
ed by the masters of theatrical and cine-
matographic art and to draw attention of
the public to the best and most outstand-
ing works from the ideological and artistic
point of view."
Under these circumstances, critics
taking their task seriously had a hard time
in the Communist ruled countries. Many of
them fell victim to- periodical political
purges, and were p u t into concentration
camps while others escaped into exile. It
is surprising that still a number of critics
who have a sense of responsibility remain-
ed. Whenever the Party chose young people
who had been carefully selected and edu-
The People Speak
!Amens From Indigent Reader
nitaper that both Langstonr Editor: I notice in your
Hughes and the author of "Na-
tional Grope-the" use the word
consensus.
In your paper It is spelled con-
census, but according b Web-
ster, it is speUed as I wrote it
the first time consensus.
Too, does not the "National
Gral3OVIhe ' use the word eonsen-
'Ili inappropriately. Although two
people agree. this ,greement
should not be constnied as a eon-
sensut since consensus implies the
aceord cf more than two indivi-
duals.
Ethel L. Payne states; —the
biggest complaints :It the indi-
gents has been lack of represen-
tation—Arco...ding to Webster, in.
digent. ads., needs: poer.  
. The noun is indigence. Unless
t enlace Is poor and needy,
old seem that Miss Payne
, nt. Indigene, indignent, n. An
Wigwam animal, re plant; a
cated in order to replace the old bourgeois
staff, it very soon learned that even the
young generation slipped back into the
ways of the predecessors, namely to intel-
lectual analysis and to enjoying art for art's
sake.
These critics, however, soon learned to
work under cover. They developed a "slav-
ish language of criticism" which generally
slips the attention of the police control, but
which is still understood by the readers.
Thus in spite of all persecution and thought
control, quite a number of serious critics
were able to exist under through the rough
period of Stalinism. Young people of re-
markable talent and character appeared on
the scene. When after the death of Stalin
a mild climate set in, these young people
dropped their secret cover and took an ac-
tive part in removing the existing barriers.
The slight liberalization in the Eastern
Bloc in the course of the last year would
not have been possible but for the initiative
and courage of the critics. But today con-
trolling measures are so drastic in the
Soviet zone of Germany that young critics
have been forced once more to take cover.
Where true criticism is silenced, true art
cannot flourish. For the critic is RS neces-
sary to art, as the rain is to flowers.
This is one aspect of Russian education
that America cannot afford to import. Free-
dom of expression whether it be in art,
science or politics is one of the cardinal
virtues of the free world. Political censor-
ship in these fields would soon invade and
poison the whole organism of democracy.
native.
These mistakes are probably the
fault of the proof-readers, and not
the authors. — A remer from t14
House of Friendship. 170 W. 130th
at., N. Y. 27, N. Y. P. S. I could
not re-write this letter on account
of being an INDIGENT person.
• • •
Dear Reac.r from House of
Friendship: We vi,sah to thank you
for both the lessons in spelling and
semantics. in our check of Web-
ster's we found no fault with
your spelling of • Consensus, nor
anything to substantiate ours.
As to Miss Payne's intent we
also found nothing in the diction-
ary to contradict her use of the
worl consensus.
But we were prone to believe,
as you were, that the spelling
was the fault of the proof-readers
or the typographers.
When confronted with your let-
ter and me stories, they admitted
the errors but said thew were
both too indigent to re-read or
re-set the type.
We trust that 1958 will be a
better year for all cf you. — The
Editor.
Hertz Offers Air
Car Discounts
Herz Rent A Car System and
Western Airlines have complet-
ed arrangements which will al-
low purchasers of round trip air-
tin' tickets to receive a 5 per-
cent dIscount on the rental of a
Hertz car.
This announcement was made by
Joseph J. Stedem, executive vice
president of Hertz, and Arthur F
Kelly, vice president-sales of Wes-
tern. The plan is effective Immed-
iately.
GOLD. INCIDENCE
Gold is found In minute quanti-
ties in almost all kinds of reek
formations.
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
Nobody likes too much criticism
of themselves. And yet most folk
realize deep down inside that criti-
cism. when true, can be helpful
. . .if heeded. At least, it helpo
a body to see himself somewhat
as others see him or her. And
that's a rather rare privilege.
It's with this value of criticism .
in mind that the "Shadows" re
ports on a development of some
moment to the Negroes of Mem-
phis and surrounding areas, far or
near.
It has to do with such a simply
complex thing as plain, common
courtesy. Maybe the word "com-
mon" shouldn't be used in con-
nection in with courtesy nowa-
days. . .inasmuch as courtesy is
such an uncommon commodity in
so many places lately. Then, to,,.
Courtesy isn't just "plain" . .and
only rarely "simple." It's a
beautiful and many-sided, f a r.
reaching thing.
Now the incident of moment was
a visit to a downtown department
store. . .and the spectacle of a
couple of colored people making
a transaction. There was a man
and a woman. They had to wait
for some angle of the transaction
to be carried through. They were
not standing at a counter. The
store represetative was seated at
a desk. There were chairs nearby
for the accommodation of those
who had to wait and for those
conferring with the woman offi-
cial of the store.
The colored woman was talking
in a tone which could be heard
at least three aisles away. The
colored man was standing at first
. . . then he sat down next to
the desk. He had on his hat He
kept it on. The transaction reach-
ed the point where the colored wo-
man had to reach in her bag for
around two minutes finding the
necessary item. All told, the situ•
ation got right awkward for the
folk involved, and for those wait-
ing to be served. It was one of
those things. . .one of those little
things. . . a little . aggravating
thing.
When the deal was closed there
were no "Thank You's". . .just
an abrupt turning and walking
away. ..one of the "oil" of com-
mon. plain courtesy which can go
so far toward h e I ping
everybody keep healthy nerves,
healthy dispositions, healthy emo-
tions, and healthy attitudes.
It can't help but be noticied that
in too many instances, too many
folk seem to be afraid to be cour-
teous. So many Negroes take
surly, mean attitude with white
folk they don't know. . just be-
cause they're afraid to be taken
for "Uncle Tom's." Too many
white folk talk gruffly and act
nasty to colored folk. . . Just be-
cause they're airaid some other
bna-y they're afraid some other
white persons will classify them
as "Negro lovers."
Too many Negroes take a mean
attitude toward all white folk be-
cause of a falling out with one
white man. Too many white folk
want to castigate all Negroes be-
cause of an encounter with one
obnoxious Negro.
The whole thing would be much
relieved if, somehow, or other,
courtesy could be taught enough
to get to he the general practice
among folk. . .even in the midst
of business competition and social
strivings.
It doesn't seem necessary to
cuss a guy just because you've
got him slated for killing. A judge
Can fine one just as much polite-
ly as he can abusively. A cus-
something. She consumed at) 0 0 t tomer can be polite to a sales-
three minutes searching through lady. . .and a saleslady can be
its contents. When the colored polite to a customer without los-
man had to reach for some- ing pride or place of race or col-
thin- ie his hio Docket, he took or. Now, whatchu bet!
Reader Seeks Clarification On
Two Of Eisenhower's Committees
A READER IN THIS COLUMN'
—J. H. Boldham of Pittsburgh,—
writes that he is somewhat con-
fused over the duties and func-
tions of two of President Eisen-
hower's Committees, named by
him since May 17, 1954, date of
the Supreme Court decision out
lawing segregation of the Nation's
public schools. Boldham seeks cla-
rification of the following Commit--
tees:
1 — The President's Committee
on Government Contracts.
2 — The President's Committee
on Government Employment Pol-
icy.
In the field of education, Bold-
ham would also like a capsule de-
scription of the scope of follow-
ing Dixie groups:
— The Southern Conference
Educational Fund, Inc.
2 — The Southern Regional V-
ocation Board.
Taking the queries in order, No.
1, the President's Committee on
Government Contracts safeguards
the interests of U. S. Negro work.
ers and gives them employment
opportunities previously denied
them because of race and color.
When President Eisenhower es-
tablished the committee, he charg-
ed the contracting agencies of
government with primary respon-
sibility for enforcement of the non-
discrimination policy. General
atineenimintillittalliiinantaimmitinitatiameimainntaillelialemeniuunionamiathimuumuoie
Ryan explains:
No. 2: The President's Commit.
tee on Government Employment
Policy, sometimes confused with
committee on Government
Contracts, is composed of seven
members, with Rev. Archibald .1
Carey, chairman — first Negro to
head a White House Committee
Branch Rickey, former presi-
dent of the Brooklyn Dodgers, is
an active member of the Carey
group, whose function is to see
to it that there is no discrimina-
tion in government employment
anywhere in the country, based on
race or religion.
On the query on education: No.
1: The Southern Conference Edu-
cational Fund, Inc., is a South-
wide organization of Negro and
white citiaens devoted to ending
segregation in Southern and bor-
der states. The president is Au-
brey Williams of Montgomery.
Ala., publisher of Southern Farm
and Home, who was director of
the National Youth Administration
under President Franklin D. Roos-
evelt.
The Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board, with headquarters in
Atlanta, Ga., is an agency of 18
Southern States operating under
an interstate agreement, which
provides that the legislature of
each state appropriate $20,000 a
year for operating expenses.
SO WHAT?
"DUMB! ... THAT GUY THINKS A 'SOUTHPAW'
IS A FATHER BELOW THE MASON-DIXON LINE!"
READY FOR CONGRESS
"-ssre"t4SSsiter
--siertef- se
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
The Founder Of Negro History Week
With Negro History Week ap-
proaching, it is only fitting and
proper that we remember t h e
man who almost single handed
brought this period of historical re-
membrance of the great achieve-
ment of our race into being.
Carter Goodwin Woodson w a
born in Virginia in 1875 and edu-
cated at Berea college in Kentuc-
ky, the University of Chicago and
llarvard where he received his
Ph. D. in 1912. then followed by
study at the Sorbonne in Paris.
Dr. Woodson taught school in
Virginia, later in Washington, D.
C., and became dean of t h e
School of Liberal Arts at How-
ard university. In 1915 he organiz-
ed the Associatiea for the Study
of Negro Life And History with
headquarters in Washington a n d
subsequently branches throughout
the country.
In 1921 he founded the Asso-
ciated Publishers to bring out
books of importance to Negroes
which other publishers would not
normally publish. Dr. Woodson
also became the founder and edi-
tor of the scholarly "Journal of
Negro History" and the more pop-
ular-style "Negro History Bulle-
tin" for use by teachers and jun-
ior students.
Both publications were excellent-
ly edited and contained research
material to be found in no other
magazines. To encourage and pop-
ularize the study of Negro his-
tory and to commemorate our var-
ied achievements, Dr. Woodson
founded Negro History Week, now
celebrated nationally every year
in February.
In the mid-1920's I worked for
Dr. Woodson in Washington. He
set an example in industry and
stick-to-it-tiveness for his entire
staff since he himself worked
very hard. He did everything
from editing "The Journal of Ne-
gro History" to banking the fur-
nace, writing books to wrapping
books.
One never got the idea that the
boss would ask you to do anything
that he would not do himself. His
own working day extended from
early morning until late at night.
Those working with him seldom
wished to keep the same pace. But
he always saw that we had enough
to do ahead to keep our own work.
ing hours entirely occupied.
One time Dr. Woodson went
away on a trip which those of us
in his office thought would take
about a 'week. Instead, he came
back on the third day and found
us all in the shipping roem play.'
Ins cards. Nobody got fired.
Instead, *he requested our pres-
ence in his study where he gave
us a long and very serious talk
on our responsibilities to o u r
work, to history. scholarship and
to the Negro race. And he pre-
dicted that neither we nor the race
would get ahead playing cards
during working hours. We were
properly embarrassed, not only
for ourselves, but for the race.
My job was to open the office
in the mornings, keep it clean,
wrap and mail books, assist in
answerinr mail, read proofs,
hank the furnace at night when
Dr. Woodson was away and do
anything else that came to hand
which the secretaries could not
do — since they were girls.
My most responsible job cover
ing a period of several months
was the arranging in alphabetical
order of all the names in Dr.
Woodson's compilation of "Thirty.
Thousand Free Negro Heads of
Families." This work was like al-
phabetizing a phone book and it
had to be checked and double-
checked and all the names count-
ed in manuscript and in proofs to
be sure the final galleys were ab-
solutely correct.
I worked as carefully as I knew
how, slowly, conscientiously and
it was good training in accuracy
and methodicalness. In the end
Dr. Woodson complimented in.
for my work on this book.
Always the scholar, Dr. Wood-
son was never one for small-talk
or joking with his office staff.
And sometimes when engaged in
writing or research he did not say
much more than "Good morning"
for days on end.
But we respected him greatly
and admired his ever.evident de-
votion to the work he was doing,
the history he brought to light and
the racial cause he so well served.
We often said, sometimes with
envy, that if we could work that
hard, we might get somewhere
some day, too. But none of us
really wanted to work that hatel—
and we wondered how Dr. Wood-
son did it.
To that old saying about "how
much devotion it takes to serve
a cause" might be added, "and
how much labor." Dr. Apodson
gave the major portion aids life
to the cause of Negro history.
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
One of the few emancipated
American Negroes I have ever
met is dead, I learned today. In
using the word emancipated, I
wish to indicate freedom frcm ei-
ther fear or hatred of the white
man. The gentleman to whom I
refer was Archie A. Alexander,
the well known architectural en-
gineer and contractor from Des
Moines, Iowa.
He was always introduced 23 the
man who built a bridge across
the Potomac in Washington. Since
there are not many Negro bridge-
builders, this introduction w a a
enough to establish him immed-
iately as a gentleman of singular
achievement in almost any com-
pany.
I first met Archie, everyone
seemed to call him Archie, at one
of those "Black Cabinet" cocktail
parties that used to he held sev-
eral times a week around Wash-
ington in the New and Fair Deal
days.
The last time I saw him was at
a dinner party given in his honor
at the Waldorf Astoria by his life-
long friend Gardner "Mike"
Cowles of Look Magazine and oth-
er Cowles publications.
In between, I met him casually
at various civic functions in the
Fast and once I heard him make
a speech. It was the speech that
gave me some Insight Into his
mind and philosophy. His talk was,
believe, In the nature of a re-
sponse to en award given him by
Firmer Lancaster who was then
the so-called Negrs advisor in the
Department of Commerce.
In the course of his speech, Ar-
chic told of his early trials in
Iowa, getting an education, get-
ting started on his career, and get-
ting ahead. Through it all ran an
unusual thread, it seemed to me.
At every turn he was doing some-
thing with whites and they were
doing something with or for him.
He was capable of real friendship
across the color line
At first I thought he was put-
ting new clothes on Uncle Tom.
But his relations with whites
were on terms of equality. His
business partners were white and
they made money together
His integrated firm built " a
three million dollar freeway
along the Potomac river and a
bridge across one end of the cher-
ry tree tidal basin" and the firm
maintained mikes in Wasnington
and Des Moines. Incidentally. It
was known as "Alexander's firm."
Some explanation of Archie's
outlook Iles in the fact that he
was born and educated in Iowa,
thousands of miles from the rigid
Jim crowism of the deep South.
Incidentally, he was the first Ne-
gro to play football at the Univer-
sity of Iowa. He played tackle on
the varsity from 1910 to 1912.
He learned early to look upon
whites as individuals, distinguish-
ing the smart from the stupid and
the good from the bad. We are
forever urging whites to look at
Negroes as individeals but Archie
was one of the few Negroes whom
I know are capable of doing Unto
whites as we would have them
do unto us.
Unfortunately many people will
remember Archie for the bad pub-
licity he got and, perhaps deserv-
ed, as governor of the Virgin Is-
lands. He was one of the early
Ike supporters and In 1954 the
President named him governor,
the first Republican one, of the
Virgin Islands,
The easy - going native culture
irked hirn and he was impolitic
enough to say so and act accord-
ingly. Then he, like many another
Republican businessman in Wash-
ington, was criticized 'for "handl-
ing of a contract" for construc-
tion of a waterfront roadway on
St. Thomas,
The Associated Press dispatch
put it this way: "A firm compos-
ed of some of Alexander's former
business associates was low bidder.
Alexander said there was no im-
proper action on the part of his
office and said it was at his in-
stigation that the low bid and
that of another coutractor were
rejected."
However, that may be, Archie
never lost the esteem and affec-
tion of those who knew him. Dr
spite his color and his keen aware-
ness and interest in the so-called
Negro problem, he had the capa-
city for getting on with his main
objecives in life and using every
resource ot hand to help him.
tie learned early, thanks to in-
tegrated schools, to see others as
individuals as well as members
of racial groups. He learned to
choose his friends and his busi-
ness associates for their individual
not their racial, attributes. Ar-
chie neit.her feared nor hated
wholesale. Lincoln whom be loved
would probably call him a truly
emancipated man.
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so they say
By AL MONROE
REPORTS THAT SAMMY DAV-
IS, Jr., was narried to Miss
Lora), White in Las Vegas this
week brings to this corner's at-
tention numerous other rumors re-
garding Sammy's alleged romanc-
es that were supposed to come
off and didn't. — ONE, EVERY-
ONE IS familiar with because an-
nouncement came from "Mr Won-
derful" himself named the bride-
to-be as Cordie King, a Chicago
model. — THE OTHER is best I
known to this writer because 'twas
his management, the William Mor-
ris, jr., agency, that "broke the
news to your correspondent. —
THIS LATTER "announcement"
came not from Sammy direct but
from organization claiming to
handle his affairs at the time. 'THE
BRIDE TO BE in this case, also
a Chicagoan was a white collar
secretagy with Chicago telephone.
company. — THIS CORNER not
exactly arguing that seeing is be-
lieving prefers a sort of more evi-
dence, as it were. — MISS
WHITE, last seen in Chicago as
star of the show "Joy Ride" is a
lovable person with talent galore
and will certainly make Davis a
good wife. — THAT THEY are
married as our new services say
is something we'll read along with
you and let ride as announced.
— WE DON'T HAVE to see the
license but we will wait until Sam-
my says. Hello, meet Mrs. Dav-
is." while pointing to Loray
White. IN THAT CASE there will
be no occasion for a future denial
of something everyone says hut
Sammy himself.
AN INSIDER claiming to know
says the Nat King Cole television
program was beamed into seseral
sections of Dixie for while. —
SAME INSIDER contends that
controversy over the Belafonte.
Dandridge and Fontaine picture,
"Island In The Sun," aided in
stemming attack on Cole television
show that Dixie politicians ruled
off their screens. — TRUE OR
FALSE is widely known that press-
ure from certain quarters brought
about cancellation of the Cole
show. — PEARL BAILEY's ap-
pearance on the Perry Como show
was another corker. THE DUETS
sung by Pearl and Perry are tune-
ful and comical things that rate
the tops in home viewing plea-
sures.
•
S. If. DUDUEY, Jr. who man-
ages and directs the famed Rabbit
Foot Minstrels is busy casting for
the 1958 production. — HIS PLANS
call for some additional top names
drawn from television and night
clubs above Mason and Dixon line.
— "FATS" DOMINO appearing on
"Big Record" television show
gave out with pair numbers car-
rying atomic punch. — "FATS"
IS ONE of the better of the rock
'n roll exponents who both plays
and ways piano well. — SPEAK-
ING OF singing pianists on
rock 'n roll kick Ivory Joe Hunter
now wintering and hunting in and
around. Monroe, La., discer a pair
ofinew tunes past week that figure
tothit the various "parades." IV-
ORY JOE LEAVES on annual one-
nighter trail later this month. —
CAB CALLOWAY'S 1958 engage-
ment in Miami is another of those
terrific things. — THE HI DE HO
prince is a big favorite in the
Florida sector where he made his
debut with "Cotton Club Show"
last season.
Let's Face Join Other Stars!
THEY ARE THE Tops. Frank
Sinatra is shown with Lauren
Bacall right because that is
latest romantic news in his
life but actually we are con-
necting his talents with those
of Ella Fitzgerald. left to
from what every critic says is
the "King and Queen" team of
singing. When such greats as
Bing Crosby, Sammy Davis
Jr., and many others call Ella
the best female singer we can
do more but go along with the
claim.
'Taint Whatcha Got, But Can Have
On Television Th at Interests Fans
Cole's Piano - Singing,
Duke's Hits Asked For
Rock n Roll Due. Hardly BaY DAEdayypaSsseEs withoutI 1 some "A Reader" calling or writ-
ing this desk to suggest a 
•
cam-
paign be started to get Duke El-
lington and his many composi-
tions; King Cole and his piano-
song styling; Lena Horne: her
good looks and talents and the
real Dot Dandridge, Sammy Davis,
Jr., Harry Belafonte and others on
sponsored television shows.
Many of them say I would find
1 pleasure in
To Suck Around
For 1958 Season
By DELORES CAL1LN
NEW YORK — With the New
Year swinging into the spirit of
things, we find rock and roll still
with us, a prediction we flunked
on, as we were sure the 'fad"
would have died out . . However,
calypso did the fading away as
Belafonte, its staunchest booster,
turned back to ballads for his
most important dates . . Rock
and roll is still not only going
strong but booming with Alan
Freed and a whole headline cast,
leading the Paramount Theatre
Best on the bill is Fats Domino
who came a long way this year
to stardom-.
ON STAGE TOO
Brightest 1957 stage production,
Home's "Jamaica" which is still
doing terrific biz each evening , .
Second is "Simply Heavenly" who
did good only on off-Broadway . .
A few • scattered Negro players in
dramas were recognized .. Eartha
Kitt's play floped .
BY FILM SEE
With films, there were several'
to be commended . . "Island In
The Sun" stood out with its heavi-
ly talented cast and strong con-
flicts . Band of Angels" with
Sidney Poitier brought out a
strange tale of War days ..
1957 brought out Nat Cole as an
actor in "China Gate.." and push-
ed the theme of integration with
bit players and supporting actors
in many minor films . . The in
dustry progressed in '57 but has
not as yet surrended td interracial
romances.
FOR TV VIEW
On television, the new show was
the Nat King Cole show-which end-
ed before the year ended but made
a magnificent showing-rating
equally with any other show of
its kind . . Big stars continued to
make appearances on Ed Sullivan,
Steve Allen and Perry Como
shows . . Most popular were Pearl
Bailey. Sarah Vaughn, Ray Robin-
son and countless rock and rollers
. . Incidentally more than enough
new singing groups on the rock
and roll theme came forth, some
good, some had .
ag
watching television if the persons
who actually have the know how
Kim Karter
On Chicago
Video Show
Kissin' Kim Karter, Chicago's
bombshell of song, appears on
controversial TV show. -Marty's
Morgue."
Kim deserted the classrooms of
Chicago's Burke Elementary
school in 1953 to seek fame and
fortune in show business, but now
says that she is through with the
exciting chase. Close friends, how-
ever, say she will not be able
to resist the temptation of several
lucrative offers made during her
holiday visit with her mother
, 
Sammy Davis Will Headline Huge giving his viewers and fans a sup.
Interracial Show For Catholics
SAMMY DAVIS, JR.. one of the
great entertainers of our times,
'will return to Chicago to headline
the Catholic Interracial Council's
annual benefit, St. Patrick's Day,
March 17, at the Civic Opera
:House.
Sammy Davis, jr., who combines
the talents of singer, dancer, mim-
TIM MOORE, "Kingfish" of
agreed to go their searate
the Amos 'N Andy show and
wife have agreed to go their
seperate ways the famed
comic lald a television midi-
enee Thursday night. Kingfish
admitted that on going to
the frIgidare and finding
"In rot stbeef gene" firing
a singlo shot into the
re and ad-lib artist into a one-man
variety show, has been dubbed
"Mr. Wonderful" by critics both
for his title role in the Broadway
show and for his ability to wrap
a smashing song style, inspired
hoofing, a startling skill at imper- •
sonation and an acute sense of
comedy into one bundle of apparH
ceiling. Moore's wife Vivian,
a son by a former marriage,
Paul Ilubbard, his stepdaugh-
ter. Eye and her husband
Earl Brow were in kitchen at
the time. Officers summoned
to the home arrested Moore
who va, booked on charge of
suspicion of assault with a
deadly weapon.
In American music were given
breaks. That is why we must cap-
tion this story "Taintwhatcha Got,
but what might be" that interests
"Mr. Average Fan."
Tether night we listened to the
revieved and evised Glenn Miller
ork on television and what a treat.
"Chattanooga Choo, Choo",
"Moonlight Cocktails" and "Dan-
ny Boy" are tunes no band could
play like the Miller ork. Thus to
hear them in their original ar-
rangements by the men who play-
ed 'ern for Miller wastruly a
treat.
With this in mind one visions a
real treat of Duke Ellington oei•
ginals played wgek after week on
television by the men who give
'ern to us and who presented the
tunes best. That„-.one feels is what
fandom is asking for. And wouldn't
It be great to 'latent to Nat King
Cole dishing out half hours of
"Shy Guy," -Strainghten Up and
Fly Right" on home screens. Or
Ira have chance to rave over sat.
chmo beating ou "Royal Garden"
and St. Louis Blues on his own
show. Dixie would like it, that is
admit liking 'ern or en stand for
the performance coming into their
homes but rest of the nation
would.
There have been a trio of in,
stances in which Ellington and
Cole may have had the chance
to give out with samples of what
fandom wants but 'tis easily sus-
pected that both m'ssed the boat.
When Ellington was given 30
minutes on one occasion and a
whole hour on another to be "The
Duke of old" viewers were treat-
ed to the new Ellington. He was
ent . perpetual motion. Sammy
Davis, Jr., has been a record-set-
ter at Chicago's famed Chez Farce
and at other celebrated clubs.
Davis did a one man show this
past December which netted the
Chicago Urban I.eague 515.000. He
is returning to Chicago to help the
Catholic Interracial Council realize
a record - high budget of $.50.000
for 1958.
Sammy Davis, Jr., is one enter•
tamer who believes In using his
talents and ability to further the
cause of interracial harmony. Is
lists were ever able to either equal
or spurpass in entertainment. Of
course, in fairness to the artists,
they are not always allowed to do
what they wish to do. Programs
are mapped, formatted and direct-
ed by others, most times with the
ideas of the latter group having
the belief that 'tisnt what is ex-
hinited nearly as much as what
night be shown that fans are in-
terested most in seeing.
OLE SATCHMO, top television shows that are shunt.
Ellington are artists ed around to guest appear.
able and deserving their ances only.
Chicago last month to address a 
- 
— —
group of Southside business and
x-Sweetheart Of Rhythm Filesparatecissi.„.:ee ide jasdaesrtse,r inS tahI see it blowing up unless some
thing constructive is done to curb
interracial bitterness and provide
more opportunity for oppressed
minority groups. I feel that we
cannot achieve these gains for
humanity as individuals. We must
have agencies that can help to
bring all of us together, regardless
of race, creed, or color, as pro-
ductive members of an American
community."
Davis, back In 1956, promised to
come to Chicago to help the Cath-
olic Interracial Council which he
regards as one of the nation's
most alert and effective organiza-
tions of its kind. The benefit on
St. Patrick's Day will not be a
one lean show but instead Davis
will he joined by some of the great
personalities of stage, screen, tele-
vision, and radio. Jay J G Schatz
of the ("hes Parer and Paul Rat
flea of the Black Orchid are in
charge of talent for what is ex-
pected to be the Council's biggest
and most successful benefit,
erior version of Stan Kenton's idea
of what happens when the old
style ja7z is tampered with in a
more of less "progressive jazz"
vein. The same may be said of
the Nat King Cole stay on televi-
sion. Front this corner there were
reasons to regret viewers were
not given a change to see and hear
the old King Cole style that was
never matched or even equaled.
Down to the point! Jazz fans are
not so interested in watching El-
lington, Cole, Satchmo and others
match or even outdo the Como's
Fishers. Crosby, Sinatras and
others. What is desired is chance
to see on television the Coles, El-
lingtons and Satchmos perform in
the style that was and remains
their own and that no copy-rat am-
and
both
Duke
cap-
own
Sweetheart Of Suit Against May
PHILADELPHIA — ( ANP ) -
Former Sweethearts of Rhythm
and Darlings of Rhythm tenor sax
player Myrtle Young, now a real•
dent of Philadelphia. has joined a
group of entertainment world per-
sonalities who have sued the Good
Publishing Company of Fo rt
Worth, Texas, publishers of Jive
and several other monthly maga-
zines.
Through her attorney. Harold
Sills, she has instituted a fi50.000
suit for unauthorized use of her
photograph in the July 1957 issue
of Jive magazine, which accom-
panied an autobiographical-con-
fession type story titled "T h •
, Next Best Thing To Love."
The full page photo had been
taken several years ago by a pro.
fessional lens lady and amateur
were the Richards unit, headlining
the show at Birdland.
Six jazz favorites were heard
from New York's Metropole.
Trumpeter Red Allen, clarinetist
Buster Bailey, trombonist J. C.
I.
•
•
•
1
•
griller, Miss Alma Fay llorn, of'
the Quaker City, but was not gist:
en to the publishers. The full flage'
bust shot of the tenor sax player
who is an alumna of the Piney
Woods School, Miss., illustrates a
story about a young woman who
substituted a muSical career for
the absence of love in her life.
Previously, "Dizzy" Gillespie
and Dorothy Dandridge have sued
the Texas firm for story allega•
lions which they said harmed
their careers.
The complaint in trespass suit
with the Good Publishing Company
as defendant also enjoins Jesse A.
Wright, whose Tri-State News
Cotnpaiy of Philadelphia is dis-
tributor of the magazine in the
Delaware Valley area.
Atty. Sills charged in part in the
Rate Frank, Ella"
'King - Queen'
Vocalist Berths
By HILDA SEE
NEW YORK — Who is the great-
est male singer; who holds the
distinction among the female chirp-
era? Here is a question, believe
it or not, that can and is being
answered whenever others, sing-
ers, actors or expert critics are
interrogated.
The pair? Let's face it. Ella
Fitzgerald and Frank Sinatra.
Who else! If you have been tuned
in on most of the numerous in-
terview shows, radio and televis-
ion, where the question was be-
ing asked you must be among
wondering if twenty million
Frenchmen can be wrong? The
20 million would be the various
artists, vocalists and instrumental
greats who swear by Sinatra and
Ella Fitzgerald as their favorite
singers.
Many artists will tell you that
Ella's ability to switch to numer-
ous styles required for different
tunes makes her an individualist.
Others say fact that she is an
individualist somewhat on the or-
der of the great instrumental solo-
ists like Louis Armstrong on
trumpet, Johnny Hodges on sax
and top pianists like Erroll Gar-
ner, Earl Hines, Oscar Peterson
and others give her that added
something that no other vocalist
can boast. But whatever the ex-
planation it all sums up to one
thing — that Ella Fitzgerald is
tows among the female singers
and Sinatra best AIM-male chirp-
era, Even though chcice of Ella
Fitzgerald as "Quern of Song.'
has been the way of things for
a number of years but it remain-
ed for the great crooner, Bing
Crosby to make it official. Asl,
ed on television who was his
choice for female vocalist Bing
answered without hesstation "Ella
Fitzgerald." And who is better
prepared to serve as judge than
Crosby? And the same thing has
been said of Sinatra by numerous
other artists including S a
Davis, jr., who is quite a Alf
in his own right.
Nominating best male singer is
a big gamble. Indeed with such
artists of song as Perry Como,
Dean Martin. Al nibbler, N a t
King Cole, Eddie Fisher, and oth-
ers the path of greatness is a
bit jammed. However, let's face
it and go along with the guys
and gals in same profession and
lean to Frank Sinatra, If Frank-
ie boy isn't the greatest his chirp.
ing will certainly satisfy this cor
ner until the proper rivalry is
presented.
Oddly enough both Ella a n d
Frank started out as band
"props." Ella with the late Chick
Webb and Sinatra as vocalist with
the li•s Tommy Dorsey. And both
have soared to challenging p o s I.
lions along vocalists row since
hitting the trail as top single at-
tractions.
1,16 ZAG
with
L_— Z I G GY JOHNSON
DETROIT — A LOT OF cronies
making New Year's resolutions,
hut nt go along with what Broad-
way Joe has to say about it, "Ain't
no use." However, I do have a
few desires and if they hold true,
it'll mean I'll conquer Dr. Waldo
Cain and Attorney Charles Farm-
er at golf. Such gentlemen as Cas-
ablanca. Joe Lemley, Asa Canadia
and Dr. Bob Bennett might as well
pay off before they leave the tee,
as I will have them in my pocket.
Thank you, Benny Davis.
• • a
Certain lady calling to say.
"I know a lot of your John R
buddies and am asking where
they are at present. She had
the tone of Scotland Yard and
mine was similar to Burma
Shave. Know nothing. Joe Cot-
ton celebrating birthday n u m-
her? Ile was in school with Nat
King Cole and Ray Nance.
complaint, that: the defendant
with willful and malicious intent ;
did injure the plaintiff and bring
her into public scandal and dis
grace, did falsely, wickedly and
maliciously compose and publishd
ed and caused to be published and
circulated in said magazine the
false, scandalous malicious and
defamatory libels. . ."Further, it
is charged." by reason of t h e
aforementioned, the plaintiff has
been and is greatly injured in her
good name, credit and reputation
and has been brought intn
public scandal and disgrace and
has been greatly injured . as
a public performer." The $50,000
suit embraces two charges of
$25,000 each.
Hank Warren sitting with Todd
Rhodes at the Zombie like
throwing a rabbit in the
briar patch. . .Anybody know
who was the first to record
"Gee Ain't I Good To You?"
currently being done by Count
Base's Joe Williams. . .For sev-
en consecutive years the foreign
prince Buddy Rose and his
queen Dottie have managed to
find me on New Year's Eve for
a toast and sip of champagne.
. . •
Basaist Dallas Bartley pulling
his strings down Missouri way
.Wild Bill Moore blowing
sounds at the Eagle Show Lo
. . . Ilappy New Year
Porkchops Patterson wherever
you are. Down with him, Jim.
Talk to the man or tell him to
send the contracts on back. At-
torney Lawrence Massey answer-
ing a little note sent him by Jet's
Major Robinson.
One of my sincere wishes for Hie
new year is that the sepia model
takes her rightful place in the field
of commercial advertising. There
are so many right here in our
town who are being stymied. All
is not well in certain quarters but
I'm too close to it to mention any-
thing about it. Atlantic City's
. Daddy Lew always sees to It that
II know what day it is.
Hollywood Plans.
Include Sepians
For 1958 Season
By HARRY LEVETTE
HOLLYWOOD — Following :n-
terviews with Eric Johnson, globe-
trotting head of the Producer's
Association, Duke Wales ace Pub-
licity director of the powerful body
and others, have good news at
first heralding of things to come
during the New Year.
That this will react favorably
with the nearly 17,000.000 Negro
citizens. who form a large per-
centage of movie goers, is a cer-
tainty. Hollywood also reveals
that ft will continue and Increase
its nolicy emphasized during 1957,
of featuring and starring colored
actors and actresses as often as
is expedient. The great box-office
success of Something of Value,'
"Band of Angels," "Island In the
Sun," and others justified this,
along with "Carnien Jones," of
two years previous still goIng
strong. This will also mean much
more work for the colored players,
and a still wider medium for the
tacit message of Democracy car
riled tw. to Caucasian viewers of
Negroea in intelligent roles, and
displaying their varied talents.
Even now ready for release In
the New Year are such great pic-
tures as Fox's "South Pacific" co.
starring Juanita Hall. Paramount's
"Buccaneer,' co-starring Wood
Strode, and Paramount's
uLois Blues," (the life of . .
Handy.) starring Nat "King" Cole,
and a galaxy of sepia artists in
the supporting cast. But here in
detail Is the report and forecast
by the Producers Association
Red Allen, Others On
Mutual Radio Starrer
An all-star line-up of jazz in-
strumentalists plus Johnny Rith-
ard's orchestra was heard on
Mutual's jazz festival, Bandstand,
U.S.A. broadcast Saturday. Bobby
Hackett and his trumpet were
heard from New York's Voyager
Room, while alto sax specialist
Donald Byrd and the Lou Don-
aldson Quintet featured -from Cafe
Bohenia. Also from New York
Higgenbotham, pianist ('last
Hopkins, bass Gene Ramey
drummer Eddie Bourne
heard also.
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FURNITURE FASHIONS 
• 
Stresses Beauty, Comfort,
Simplicity And Strength'
•
•
•
•
• BEAUTIFULLY grained wood an d
wrought iron fashion this lightly styled tea
set consisting of two chairs and a table to
be shown at the American Furniture Mart's
winter market.
•
• ROMANCE, exciting the imagination, conjuring up
picturesque dreams and engendering both a radiant joy
and a warmth of spirit, is the all-embracing characteristic
of the new home furnishing lines shown to buyers at the
1958 winter International Hume Furnishings Market in
Chicago January 6-17.
•
• NEV FURNITURE that will set a pattern for living
in homes across the lands were unveiled. What are those
home living patterns? According to the experts the home
fashion trend for 1958 is something between all-modern
• NEW POLYETHER foam has been used in the cushion
of this handsome lounge chair which will be shown. The
cushion is reversible with a zippered closure. The chair
is 30 ins, high and 271/2 ins, wide and can be had in several
finishes — suntan blond, walnut. mahogany and ebony
black.
and wholly traditional. The pattern for living, enferfain-
ing at home and keeping house will be one of greater ease
and enjoyment — due to many new developments in all
branches of the home furnishings industry.
•
• FURNITURE IS increasingly decorative. Pattern and
interest are achieved by contrasting woods, parquetry,
inlay, cut-out patterns and fretwork. Maple burl and
walnut and cane are some of the combinations. The over-
all effect for the future stresses elegance and luxury, and
Mrs. Homemaker faces the furniture future with pleasant
anticipation.
•
• OCCASIONAL CHAIR of,
handsome styling is called
"Danmark." The chair is
24 5 ins, wide a n d 29 ins.
high and has a rubber web-
bed seat. Suntan blond, haz-
elnut, walnut a n t: ebony
black are the finishes offer-
ed.
• ONE OF TIIE outstend-
ing groupings to be intro-
duced at the January inter.
national home furnishings
market is this mahogany
bedroom grouping. T h
doors on the triple dresser
have an interesting parquet
design and the 44 in. high
chest has a concealed desk.
The bookcase headboard also
has the parquet effect and
can be had in twin bed size
or single bed.
• PARCHMENT FINISH has been given to this hand..
some solid pecan bedroom grouping which will be intro-
duced. The large dresser Ahown here is 72x20 'he, And
features pulls that have a well-oxidized look.
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 18, 1958
Though we believed Christmas
Ind its attendant hustle and bus-
tle had been thoroughly covered,
other conversation-piece activities
continue to reach our ears.
much too soignee to leave unsaid.
Of particular interest was t h e
fabulous party given by Mrs. H.
Clinton Ray for the Semper
delis Club, at the Ray's beautiful
contemporary home on South
Parkway which carried a distinc-
tive pink decor for the season.
Assisted by Mr. Ray, Mrs. Ray's
sisters, Mrs. Lovie Puryear and
Mrs. Orleans Knox assisted in
serving utterly divine cusine to
members of this well - known
group and the scores of local and
out-of-town guests who were re-
splendent in haute contour outfits.
lopped with some of the loveliest
furs imaginable. Guests included
Mesdames Leslie Smith and Ce-
celia Bowles of Washington, D. C.,
Mary Louise Ritter of Nashville,
Tenn., Bea West Scsggs of Cleve-
land, Ohio, Thelma West of Louis-
ville, Ky., and our own Maggie
Jordan, Sallie Bartholomew, Alma
Booth. Samellen Carroll, Harriet-
te Walker, Leola Gilliam, Addis
G. Owen and Willa Dean Jack-
son.
THE LILTS received VIP treat-
ment at the lovely Barksdale Cove
residence of Lila Dumas, where a
scrumptuous seafood casserole
was the piece de resistance. .
by the winners at bridge - Har-
riet Hall, Emily Jackson and Eli-
zabeth Lewis and guests Geral-
treat. . .ending with breakfast
. .enjoyed by the Willard Bells,
the Anthony Callians, the James
Harrisses and the Willie Smiths.
THE COTERIE CLUB gather-
ed at the beautiful Hajilton Street
year included the YWCA, t h e
Kappa Alpha sorority, Elks Rest,
the Red Cross and Radio Station
home of pert Maggie Jordan who guest speaker. Greeting will he l organizations for the past seseral VSLOK.
was co-hostess with Mrs. E. 0. brought to the chapter and the years, and praised them for their 
Bodes-Ts From she living dining public by AKA's Supreme Basil. accomplishments, especially dur
-
area with a heavenly laden table- eus, Mrs. Arnetta Wallace. Trib- ing
 
1ee7. I. Q. 9s Inthe results of a caterist's best ute will be paid to past basilei of
ne had special commendations
efforts. . .to the panelled des) the Memphis chapter, and to the
Mesdames Ruth Weed, Es- heads of local greek-letter organi- for the Junior Chamber of Com
- 1.--1
tette Eggleston, Ruby Spight, Flo- zations for their contributions to merce for its plans to organize ay Holiday lished in March, 1934 and has de.
Cockrane, Orena Langford, Le- our community in these "times 11 boy scout troops, providing 
veloped its program around schol-
;
Founders Day celebration.
arship grants, health problems,
ona Jamison and Ada Ateman of transiaion," the theme of the clothing and toys for 386 of the Party'housing, and human rights of the
local level. Also, the local chap-
Also, shaping up on grad AKA's
c 
ter contributes its share in carry-
alendar will be another of their
. 
ing out national projects of
Calif. plays utilizing local amateur tat 81,000, and for sponsoring a Voice .
OUR CONDOLENCES ent. Mr. Reginald Morris will di- of Democracy contest, 
parties of the holiday season Was health, housi
ng, human rights,
Tragedy. . .always unexpected, rect the production, which will be The Kiwanis Club also deserved p 
. 
and scholarship.
given at the alatial home of Ge• At the present time, Beta Epsi-
took on a coincidental twist, when announced at a later date. All' praise for spending $6,000 to pro- neva and Adrian Ilewilt 6609 Ver- 
In°it struck in both of the families person interested in trying out tect the school children in the non ave., by members of the I. Q. 
scholarshipson'e g a ihna s p rthas'oresfus ll-mtuiitisons
of the two lovely weddings prom- for a part in the current play, to, city from harm and danger dur. Social club. Bernia Williams is completing
inently displayed in our last edi- he held at Ellis Auditorium, are ing 1957. The Lions Club, he said, her last year of Nurse Training
lion with the loss of the grand- requested to contact Mr. Morns is doing a wonderful job in help- Mrs. Mildred Casey, newly elect- 
•
at E. H. Crump Memorial hospit-
ed president, distributed mu r 
.
al, and Miss Josephine Isabel, re-
than 200 gifts which were ex cipient of the 1957 competitive four
ject which was started by the late changeed by members and friends. year scholarship award, is in her
Rev. E. Houston Stephens. . and ed that their boys and girls. ages' Mayor E. H. Crump. The superb arrangement and ser- freshman year at LeMoyne col-
Dr. John E. Jordan, of Nashville, 8-14 will be delighted with the Other organizations which de vice by Mr. Hewitt could not be lege.
the son of Mrs. Charles (M a r y next Children's Museum presents. served special mention for their
Richardson) J. Walker, who mar Hon, Saturday. Jan. 25, 10:30 a.m, civil achievements during t h e
Wed a Nashville belle, now mourn at the Lecture Hall of LeMoyne  
their grandmothers, the late Mrs. I college. Mr. W. B. Stroup, mem-
J. T. Thomas, who was present ber of Shelby County Bee Keep- Bridge Club
at her granddaughter's lovely ers. will be the guest speaker.
wedding, and at whose home the, Films to be shown are: "Her Ma- Entertains At
wedding reception was held. . jesty. the Queen Bee," and "Hon.
and the late Mrs. Capitols J. Haw- ey Bee". . .the theme, of course,
king...both of whom passed with- "A Bee's World." Flamingo Room
in two a eeks of the important LEMOYNE COLLEGE'S
occasion in -the lives of their ALUMNI DAY The members of the Southern
grandchildren. Our deepest sym- The LeMoyne college Alumni As- Belles Bridge club entertained
paths, is extended to Rev. Thom-' seciation will hold its annual Al-
as, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Morris.
Rev. and Mrs. Stephens and the
surviving family of Mrs. Thom-
as; and also to Mrs. Hawkins'
well known children, Judge Scovel
Richardson, jr., and Mrs Charles
J. Walker.
COMPLETE CHARITY BALL
PLANS
When the members of J-U.G's
Inc., met with Velma Lois Jones
recently, a tape recorder and Vel-
ma Lois' Polarcid Land camera
recorded and filmed conversation
and action. . .much to the surpris-
ed mirth of all concerned. When
all settled down, Gwen Nash pre-
sided over the business session.
and the following chairmen were
named to head their forthcoming
fabulous pre-Lenten Charity Ball,
slated for February 14th, (Valen-
tine night) at Club Ebony. Again
strict formality will mark t h
brilliant event. . :and, we hear
V18 the grapevine. bids will he
much more ra:•• • - so don't tarry
too long in accepting, if fortunate
enough to receive one!
had a royal time, the better to
relate to member Burris Davis
who spent the interlude in Fresno,
mothers of the main participants
In each. The former Miss Betty
Jean Morris who married t h e
Founders Day Programs around
the country, this golden atuliver-
sary will be celebrated. Beta Tau
chapter at LeMoyne college held
their observance last week, and
whose, instead of one of their sor
ors, Miss Alma Christine Hansen,
who for many, many years was
LeMoyne's treasurer, and whose
presence on the campus Is still
a part of the scenery as the his-
toric grounds and buildings. In the
hearts and minds of LtMoyne
alumni around the country, Miss
Hansen will ever dominate a large
segment of their poignant memory
of their alma mater. The chapter
gave Miss Hansen a citation for
loyal devotion, deep interest in
having an unselfish attitude which
has led her to work untiringly
and never expect or desire re-
ward or any expression of praise
. . for faithful work in beautify-
ing the campus, and for the many
desirable qualities she Possesses
which makes her a generous and
rare individual and a true friend."
Glo,la Wade, chapter basilues
gave the occasion, Pearl W e s t.
brook was the soloist, James Bis-
hip, president of the student coun-
cil spoke in behalf of the student,
Dr. W. W. Gibson, spoke in be-
half of the faculty; Rev. S. A.
Owen spoke for the trustees of the
school; Frank Lockard was or
ganist. Mozella Woodson made the
presentation to Miss Hansen and
Rev. Lionel Arnold, the college
pastor, gave the invocation.
RECENT WEDDING - Miss
Juanita Johnson, the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Alton
Johnson, of 402 Kyle St., be-
came the bride of Ellis A.
Harbor recently at a cert.-
weeny at the St. Augustine
Catholic church. Mr. and Mrs.
Harbor will make their home
at Baton Rouge, La., where
he Is a senior at Southern
university. (Photo by Withers)
AKA's Observe 50th Year Jan. 19.
Supreme Basileus Key Speaker
Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter of
Aipha Kappa Alpha will observe I
the 50th anniversary of the found-
ing of t h e Sorority on Sunday,
January 19, at 4 p.m., at Mount
Olive Cathedral, of 538 Linden
ave.
Mrs. Edna Over Campbell, past
supreme basileus of Alpha Kappa
Alpha, and guiding spirit a n d
first president of the American
the principal speaker. As announc-
ed by Mrs. Cattle Stevens, basil-
eus of the local Chapter, M r s.
Campbell's address will be of spe-
cific interest to the general pub-
lic as she will discuss the tar-
get aims of ACHR for 1958 and
the job of individuals in making
American practices consistent
with the splendid principles and
philosophy of American democra-
Mrs. Campbell is from Balti-
more, Md. The council, organized
10 years ago and with national
headquarters in Washington, D.
C., is wholly partisan about the
need of America and the world
to eliminate all forms of racial
and religious discrimiation and
is equally non-partisan about sup-
porting political parties.
OTHERS ON PROGRAM
Council on Human Rights will be cy.dine Harris and Georgia Stewart, Mrs. Arnetta G. Wallace, su-
the former ,now a Gary, Ind., Beta Epsilon Omega, the grad- preme basileus of Alpha Kappa
schoolmarm. More about the Du- uate chapter of Alpha Kappa Al- Alpha sorority, incorporated, will
mas' residence. . .wes the gay pha will claim its share of the
year-end celebration- a la Dutch 50th anniversary spotlight of t h e Civic Groups Lauded bring greetings from the nationalbody.
organization when the members
hold a public meeting at Mount
By Beale Street Mayor
Olive Cathedral, Sunday, (Janu-
ary 19) at 4 p.m., at which time Mayor Matthew Thornton, the
Mrs. Edna Over Campbell, a past "mayor" of Beale street recent-
National Basileus will he t h el Iv reviewed the activities of civic
• • •
or members of the chapter.
CHILDREN'S MUSEUM
Mommy and Daddy are remind.
needy children of Memphis at
Christmas at a cost of nearly
mg the blind men and women in
the area, and completing the pro-
their husbands and friends at the
umni Day celebration Sunday, Flamingo Room last Saturday s
February 9, at 5 p.m., when a evening with a dance. Music was
Talent Program of LeMoynites provided by Fineas Newburns or-
will be climaxed by an address chestra and other entertainers
by President Hollis Price, w h ol from Cleveland, Ohio.
will be back from Monrovia, Li- I Present at the party were Mr. I
beria. The theme is. . ."A Great. and Mrs. Garmer Curry, Mr. and
er LeMoyne." Mrs. Clara Simpson Mrs. A. Sidney Oates, Mr. and c
Is the general chairman Mrs. Dannie S. Mitchell, Mr. and
CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN Mrs. J. C. McGraw, Sr., Mr. and
ORDER Mrs. Edmard Evans, Mr. and Mr.
Congratulations are In order for Jesse Joseph, Mr. and Mrs. Wit
our town's Robert H. Ratcliffe, ham ilampton, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
now of Pittsburgh, Pa., and the' Melvin Moore of Covington,
Pittsburgh Courier, who has re. Tenn.; Mrs. Dorothy DeNellis,
cently been promoted to manag-
ing editor of the national news-
paper. We're bursting smith pride
for this modest newspaperman's Barbee, W. W. Walker, and 0. W.
newspaper man, whose nassion for Pickett.
"printers ink" was evident back Delicious hors d'oeuvres were
with pride his progress and as. served during the evening.
cent into the journalistic world.
and we loin his host of friends tional Polio Foundation was In
around the country, especially town last week to attend the kick.
those in his hometown which he off program of the Annual March
often visits in the joy of his par- of Dimes. Harold Whalum is the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rat- chairman of this year's local ef-
cliffe, and his own family in Pitts• fort; with Mrs. Cooper Taylor,
Our scribe now goes way out on burgh, chairman of the Mother's March;
the limb to declare it is high time ANNUAL MARCH OF DIMES and Mrs. Ethel Venson heading
the cold shoulder treatment is Mr. Charles Bynum of the Na-, the Teen-Age Division,
given to any who continue to dare —
to flaunt Incorrect dress on such
an occasion. Our city is much too
large, much too cosmopolitan. . .
and our citizens much too intelli-
gent to disregard this cardinal
rule of etiquette. Now, we've said
It. . .and we're willing to "Let
the Chips Fall Where They May."
The theme of this year's Ball is
"Goddesses of Love". . .and
LOIS Jones Is the Ball Chair-
man.
UR'S TN THE NEWS
This year mitrka the 50Ih anni•
wintry of the founding of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, and in
surpassed. The public is invited to attend
Other members present were,' this program. There is no admis-
Mrs. Marie Smith, Mrs. Rosel mon charge.
Clark, Mrs. Bernece Freeman, , 
Mrs. Carrie Bennett, Mrs. Rober-
ta Avery, Miss Billie Olive, Mrs. Sorors Hold
Mary Campbell, Mrs. Hattie Wat
son, Mrs. Margaret Mitchell, Mrs. T
Ethel Twitty Harrison.
Guests o fthe evening were Mr. A
Make delicious
party dips
with...
s.'s•;epr-
%teni:0
Mrs. Katie Hudson, Misses Eli-
zabeth E. Lewis, Louise O'Reil-
ley, and Audrey Evans, E. A.
FOREST HILL-
- Cultured
SOUR CREAM
DRESSING
eenage Party
and Mrs. Kenneth Parks, Mr. and t Sigma House
Mrs. Frank Turner, Mr. and Mrb.
More than 20 teenagers were
present at the social hour and ice
One of ihe say and eniovabi
s
Leonard Scally, Mr. and Mrs. Dim -
id Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. Jo h n
Neighbor, Mr. and Mrs. Weir Stu. breaker given by the Sigma
art, Mrs. Grace Peek, Mrs. Lonnie
Johnson, Sirs. Ophelia Be r r y, 
Gamma Rho sorority at their
house located at 805 Saxon at,,'
recently.
The young people, representing
the juniors and seniors of the
local high schools, came to the
"get acquainted" party at the in-
vitation of Mrs. Jeanette S. Carr,
director of Sigma Teen Town.
. The Teen Town's headquarters
I will be located in the Sigma
House, which was dedicated last'
November, and serves as a rec-
reational center for the youth of
Memphis and the Mid-South. The
young people, now led by Sidney
Bowen of Douglas High school,
will elect a mayor, city commis-
sioners, and other officials f o r
Teen Town on Jan. 18.
On Christmas Eve, the Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority gave a par-
Putting away Ytm, holiday can- ty for younger children in the Le
dice, You con keep tb..-ni hem I Moyne college area at the sororheeding while they're In storage
by coating thin, with alcohol-thin. ny house, which included a story
owl sltelloc. telling hour and the singing of,
Christmas carols.
Serving as chairman of the com-
mittee on planning for this 50th
anniversary observance is M r s.
Katheryn Perry Thomas, teacher
of Spanish at Manassas High
school. Assisting her are: Miss
Dora Todd, Miss Cecelia Willis,
Miss Martha Anderson, Mrs. Om-
ega Shelto, Mrs. Theresa Frank-
lin, and the basileus.
The Memphis graduate Chapter,
Beta Epsilon Omega, was estab-
Mrs. Johnella Howard, Mrs. Theo-
ene,Simpson, Mr. Henry McKage,
Mr. John Rodin, Mr. Robert Sta-
hel], Mr. Roosevelt Watson, Mr.
Elmer Freeman, and Mr. John
Harrison.
Wie Preserwrs
Asthma Formula Prescribed
Most By Doctors -Available
Now Without Prescription
Stops Attacks in Minutes...Relief Lasts for Hours!
York. 10. T. I Sp...NO-The asthma Primeente opens bronchial tube,.formula prescribed more than any loosens mucous congestion, relieves
other by doctors for their private taut nervous tension. All this with-
patients is now available to asthma out taking painful injections.
sufferers without prescription. The aecret is-Primatenecombines
Medical test, proved this formula 3 medicings (in full prescription
stops asthma attack. in minutes and strength I found most effective in
give, hours of freedom from recur- combination for asthma distress.
renre of painful asthma spasm,. Each performs a spacial purpose.
lhis formula is so effective that it So look forward to sleep at nightIs the physicians' loading asthma and freedom from asthma spasms
prescription safe that now it can ... go Prima tene. at any drugstore.he sold - wilAnne preorript inn - in Only C184-money-hOs-frusrantee,
tiny tablets called Prisoustea410. • was wwwwit rpm.* 6••••••
Miss Whittaker Weds Dr. Jordan
In Pretty Nashville Ceremony
Whittaker was married to Dr.
John Edward Jordan. The RPV:'
Kelly Miller Smith, minister, per-
formed the double ring ceremony.
The bride is the niece of Mr.
and Mrs. Gilbert King of Nash-
ville who reared her and the
daughter of Mrs. J. B. Whittaker
of St. Louis, Mo. Dr. Jordan is
the son of Captain John Edward
Jordan and Mrs. Charles J. Walk.
er of Nashville.
The organist, Mrs. Ida Robin- white ribbons.
son Walker, at the console played Little Deborah Senter of St.
a program of nuptial music be- Louis, hiss, the bride's niece, in ,
fore the young couple exchanged floor-length ping moire and netS
vows at an altar of simfax, psalms, was flower girl.
urns of white gladiolii, and branch- Capt. Jordan served his son as
ed-candelabra of burning white' best man. Ushers were N'ander
tapers. A reception at the resi- Harris of Nashville; Mark H.
dence of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Bomer, Louisville, Ky.; and Dr.
Walker followed. Joseph Fuller, Tuskegee. Ala.,
Escorted by her uncle, the bride (now Lt. Fuller at Smyrna. Tenn.)
wore a traditional length gown of The brides mother and aunt
white chantilly lace and silk net chose blue lace with blue satin
over silk satin. The fitted lace accents and white accessories for
bodice had a petal designed neck- the wedding. Each wore a cersage
line outlined with seed pearls and of pink carnations.
iridescent sequins and its lace full The groom's mother were a
length sleeves ended in petal chantilly lace appliqued gown of
points over the hands. Broad chan- alabaster white satin designed by
NASHVILLE - In the First Bap. Talmadge of St. Louis, Mo., for
list church, Eighth ave., north, her matron of honor. Miss Mettle
here Dec. 23, Miss Nedra Ann Slaughter of Nashville; Miss Gale
Christmas of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Miss Dorothy Whittaker, also
of Minneapolis, sister of the bride,
were bridesmaids. They wore
identical sea green velvet sheaths
with bouffant foamgreen taffeta
overskirts and sea green ban-
deaux, all designed by Ruth Mc-
Querry of Minneapolis. Their ae-
cessoriei were matching satin
shoes and shortie gloves; they
carried white carnations with
she is studying for the master's
degree. She is Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Dr. Jordan, an alumnus of Lin-
coln (Pa.) university?, was gra,
uated in June from the School
Dentistry at Meharry Medical col,
lege. He is a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity. The couple
left immediately for an undis-
closed point.
Assisting the groom's mother
with the reception were Mesdamet
William H. Allen, J. B. Singleton,
jr., Harold E. Thomas, Mary Clay
Pinkston, and Mary J. Richard.
son, the groom's great aunt. Pre-
siding at the bride's table, cerr
tered with a three-tier cake and
large candelatra, were Mesdames
W. D. Hawkins, jr., I. Bow.
man, Sr.. W. D. Bennett, and John
Cooper. Miss Betty Stewart kept
the bride's book.
Outortown guests included Mrs.
Mark M. Homer of Louisville,
Ky.; Miss Will Whittaker, Min-
neapolis, Minn.; Mrs. Zenobia
Beck. Georgetown, S. C.• Tal-
madge Stewart and Master Jam
Senter of St. Louis, Mo.
tilly I.ae inserts added grace to Karen Stark for Harvey Berin and C•
the bouffant skirt of silk net. Her featured the bell-shaped skirt. Herl
finger tip veil fell from a queen's shortie gloves and rose corsages! Cheers Member
crown of seed pearls. She carried, were gold.
a shower bouquet of white roses. An alumna of Tennessee State The CWA Telephone club met
The bride's only jewelry was a university, Mrs. Jordan is at pres- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
cultured pearl encrest heart-saped ent in heart research with the D. Stokely recently, and welcams
locket, gift of the groom. Her gall Phillip Laboratory of Minneapolis, ed 47 members into its ranks.
to him was a pair of white gold Minn., and is laboratory assistant The group also brought cheer to
cuff links, in the chemistry department of Mr. Stokely who has been ill for
The bride chose her sister, Mrs. the University of Minnesota where several months.
PLAN CHARITY BALL-Mak
ing plans for the J-U-G's an
nual charity ball to be held
on Valentine's day are Mrs.
anderson Bridges, Jr.. at left,
and Mrs. Sarah Chandler.
The theme of this year's ball,
the fourth to be sponsored by
RICELAND
RICE cooks
perfectly
every biy7e
W. A. Club
the organization during Pre-
Lenten season. %ill have as its
theme "Goddesses of Love."
Photo by Withers)
D FLUFFY
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE
. . . cooks
perfectly
every time!
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Gem', it's cold ou t s i de, but hostess, Mrs. Drain, in serving a
Oen t you happy to see the love- delicious buffet style menu of bar-white snow, the first one to be cue, slaw, chicken salad sand-
suck in years in Jackson It
brought back memories of t he
white Christmas we had sung so
much about, but never caine in
- time. Better late than never, huh
And speaking of Christmas, ech-
oes are still coming in about the
enjoyment various people had dur-
ing the holiday season.
Mrs. M. B. Monroe and daugh-
ter, Brenda Kay along with Mrs.
Gladys Deberry Tennessee of De-
troit, Mich., spent the holidays
with their sister, Mrs. Warlena
Johnson in Lovejoy, Ill., who is
recovering necely from a heart at-
tack.
GETS PROMOTION
Mrs. Gladys Deberry Tennes-
see, formerly a Madison County
school teacher, now making her
home in Detroit, Mich., has met
all requirements of the board of Humboldt. Tenn., on last Satur-
'cation in Detroit. She is a reg- day. It was a joy to greet so
signed contract teacher with many sorors on such a beautiful
a salary of $6,000 a year. She is afternoon. Lovely belated Christ-
the 40th faculty member of Bishop mas gifts were exchanged during
Elementary school, which is one the social hour after the very tas-
of the largest schools in that ty turkey dinner was enjoyed.
city. She is also doing advanced Sorors meeting were president
work at Wayne university. Willie Bell Rawls, Lillian Harri-
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. son, Margaret Saunders, G r a ce
Thomas Davis, 233 First at.. a Hunt, Mae Perpener, Bertha Col-
grand celebration was held on Jan, !ins. Marilyn Polk. Erma Curl-
], that of the 86th birthday of ningham, Louise Cooper. Dorothy
Airs. Davis' grandmother, Mrs. McKinney, Lucille Fuller, Clara
Pauline Mickens of Brownsville, Bond, Johnnie Reid, Vera Brooks,
Tenn. On hand to share in this Essie Perry, Alfreda Martin and
occasion were Mrs. Melinda Mick- your scribe.
ens, daughter of Mrs. Mickens, GOOD WILL CENTER OPENS
Mr. Bill Pugh, brother-in-law The Federated Women's clubs
Miss DJelisa Pugh, and Mr. and of Jackson have opened a Good
Mrs. Teavery Mickens grandson Will Center in one of the rooms
and wife, all of Brownsville. Also of the Cumberland Street Bap-
Airs. Alice White, mother of Mrs. list church basement to help the
Davis, Mrs. Mickens' oldest son, less fortunate. Heading the com-
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Stacey rnittee of workers are Misses Eva
/dickens of St. Louis, Mo., and Broome, Darlene Hutson. Juanita
Mr. and Mrs. Gent Cunningham Peoples. and Mrs. Georgia Kelly.
le40t his city. Of course wa can't The clubs wish to thank all whoq. Little Gwendolyn Davis have contributed to this worthyplayed her part in the party cause, especially Mrs. Sarah Gold-
too. A delicious turkey dinner with en. who donated the first gar-
all the trimmings filled the table ments and other articles and also
for which this grand family re- Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Watkins, Mrs.
union will lone be remembered. Warlena Johnson and Mrs. Jean
VISITOR HONORED Trotter of St. Louis, Mo., for the
In honor of Mrs. Viesta Cobb useful articles contributed.
Williams and Mrs. Mattie Mae The center is in continuous op-
Jrirnor MacKaney,. Rev, a n d eration and any time you have
Mrs. R. L. Drain, of 285 West any clothing, bedding, shoes, etc.,
Chester St., held an entertain- that will be helpful to those who
ment in their home on Wednes- are without them, please contact
day evening. Guests present were Miss Darlene Hutson and ar-
Misses Pearlie Coleman, Corrine rangements will be made to have
Randolph, Linda Terry, Patricia them picked up. Mrs. M. B. Mon-
and Joe Ann Dennis, Mary Sue roe is president of the City Fed.
Holland, Shirley Randolph, Jean- crated Clubs.
rmtte Merriwether, Rosa Ann Gol- Don't forget this is MARCH OF
den, Josephine Gillespie, Evelyn DIMES month. The disease ot pol-
AlcAlister, Lula Mae Glenn, and io has been slowed down but has
AL Walker Bridman Green. not been wiped out. Won't you do
IP Lula Bell Swiss assisted the your share? .
wiches in starred designs, apple
rings and punch.
Mrs. Viesta Williams left Thurs-
day to join her husband in Kan-
sas. She spent the holidays in the
city with her mother. Mrs. Mac-
Kaney was visiting from Akron,
Ohio and returned to her home
on Friday.
The holidays for Mr. and Mrs.
William Bailey were spent in
Muncie, Ind., visiting Mr. Bailey's
mother, brother and family. The
stay wasn't an entirely enjoyable
one due to the illness of Mr. Bail-
ey's mother. We hope for her 3
speedy recovery.
DELTAS MEET
Members of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority held their first meeting
of the New Year in the lovely
home of Mrs. Cottrell Thomas in
From Flint, Michigan
SOCIAL WHIRL
By DARCY DeMILLI
Globe - trotting Jim Wilson' The club was packed and the
took time out from his busy lec- I band kept things jumping. Mr. and
ture schedule to give an informal, Mrs. Blanc C. Davis and Juana
"thank you” party for his many Long from Los Angeles Calif.,
friends who have gone out of were right down front catching
their way to be the shotv, as were the Walter Phin-
helpful, encour• grees,' Jessie Bush, Bob and for-
aging him to is Mayes (who were celebrating
"bring a bit of their 11th wedding anniversary),
Nor w a y" to Florence Gardner, Carl Lerner,
Flint citizens. Chrystal and Warren Watson, Mr.
Jim spent sever- and Mrs. Shirley Bankight from
al months tour. Lansing, Mich., Mr. and Airs.
ing Europe as' Clinton Bradley Mr and Mrs.
Genessee Coun- Carlyle Richardson, Mr. and Mrs.
ty's Goodwill Roscoe Jones, Shirley Wills, Aline
Darcy DeMille Ambassador 
to Jefferson and Zack Davis and -•' recipients of cash donations from
t h e Norseland. Bowe, former Hot Springs resi- the Breakfast clubbers
The "get-together" was held at dent. Members of the Hi-Fl Club The Orthopedic hospital
the St. John Street Community seemed to enjoy those "hot licks" 
WINTCR WEDDING —
Married here recently in a
beautiful ceremony at the St.
Jude Baptist church are Mr.
and Mrs. Bert T. Thomas,
center. The bride's attendants
are, left to right, Mrs. Helen
' Jones, Mrs. Charles Morgan,
Mrs. Charlie Campbell, Mrs.
Azalia F. Williams, Mrs. II. B.
Hall, and Mrs. Justine T.
Beteet. Male members of the
wedding party, same order,
are Robert T. Anderson,
James A. Cobb, James A.
Thomas, Harry Darlington,
and Eddie It. mitchen, jr.,
father of the bride. The flow-
er girls are Sheila Yvette Mitc•
hell, at left, and Alice Marie
Crawford. Other members of
the wedding party, not shown
were George Givin, Earl In•
tram, and Bertram Memos.
(Photo by Withers.)
Miss Mitchell Weds At St. Jude
In a setting of white chrysan-
themums and greenery softly
lighted by white tapers, Miss Aud-
rey Yvonne Mitchell the daughter
of Mrs. Zerline Mitchell of Mem-
phis, and Mr. Eddie B. Mitchell
jr., of Detroit, becanic the bride
of Bert Tillery Thomas' the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Alton Thom-
as, sr.. of Augusta, Ga., in a dou-'
ble-ring ceremony at the St. Jude
Baptist church. Rev. W. H. Mosby,'
the pastor officiated.
The music for the occasion was
furnished by Miss Kathryn Grif-
fin, who played a program of nup-
tial music before the ceremony.
Soloists were Mrs. Delores West
Alexander, who sang "Oh Promise
Me." and Mrs. Hattie B. Swear-
ingen who sang "At Dawning,"
and "The Lord's Prayer."
The radiant bride, given in mar-
riage by her father, wore an CX-
quisite white floor-length gown,
fashioned in lace and ny Ion tulle
over satin. The gown was styled
severaI Eaucational .Warkshops
with a sabrina neckline Sprinkled
with irridescent sequins and
pearls. The closely fitted bodice
featured long tapering sleeves
with self-covered buttons. The full
-skirt of tulle posed over hoops.
was accented by wide panels of
lace.
Her fingertip veil of French il-
lusion was attached to a can of
sequins and pearl embroidered
Zetas Pledge Support To' aBnedt a t hsei g jmo ianst er;italL tohn„Pehti- :ran idle:hesheriveerde ti°lbOutitiitueetsaoti
Youth Program At Boule
By LOUISE BATSON
DALLAS, Texas — Zeta P h I
Beta sorority closed a most suc-
cessful Soule recently here in Dal-
als with the re-electing of Dr. De-
borah Cannon Partridge as grand
basileus and a firm pledge to con-
tinue Its program among youth.
Others elected were B e tt y e
Steele Turner of Tuskegee, Ala.,
1st Anti Basileus; Mildred Boone
of Atlanta, Ga., to 2nd Anti Basi-
leus; 3rd Anti Basileus, Barbara
Minor James of Dallas, Texas;
Ida B. King, Gary, Ind., Gram-
mateus; Susie B. Miles of Wash-
ington, D. C., Tamias; Lillian J.
Fentress of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Antipokritis; Lucille Mabry of
Louisville. Ky., Phylacter; Mag-
gie B. Daniels of Montgomery,
Ala., chairman of the Executive
Board.
Among the trustees el e ct e d
were Anne Frazier of Ohio as
chairman, Madge Harper of South
Carolina and Gladys Butler of In-
diana.
Highlights of the Boule wer e
Prominent Angel City
Club Aids Families
Center. Dr, and Airs. Wilson were
very charming as the co-host and
hostess. And as always, Mrs. Wil-
son's dynamic personality coupl-
ed with the doctor's quiet charm
with just a shade of that Euro-
pean flavor — wait the magic for-
mula that spelled out successful.
evening fare for the enchanted
guests.
I believe young Jim missed his
calling. He would make a wonder-
ful professional public speaker.
His talks about Norway, the cus-
toms and the people. Europe as it
was and is was really enough to
make you want to catch a plane 
for parts unknown. Next to seeing
Egirope yourself, listening to Jim
Illt e unfolded detail (with amusing com-his story in such
ments) was the next best thing.
Get well wishes to pretty lit-
tle KatieVaughn, who was hospit-
alized because of an auto mtshap
Speaking of Katie as president
of the popular DUZANT FLINT-
ITES, she was absent the other
pc-em when the club presented
their annual pre . Christmas par-
ty at Michele's Cocktail Lounge.
Katie everything ran smoothly,
but of course we all missed you.
On hand to see that things moved
along (and dressed like Parisian
models) were Vivan Artis, Made-
line Watson, Mildred Jones and An-
nie fsanklun
Yt011nm the exotic dancer
from Detroit, and Benita
(this gal can really sing') pro-
4M the eatertidameni.
too. . .THAT figures. , .
Let me take time out to thank
yon all for the beautiful birthday
cards. And those Christmas cards
. . .WOW! Every year they seem
pretiler and prettier. Tk a nk s
again for remembering me, a is d
let me send this wish along to
you. . .that 1958 will be YOUR
special year. . .
1957 Officers
Re-Elcted For
Social Club
The Celebrity Social club held
its first meeting for 1958 at the
resident of Mrs. Carrie E. Smith
at 2172 Stovall ave., last Monday.
At the beginning of the meet-
ing all offices were declared va-
cant, but a motion was made and
accepted that all officers were to
remain in the same positions for
1958. One new member was add-
ed to the club during the business
session.
Members pulled names for se-
cret pals, and refreshments were
served.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Thelma
James at 1972 Hubert at., on Jan.
20 at 7:30 p.m.
Among the officers of the club
are Mrs. Viola Woody, president;
Mrs. Mary E. Braswell, secrete-
ry,tind Mrs Carrie E. Smith, re
porter.
LOS ANGELES — Twenty three
local families received Christmas
baskets and children in the south-
ern part of the city enjoyed a huge
holiday party. . .thanks to the
Women's Sunday Morning Break-
fast Club.
Organized five years ago, this
group again displayed their charit-
able facets with distribution of the
baskets, piled high with turkey
food staples, clothing, toys, fruits
and candies, to the needy.
Earlier in the year, the club pre-
sented Children's Hospital with a
$1,000 eye-correction machine. Sto-
vall home for Senior Citizens, Ex-
ceptional Children Opportunity
School NAACP. YMCA were also
n d
Exceptional Foundalion will bc
the club's 1958 charity prcject.
The group meets each Second
Sunday at the Clark Hole, where
top speakers from throughout the
nation and the city's leading mu-
sicians appear en the programs.
A highlight of the breakfasts is
presentation of woman-of-t h e-
month award, given to a club
member in recognition of her cow
tribution to the group and com-
munity. Once yearly. an outstand-
ing citizen of the community is
cited during a "This Is Your
Life" presentation.
The organization, through Pres-
ident Theresa Lindsay wishes to
extend thanks to the press and
community for their cooperation
Women's Club Reports
On Activities For '57
The Industrious Home Supply
club met recently to review its
activities of the year and to elect
officers for 1958. The club, organ-
ized nineteen years ago, consists
of 12 members.
During the past year the organi-
zation gave a fashion show, and
the proceeds were given to the
Negro children'= orphan home At
Thanksgiving the members gave
away a dozen baskets of food to
the needy, with each basket con-
taining a chicken and canned
goods.
Diming the holiday season the
club gave a banquet at the home
of Mrs. Love Brown of 2914 Chel-
sea ave., and gifts were exchang-
ed with members and guests.
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
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The club's officers are Mrs. Op-
helia Gardner, president; Mrs. El-
nora Neely, vice president; Mrs.
Florence Humphrey, secretary,
Mrs. Lillie R. Hinton, assist-
ant secretary; Mrs. Lucile [lister,
treasurer; Mrs. Elizabeth Mc-
Neil, chaplain; and Mrs. Mable
Johnson, assistant chaplain.
Other members of the club are
Mrs. Stable Lindsley, Mrs. Eva
Hudson, Mrs. Mary Hicks, Mrs
Cora Brown, and Mrs., Virgil
Brown of Detroit, Mich.
BANK STATUS
There are less than one-half as
many independent banks in the
U. S. now as there were in the
year 1921.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
'WHERE FOLKS 1101 YOU
Gil PRIIERINTIAl
SERVICE '
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch-
ing, and relieve pain—without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another,"very striking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-
fied by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all —
this improvement was main-
tained in cases where doctors'
observations were continued
over a period of many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able
to make such astonishing state-
ments as"Piles have (-eased to he
ing in Dallas. A $1,000 Fellow-
ship was presented to Grand Bas-
ileus Partridge to aid her in her
study of Russia's Educational Sys-
tem this Slimmer when she will
be in Russia among several of
the States leading Educators.
Scholarships were presented to
Howard university and to Mary
Ellen Thomas, the first Negro
student enrolled at Western col-
lege in Oxford, Ohio, Zeta Chap-
ters gave $10,000 in scholarships
and $500 was given to the Little
Rock, Ark.. Student fund. Melba
Pettit°, one of the nine students
in the Little Rock situation was
presented a special citation by
the Zeta Bottle body.
Leath Social
Service Club
Holds Affair
The fifteen members of t h e
Leath Social Service club held
their annual affair at Curries
Club Tropicana on Jan. 7, with
64 guests attending the platter
party. A turkey dinner with all
the trimmings was served.
The members of the club were
introduced by a guest, Mrs. Has.
ie Jones, and Mrs. Lela McClel-
lan was crowned queen of 1957.
Airs. McClellan was presented a
lovely gift by the president, Mrs.
Mary Taylor. During the affair,
members exchanged gifts w it hi
their secret pals.
Mrs. Ladye Stokely was the
chairman of the program, a is d
Mrs. Amanther Steele and Mrs.
Myrtle Shaw. co - chairmen. Mem•
hers were presented corsages by
Mrs. Lucile Joyner.
The club wound up 1957 with
lea given at the home of Mrs.
Julius McClella. During t Fr e
Christmas holiday the club gave
11 baskets of food to the less for-
innate. The project was supervis-
ed by Mrs. Linnie Scott, t h e
chairman. She was assisted by the
president. Mrs. Mary Taylor;
Mrs. Lela McClellan. the vice
president; and Mrs. Ladye Stok-
ely,
white carnations centered by a
white orchid. The bride wore a
white three.strand pearl necklace
which was a gift of the groom.
Mrs. Henry B. Hall, jr., was the
matron of honor. The bridesmaids
were Mrs. Justine Tabb Beteet,
Mrs. Charlie Campbell, Mrs. Fred
Williams, Mrs. Charles Morgan,
and Miss Helen M. Jones,
THE ATTENDANTS
Mrs. Thomas's attendants wore
dresses of chormespun in two
shades of blue styled on princess
lines with rounded necklines,
brief sleeves and very full balle-
rina length skirts posed over
hoops. Small pearl trimmed velvet
crowns with face veils in a match-
ing shade of blue, and blue satin
opera pumps complemented the
costumes. They carried bouquets
of colonia white carnations. The
bridesmaids wore tiny pearl ear-
rings which were gifts of the
bride.
The flower girls, dressed in blue
organdy and miniature blue
crowns, were little Sheila Yvette
Mitchell, a niece of the bride, and
Mice Marie Crawford. John Alvin
Hunter, the bride's cousin, was
the ring bearer.
For her daughter's wedding
Airs. Mitchell chose a gored dress
of pink lace over satin, and match-
ing pink satin hat and shoes. Mrs.
Thomas wore a blue tulle raffled
floorlength gown with matching
blue accessories.
THE RECEPTION
After the ceremony a reception
was held at the Lelia Walker
Club house. Serving at the recep-
tion were Miss Hattie Delores Per-
nell, Miss Gwendolyn Thompson,
Jean, Black, Miss Pearline Wright,
Miss Juanita Whitfield, Miss Olga
Osborne, jr., Mrs. Delores Alex-
ander, Mrs. Vernistine Simon, and
Mrs. Vertie J. Young, IL
Among the out-oftown guests
were Mrs. James Weathers and
Esly Williams, of Detroit; Mrs.
Bernice Rice Purnell, of Cleve-
land; Mrs. Edward Young, II, of
Washington, D. C., Mrs. Lizzie
Lewis and Mrs. Thelma Cobb, of
Columbus, Ga., Marion S. Thur-
mond, of Augusta, Ga., and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold P. Barney, of
New Orleans,
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bin-
Dyne') — the discovery of a
world-famous research institu-
tion. Already, Bio-Dyne is in
wide use for healing injured
tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing substance
Is offered in truppository or oint-
ment farm called Preparation
H. Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation H sup-
positories or Preparation H
ointment with special appli-
cator. Preparation H is sold at
all drug cnunters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
•Ror I,. a. Pat Off
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sot., Jos. le, 11158
Lovely Baby Fete Held
For Mrs. Earline Smith
Mrs. Earline Smith was honor- punch bowl and cups. Assorted
ed with a baby shower recently
by Miss Julia M. Scott and Km
Vera A. Howell, two of her for-
mer co-workers at the Kansas St.
school.
The shower was given at the
Somerville home at 3385 Roches-
ter road.
The table was overlaid with a
yellow Irish linen and lace table-
cloth, a centerpiece of poinsettia
and pine leaves, red candles in
Nashville
CNW Cites
Five Women
NASHVILLE — Five of Nash-
ville's outstanding women were
feted at the annual reception of
the National Council of Negro
Women held recently at !Nide
Lyttle Nurses Home of Meharry
Medical college.
Receiving the local chapter's
Letter of Honor and a corsage
were Mrs. Preston Valien, Mrs.
Robert T. Smith, Mrs. E. T.
Brown, Mrs. John J. Bailey, and
Mrs. E. T. Bronson. Each honoree
was chosen because of her out-
standing contributions to commu-
nity welfare which reflected dis-
tinguishing leadership.
Mrs. Margaret Simms of Fisk
University, president of the Nash-
ville chapter, gave highlights of
National Council activities includ-
ing the November national con-
vention and local civic endeavors.
Mrs. Earl L. Sasser of Tennessee
State university. program commit-
tee chairman, directed the pre-
sentation of guests and new mem-
bers.
Women's Club
Helps Needy
The I C. Railroad Ladies' So-
cial club held its final meeting of
the year at the home of Mrs.
Della Sanders of 926 S. Mansfield
St.
After a brief business session
conducted by the president, gifts
were exchanged, the annual thrift
savings distributed, arid the pro-
ceeds donated to needy families.
A lovely China Tea party set
Was given to Mn, Irma Varnado,
the president of the club.
The organization's next meet-
ing will be held in the home of
Mrs. Annie Blair on Friday morn.
ing, Jan. 17. She lives at 1300 Wil-
liams Si,
Chicagoans
Visit Memphis
Mr. and Mrs, George Hudson of
1431 Locust at., were visited re-
cently by their son and grandchil-
dren from Chicago. Home for the
holidays were their son T. C. Hud-
son, his wife, Corra, and the
grandchildren, Gwendolyn a n d
Jerry.
EGG IMPORTS
Much of U. S. imports of dried
eggs comes from 'Sweden.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RICORDS FOR IVIRTONI
305 Paola. in LauflordeM
96••• IA II3341
5000 WATTS
napkins adorned USD table also. A
eery delicious repast of frappe,
Christmas cookies, nuts, and can-
dies was served.
Mrs. Somerville along with Mr.
James G. SomerviP the father-
to-be greeted the many guests
who arrived with lovely gifts for
the little one on the way.
Among the early arrivals were
Mrst`idarguerite Cox, Miss Bit'.
die LeNoir, Mrs. Lottie Spencer,
Mrs. Ada B. Spraggins, Mrs. Ce-
lia Chaplin, Mrs. Lois Hargraves,
Miss A'erna Meekins, Mrs. Mabel
Brownlee, and Mrs. Savannah
Mayes.
MORE GUESTS
Other guests were Mrs. Dolores
W. Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Hay-
wood Betts, jr., and son. Mrs. Sal-
lie Thomas, Mrs. Dimple Levi-
son, Walter Martin, and Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Jones,
Mrs. Somerville's mother, Mrs.
Hattie Lee Murphy, and her sis-
ter Miss Clarice Murphy, both of
St. Louis, Mo., along with her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Frances So-
inerville, were on hand to greet
the guests.
Also present were Mr. a n d
Mrs. Rufus Fleming, Miss Gloria
Callian, Miss Yvonne Hawkins,
Mrs. Delores Callian, Mrs. Cho.
teal Shackeford, Miss Ma t tie
Shepherd, Miss Lynn Marie How-
e!, Miss Lillian Walton, and Miss
Charlean Walton.
Gifts were also received from
Mrs. Callie Harmon, Mrs. Nanilee
Banks. Mrs. Maggie J or d a n,
Miss Hazel Pyles, Mrs. Grace
Horner, Mrs. Debora Thompson,
Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Car.
lee Bodye, Irs, Clara Harris,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Durham.
Mr. Somerville made pictures
during the happy occasion.
does what
vinegar douches
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Stops odors
Kills every
odor-
causing
germ it
touches.
It's a scientific fact—
vinegar in your douche
can't do the job the way
"Lysol" can!
"Lysol" in your douche
stops odor at its source.
It kills germs on contact
—kills the very germs that
dune odor.
Trust "Lysol" to keep you
sweet and nice inside. ICS
mild. Can't hurt you.
Look for "Lysol" brand
disinfectant in
the new safe-
ty-grip bottle.
FREE! Booklet
on douching.
Write to "Lysol,"
Lincoln, Ill.,
NN-57.
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ROCKFORD
Although taking place a bit af-
!er Christmas and a bit before
%low Years, the C. E. S. club
nembers and their guests on Sat-
irday, Dec. 21t, sang carols and
he traditional "Auld Lang Syne."
J. I. Parks, husband of one
1 the club members made a type
vcording of the singing and add-
d to the fun and hilarity by let.
ing those present bear the results
1 the singing efforts.
An annual affair, the party was
eld at the home of Mrs. Mary
':thridge on Hopkins Court. In ed-
ition to games, an elegant buffet
inner was served with smoked
irkey and baked ham as a
hoice of meats. Party chairman
as Mrs. Naomi Charles. Those
, ivited to share the evening's fes-
ivities in addition to husbands of
ae members were: the Bernice
ohnsons, Robert Revels, Cecil
tiles, J. Whites, E. G. Rob-
rts, Jack Brames, Joseph Saun-
'erses, Sherman Browns, Mmes.
bland Smith, Alice Causey, My
:s Denny and Carrie Law; Dr.
Villiam Jones and Lee Henry.
• • •
Spending the Christmas holidays
Chicago with her two sons was
les. David Bowles. In turn, Paul
nd Jack traveled to Rockford
spend New Year's with their
.nother.
• • •
Christmas Diner guests of the
'Wm Whitfields, 2020 Green Street
/ere Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Moore,
Ir. and Mrs. Pearlie Hart and
fr. and Mrs. Oscar Penniston of
Taking !part In a three-day
"outh for Christ meting at
iheaton College last week were
lauricina Ellis, Arline Blackwell,
nd Elois Spates. Some 500 high
ahool students throughout the
tate gathered on the college cam-
us for religious instructions and
eadership training in YFC clubs.
tr. Ted Engstrom. national YFC
iresident, was the principal speak.
r.
Partaking of eoktails at the
aome of the J. L. Whites, 1107
.incoln avenue during the Christ-
ties holidays were Dr. and Mrs.
G. Roberts, Dr. and Mrs. J.
Ish, the Edward Winslows, Ed-
vin Sanfords, Andrew Minors, Wil-
iam Ethridges. Dock Hawthornes,
tobert Sanfords, Booker Coxes,
ra Matthewses, and Mrs. Dom
by Benton.
Sunday was such a quiet day so
twousing about the city, we learn-
ad that Catherine Weldon of
tpringfield had gone to Chicago for
dm holidays and returned to the
,ity of Rockford to visit with old
.riends and relatives. Looking good
as always, Kitty invited me to visit
aer in Springfield. I might do just
hat. Also that same evening, we
'earned that Bernita Dasen of the
Canal Zone was visiting Sonny
Webb, Marion Campfield, her son,
Frank Mitchell and his friend, Bel-
au Simms were week ending here.
Frank and Helen are sales per-
onnel at Benson-Rixon's Lake
Meadows store in Chicago.
Mrs. Claudine Moseley is at St.
Anthony's hospital, Bea Wallace is
recovering slowly at her home and
Mrs. Leanne Green has returned
St. Anthoay's hospital. A visit
or card to these persons would be
helpful.
Sgt. 1-C Curtis Ingram decided
to drop in and say "Happy New
Year" before the year became old
last Friday to his many friends,
his parents and sisters. His wife
and son, Willie accompanied him
here. Planning to stay for about
a week, St. Ingram is with the
Medical Detachment at Fort Knox,
Ky. He is making a career of the
army and already has 12 years to
bin credit.
Eva Yarborough went to Chi-
cago last week to take the Admin-
istrative Degree at Masonic Tem•
ple at 42nd and Cottage Grove ayes
There were 38 Matrons and 15
Patrons from surrounding areas in
Illinois participating in the event.
Mrs. Gertrude Doster accompan-
led Mrs. Yarborough.
Pilgrim Matrons had th e ir
Christinas party at the home of
Mrs. Alice Causey last Saturday.
They had a gay time exchanging
gifts, etc.
Mrs. Rosalie Denny and her
young son. Billie spent the New
Year holiday with the Sherman
Scrutchine in Chicago.
House guests of the Charles Hob-
sons of Beloit for the New Year
was Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Rob-
inson, sr. They report attending
many parties and other social
events while there.
After attending Watch Services
at Pilgrim, the Cecil Dues, Her-
bert Haynes, Adollos Moores, Al
Goodens, BobRev els, Harry Tread.
wells, Margie Crutcher, Jimmy
Lee and Tommy Jones attended
a pot-luck party at the home of
the Ellis Mays. After dining, they
sang songs and formed a friend-
ship circle and enjoyed themselv.
es until the wee hours of t h e
morning. A pleesant way, I'd call
it, to start New Vear's Day.
Joining the holiday pleasure
seekers, during the past week, I
visited the Club Eldorado and
there found Evelyn Childress at
the piano grouped with Bob
"Waldo" Carter, trumpet pla%er'
and singer who informed me that
be Is currently playing with Tony
Pastor's band in Chicago, and Jack
Brand, a very adept drummer.
! Bob, Who Melina Rockford as his
home town, was here for the
holidays. Answering his first love,
music, after a visit to the Eldo-
rado, he declared himself charm-
ed by both the club and its plea-
sant hosts. Jack, also a Rockford
boy and home for the same rea-
son admitted having performed
with Billy Butterfield. Both have
sat in on jam sessions with Woody
Herman's band and with Buddy
Johnson. Results of the trio was
terrific. An ' the visiting Bob,
speaking of Evelyn exclaimed,
"She swings the blues like they
should be swung!"
• . •
CAIRO
By DEN CLARK
Sundry clubs — Arnim Stitch
and Chatter. Zodiac, Cavalier,
Sportsman, Culbertsonian, and the
A. K. A. had their turn in enter-
taining friends at the Cavalier
club during the yuletide The
"Around the Clock" club observ-
ed their Annual Christmas (tater.
nization at the home of Mrs. La-
culla McCallister, 2607 Poplar at.
Mrs. Esther Hoover was the host-
ess.
Miss Celestine Williams and Mr.
Heyward Hayes were united in
marriage at the A. M. E, par-
sonage on Dec. 18 .
Returning home for the holidays
were Mr. and Mrs. Emerald
Leech, of Shreveport, La.: Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Harris, their son,
his wife and baby of Tallahassee,
Fla.; Misses Merlyn Hart, Wil-
ma Ray, Dorothy Williams, and
Gwendelbert Lewis all of S. I. U.
at Carbondale; Miss Jacquelyn
Griffin, J. C. Swanigan, and Hit.
lary Moore of IL I., Champaign,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernell Slaone of
Waukegen7 Andrew McGow and
Jack Griffin, III. of the armed
forces; Mrs. Louise Graves. Be.
heln and husband of Washington,
D. C., and Mr. and Mrs. Orlandus
Leech, Enix Mason and Anne Win-
ters all of Chicago.
The Ward Chapel A. M. E.
choir enjoyed a social evening
at the home of the president, Mrs.
Clyde McCullough on 2315 Com-
mercial ave.
Leaving the city for various
places during the holiday season
were Mrs. Homer Chambliss, sr.,
and L. S. Byrd, Willie Flewellyn
and 0. Vinson.
Miss Dorothy Bridges Is recup-
erating fastly at the Alexander co
Sanitarium.
Funeral services for Mn. Ella
Cook were observed at the Ruffin
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Myrtle Couch, Marian
Hoover, Martha Pendleton, Pearl
VanVactor are still on the sick
list.
The Ward Chapel Junior chorus
entertained their director, Mrs.
Shirley Guerden, with a testimon-
ial luncheon.
Mrs. Tennie Powell was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs Walter Lipe of
Pulaski during the holidays.
Arkansas
BATES VILLE
By REV. !HATTIE WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomp-
son and sons Billy and Tommie
of South Bend, Ind., spent the
holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Geni-
pher Watkins,
Mr. Bobbie Oliver and Mr. Nor-
man Smith of Omaha were here
to attend the funeral of Mr. Smith's
ether.
Funeral service for John Babe
Smith was held at the Friendship
Baptist church at Ruddell Hill,
tith Rev. Albert St. Clair presid-
ing. Burial in Ruddell Cemetery.
Mr. Smith is survived by his moth-
er, Mrs. Mary Jane Smith; one
son, Norman; one daughter, Na-
omi; four brothers, R. D. Jere
Jack and Clyde; three sisters,
Nora Dooms, Victoria MeSpadden
and Nellie Green.
Rev. and Mrs. T. W. Daniel
Spent the holidays in California
with relatives.
Mr. Andrew Clark visited Mr.I
and Mrs. Genipher Watkins and
other friends recently.
Rev. 0. G. Watkins preached
Sunday morning at Bethel AME
church. The sermon was very in-
spiring.
Mr. Ennrie Dorthy visited friends
In Tulsa, Okla., during the holt-
a%s.
Mrs. Carrie Logan and Mrs. Gil-
bert returned to their homes in
Chattanooga, Tenn.. after visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. Candey during
the holidays.
A party for Billy Ewan and
Tommie Thompson of South Bend
was Riven at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Rainey, Friday night
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services at New Ark,
Sunday.
Mrs Martha Perri of Newport,
visited with relatives here, recent.
ly.
The Bible Band met Thursday
evening.
THIEF MAKES GOOD
ESCAPE: STEALS CAR
OF L;ANVILLE SHERIFF
DANVILLE, Ill.—(151F)—The
thief who stole a new station
wagon in downtown Danville
Saturday may not know It yet,
but he haa a bear by the tail.
The auto was reported alien
by Mra. Alice Hendrickson,
whose husband. William, Is
sheriff of Vermillion County.
MISS 01110 — Kathryn Banks-
ton of Dayton, Ohio, is "Miss
Ohio" for 1958 at Central State
„„ege, Wilberforce, Ohio. She
Is winner of "Miss Ohio" con.
test sponsored by Alpha Phi
Gamma national journalism
fraternity. Charming Miss is a
member of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority. From left to
right they are: John Mason,
escort; Kathryn Bankston,
"Miss Ohio," from Dayton.
Ohio; Janet Stone, Second at.
tenrant, from Springfielr, Ohio,
Jessie Walker, first attendant.
from Akron. Ohio; Peggy Ree-
der, a contestant, from Colum•
bus, Ohio; Betty Taylor, "CI.
garette Girl," from Wilber.
force, Ohio. Shown in the back.
ground are It. 0. T. C. cadets
who served as escorts.
Baton Rouge
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD 
Miss Mildred Landry, compe-
tent beautician in Carries Beauty
School spent the Christmas Holi-
days in her home in Lafayette, La.
judging from her happy expres-
sion, we feel that she had a very
pleasant Christmas and especial.
ly do we know that she enjoyed
being with French speaking rela-
tives and friends since Baton
Rougeans do not speak the pure
French as fluently as do the na-
tive Lafayette people.
Our home is especially quiet now
that the holiday season is almost
in the past. Also our dear baby
Valencia has returned to her
home and to the Kindergarten
activities in Epiphany School,
where she feels like a big girl.
Mrs. C. L. Taylor of Carries
Beauty School must have enjoy-
ed an unusual Christmas judging
from the time she stayed away
from home and business. She says
that "Too Much Work and No
Play Makes Jack A Dull Boy "
•
Mrs. Alzada V. Scott and her
charming little son came from
San Francisco to spend Christmas
holidays with her mother and oth-
er relatives here. Her m a ny
friends and former school mates
enjoyed welcoming her home
again.
Misses Goldye and Anita Nance
came from San Francisco and
spent the Xmas holidays with their
relatives and many friends. In
fact most of our house guests were
from California and other western
sections. Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Pur-
nell came from Texas. whether
to visit us or to try and forget
spending Christmas in Chicago,
III., and Atlanta, Ga., respective-,
ly. We are not sure which. But
we were glad to have a dozen or
more of "our children" with us
for the Christmas holidays.
Our sympathy goes to the Her-
eon family in the death of their.
dear mother. Mrs. Herson was a
faithful member of Shiloh church,
was well known and respected by
all who knew her. Her talented
children came from all sections of
our country to pay last tribute
to their dear mother.
We are glad to he with the Wil-
liams family and others in wel-
coming Miss Louise E. Lewis
back for school opening. She re-
ports having spent a pleasant, en-
joyable Christmas at home in
New Orleans hut we feel that she
enjoys being back at her Reddy
at clean room and with that large
group of instructors. — Anyway,
She did not get married while at
home. We. with Reddy Street fa-
culty are glad.
Mrs. Maxine M. Chambers, su-
pervisor of Schools in Caddo Par-
rish with Shreveport as headquar-
ters, made her parents, other re-
latives, and many of her former
class mates and teachers happy
when she spent part of her Christ-
mas here. She witnessed the pre-
sentation of her niece, Evelyn
Louise Marcelle, during the Ju-
nior Matron's annual Debutante
Ball.
We had the pleasure of lunch-
ing with Mr. and Mrs. M. Sim-
mons. parents of the Queen and
of the first maid of the 
Debittantes Ball. The two lovely lit-
tle ladies played several selec•
tions for us. Their piano duettes
show that they have had superior
training in the field of music,
especially in piano. The 'At Home'
in the new, modem home of Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Purnell meant a
most pleasant evening spent by
her plane before she began "bab-
bing" about her delightful stay
"At Home" in Baton Rouge. We
hope they will not stay away so
long agan. Letters from Mrs.
Mary Bell Ambeau tell of the sad-
ness in the Lee home since the
passing of likeable Frank Lee, hus-
band of our home town girl, Ger-
tie Lee in Los Angeles, California
where each of them had made
good in business, A quiet Christian
gentleman, — he will be missed
by many.
We regretted to find our friend,
Mrs. Caesar Piper still ill, but
cheerful and voicing appreciation
for the kindness being shown by
her family, her church members
and her many friends, In addition
to her husband and a faithful,
kindly disposed sister-in-law, she is
proud of the and interest of
her children.
Mesdames Margaret Wallace
and Mildred Dickerson of Shreve.
port accompanied Mr. William
Wallace, faculty member of South.
ern university, back to our city
after all of them spent Christmas
week in Natchez, Miss. They had
joinedbeen  there by Miss Th I
ma Wallace, brilliant educator
who teaches in New York City.
DAVENPORT
By W. T. McKEE
Funeral services for Mrs. Al-
berta McRoberts, formerly of
Davenport who died Thursday in
Los Angeles, was held Jan. 7 in
the l'eoples Funeral Home, Los
Angeles. Burial was in Paradise
cemetery. Survivors Include a
daughter, Mrs. Priscilla Thomas;
a brother, John Pierce and a sis-
ter Miss Irene Pierce, all of Dav-
enport.
The Brotherhood of the Third
Missionary Baptist church will
render an inspirational program
Sunday. Jan. 19, at 7:30 p. m.,
in the church. This be a kick-
off for their evangelistic and edu-
cational program. The theme will
he "A Million Men for Christ."
The Brotherhood hope that this
will attract men. challenging them
to loyalty to Christ and the church
and utilizing them in essential
Christian activities Rev. T Spen
der Patton, jr., pastor.
Mr. James Drake. 232e Jeffer-
son a%-e., is convalescing at his
I home following a recent illness.
many, many of their friends. Their
home is one of the most modern
in that newly opened section of
our growing city, where so many
young couples have erected beau-
tiful, comfortable, modern homes.
We failed to state that the At
Home was given in honor of Miss
Christine Brogden and Mrs. Sadie
Brodgen-Long, sisters of Mrs. Pur-
nell, who are visiting here from
their home in Charleston, S. C.
Although there were more than
one dozen guests in our home for
Christmas week, we still miss
our :,.,rmer nieces who always
spent Christmas here. We refer
to Misses Constance and Billye
Purnell. Although both did gradie
ate from Fisk university this year,
to us they are still our children.
We were surprised to meet Mrs.
Shirlie Hardester at a social
gathering this week and find her
looking the picture of radiant
health and happiness. Luckily we
realized that youth does not tire
Florida
PAHOKEE
By R. C. DURR
The first Sunday was a high day
at St. James A. M. E. church.
Sunday school was conducted by
Mrs. Jessie M. Williams and Mr.
Robert Durr. Rev. Lewis Myers,
jr., preached a wonderful sermon
at 11 a. m.; class meeting follow-
ed.
Sister Bessie Colemap, returned
' from the hospital and is back with
her class for the 1958 conference
year.
Many new plans were made
for improvements on the church.
Mr. Rodger Cummings of Lake
City, S. C., worshipped with Rev.
Myers and congregation. Also Mrs.
Pauline Stokes. Choir No. 1 under
the direction of Mrs. Irene Rob-
inson furnished the risk, Miss
Ida M. Jackson was chief soloist, and is a staff member of Booker of Mr. Willis' 
daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Ella Mae Martin visited Washington Center. Bob is a gradu- Annie Willis Ferguson 
who was a
Mrs. Vallie Drummer over the ate of East Liverpool High school patient in the loca
l hospital.
week end.
Mr. James Perry Wilson and
Saul seemed to have had some
very inmportant matters to settle.
Bil-Bo had to pay a heavy
price which PIMOSt cost him his
as age does, even though just as arm,
happy. Mr. Nathaniel Lawer and Miss
We understand that our niece, Gladys Nelson ran into a bad snag.
Miss Goldve Nance, was not off So Nathaniel and Preacher decided
to see if they could make it more
pleasant by occupying an apart- nate classes at Prairie View A8DM
ment. College has been scheduled for
Mr. Ray C. Freeman and Miss February 1. Dr. J. L. Brown, di.
Georgia Bell Boatwright were loin- rector of Extramural Services an-
ed in holy wedlock and ha ye nounced.
returned from their honeymeofr At
present they are spending acme
time with his mother. Mrs. Mag-
gie Preeman,
Mr. M. C. McKelton has been
a patient at the Everglade hos-
pital for two weeks. Sidney Mc-
Kelton, his brother is spending
sometime at the alm Beach hotel.
Would Widen Gap.
Between Schools
NEW YORK — The allocation
of Federal funds to segregated
public schools would serve "to
perpetuate inequalities and to
widen the gaps which now exist"
between Negro and white schools
in the South.
That is the charge made by
the NAACP to the secretary of
the Department of Health, Educe-
lion and Welfare.
In a letter to Marion B. Folsom,
Roy Wilkins said it would widen
the gaps between schools in south-
ern states which "have refused
since 1954 to plan or to begin the
desegregation of public school sys-
tems in accordance with the rul-
ing of the U. S. Supreme Court."
Wilkins asserted that "N egro
citizens love their country and
nence in the world of nations but
they protest most vigorously that
their c-hildern who have suffered
so long should not be continued in
the role of doormats over which
other American children march to
education and reward."
Wilkins' letter was in response
to the announcement by Secretary
Folsom of the Administration's
proposed billion - dollar four-year
emergency education aid pro-
gram. Under this program grants
would be made to the states to
stimulate greater school activity.
especially in the field of scientific
training The program further pro-
vides for scholarships for talented
students and for funds to enlarge
college and university facilities.
As a consequence a the failure
of some states to desegregate
wil-kins pointed out:
"Two million Negro children con-
tinue to be deprived of their right
to equal access to the best train-
ing their communities prnvide.
Education and training in the act-
ences for the generality of stud,.
ents is now deemed to be inade-
quate to meet the challenge to na.
tional security. The shameful In.
adequacies of the illegally segre-
gated Negro schools impose an
even more severe handicap upon
the national effort."
The NAACP leader told See
tary Folsom that "one billion difl
lars or ten billion for education
will have no nieaning for one-tenth
of the nation's citizens and Will
not secure the maximum return
to the nation as a whole if grants
are allocated as though segregat.
ed school systems were legal."
It would be "nuthinkable." Wit-
concluded, "that the government
of all the people should partici-
pate in this discrimination a n d
furnish the funds to assist its con.
tinued impairment of the nation-
al potential."
Mississippi
Commercial Trades Institute of John McDonald who have been
Chicago. A spring wedding is be. here for a few weeks visiting his
ing planned by the couple. father, James and Aunt, Mrs.
Ella Mae Collins left last week
for Kelley Base Texas, where
he is stationed.
Bill Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. Her-
• • •
Mrs, Eola Davis, her talented
daughter. Faye and her sister,
Adell Minor spent the holidays
with the Edward Devises of Mar.
that Street, Mr. Joseph Davis,
her husband, executive director of
the New Orleans "Y", and a
school teacher, as well, must sure-
ly have spent a lonesome holiday
with his darling family so far
away at Christmas time. Mr. Dav-
is is the brother of Eddie Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebenezer Joseph
of Heelers Road had all of their
youngsters around their hearth for
the Christmas holidays. They came
from Detroit Chicago and New
Orleans to be there. The only ex-
ception was the Ferdinand Josephs
of San Francisco, who telephon-
ed their felicitations.
Mr. Samuel McMickles de-
cided to find a warmer climate in
which to enjoy the yuletide so,
he visited friends and relatives in
Tachuta, Miss., Meridian, Miss.,
and Birmingham. Ala. He visited
with his mother also, who lives in
Tachuta, Miss.
The Chermette Club started in
the fall of 1958 when a group of
West end matrons decided to make
a small contribution to the better
ment of society, and to aid the
less fortunate ones among us.
They met at the home of Mrs.
Lorraine and theer re-Meted Lottie
Moore as Their first president.
Their Ohara have been social
and helpful in that at times, they
were hale to enjoy themselves
with their families as well In
the time that they have been to-
gether, they have given clothing
to a needy family, and this
Thanksgiving, they gave Cash
and a basket to a family. They
have sponsored a picnic at Lev-
ings this summer and have
sponsored two club Christmas
parties. These women have
,and his wife were at work. Gard-
!new who Is a truck driver had
left that morning for the upper
part of the state to deliver a II)
of Cresote Pilings, while M
Windham was at work in a lora
cafe.
The dead children are: Cleo. age
10, Mary Ellen, age 8, Betty
Jean, a mute age 4, and John
David, age 6, also a mute.
The mother and daughter that
survived were hospitalized from
shock.
The muse children's bodiel
were fatind in their bed, one
the othe, was near the refrigera-
tor, and the fourth was near the
door.
Janice Marie. the only one t0
tell the story said •.vhen she awoke
finding the ?ire all around her
tried unsuccessfully to awake the
others, then ran out of the house
arrived the roof of the house •
When the city fire departm
fallen in.
The house, the property of Rev.
L. W. Smith of Gulfport was lo-
cated on Jackson ave., near Cooke
Funeral Home.
Cooks Funeral Home under the
direction of Mrs. Lillie Abram
 
 vey Ferrier of Slidell and Mrs.
Mary Griffin, all was called 
took charge of the remains of the
PRAIRIE VIEW to Atlanta, Ga., last week to at- 
bodies.
Registration for Saturday grad. tend the funeral of their brother,
Bishop M. C. Griffin, who died of
a heart attack.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Will Jones
wishes to thank each and every-
one who was so thoughtful of them
Courses offered will cover the 
during the passing of Mr. Jones'
mother Mrs. Mandy Harrell.
fields of elementary or second- Mr. and Mrs. Eli Bee!. sr.. cele-
ary education, administration and brated their 53 wedding anniver-
special education, industrial edu• sitv last week.
cation, agriculture and geography
for teachers.
 
 PICAYUNE
pledged themselves to help in By SLEEPY PAIGE
any way they can at the
new Washington Park Center, 
uponI Mrs. Edward Lee Snyder who
its opening, thus aiding their com-
munity in a vital way. Their club
colors are silver and gold. They
is a Wien' in the Sara Mayo
hospital of New Orleans, under-
went an operation last week. Her
condition is improving.
are to be commended for their Mrs. Ethel Williams, wife of J.
active civic interest in their coin- D. Williams was called to Alton,
munity. The new officers are:. Mrs. La., last week to attend the fu-
Lorraine Thurmond, president; neral of her sister, Mrs. Julia
Miele Davis, vice president; Lou- Williams. the wife of Harvey
ise Williams, assistant secretary; Williams. Mrs. Williams passed at
Florence Jackson, secretary and her home in Alton on Monday
Adell Allen, treasurer. evening.
Mr. Neward Myles wishes to an- Mks. Al Battiest who caned
flounce the engagement of Jane here a few weeks ago to attend the
Hortense Myles to Robert Calvin funeral of her father, Jessie Bat.
Thomas. Jr.. of Chicago, Ill. Her tiest left last week for Portland,
fiance is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ore., where she lives.
Robert Thomas, sr., of East Liv-
erpool, Ohio. The bride-elect Is
a graduate of West High school
Texas
Prairie View offers a wide
range of services to school per
sonnet In the state. In addition
as both on-campus and off, and
many fields to Negro schools
throughout Texas.
There are 85 candidates for de-
grees at the January 19. 1958
graduation of Prairie View A.tial
college. Fourteen are for advanc•
ed degrees. sixty-aeven for bac-
calaureate degrees and four for
two-year certificates of proficien-
cy.
Ten graduate students are can-
didates for Master of Education,
two for Master of Science and two
for Master of Arts.
The baccalaureate degree can-
didates include 1 in Agriculture,
in Liberal Arts, 1 in Music, 19
In Science, 19 Education, 1 in
Architecture, 1 in Electrical Engi- homes.
In Nursing Education.
ages :ive though 10, including
flee-ring. 10 In Home Ernnomice,
6 1
Four children of the same firm-
in indussrial Education, and
Mr. Clarence Willis and daugh-
ter, Sherley of Baton Rouge, La.,
spent Sunday here at the bed side
Mr. Theadore Watson was called
to Fernwood. Miss., last week to
Saturday classes are held on join the other nine brothers and
campus by the college mainly to sisters who was holding a family
provide special programs for in. reunion.
service teachers. More than a Rev. E. L. Grey of this city
hundred teachers and school ad- celebrated his third year as pas-
ministrators travel to the cam-tor of Purvis Baptist church. Rev.
pus each semester from as far E. L. Fox preached the anniver-
as 200 miles away. Graduate train- sary sermon.
ing centers are also established Funeral service was held last
for extension teaching in several week at Cybur for Tommie Park.
locations over the state, er, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Parker who was killed near Nea-
case Crossing while working with
a tractor. Baylous Funeral Home
was in charge.
to in-service training courses, both Miss Mary Helen Bender spent
non-credit and for credit, the col- last week at Fort Pierce. Fla.,
tear conducts more than SO ape. where she visited her grand-
eial conferences and short court- mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Peters are
the proud parents of their little
daughter born to them last week.
Mrs. Annie Dora McDonald ce.
lebrated her / " birthday
last weekend.
Among those confined to the
local hospital last week were: Mrs.
Rinds Webb, Ethel Ray, Ethel
Slinmons, Willie lone, and Arthur
D. Lowe. Little Donnie Ray Mc-
Gee and Petry Earl Nixon was
discharged.
Mrs. Lena Cannon is still con-
fined to a New Orleans hospital
after undergoing an operation, and
Ed Moore is still a patient in the
Veterans hospital of New Orleans,
Mr. Elam Mixon and ales. Cora
Gardner are confined to their
an invali and a mute burned to
The four two-year certificate death in their home about 10:30
oring (2), Auto Mechanics a n d room house was believed to have
cpahnimdidbaintges, are in the erred of Tail. New Year's night when the four
caught fire from a as heater.
Two other children of the family
HOSPITAL GROWTH survived, Mark. 16, was at aMovie
About 21 million parsons were while his sistcr, Janie- Marie,
admitted to U. S. hospitals in 1956, sge 11, ran from the house Ohm
number slmnet three times as she awoke and found the house in
great as the number 20 years be. burning lames.
fore. The father, Gardner Windham
Minnesota
ST. PAUL & MINNEAPOLIS
Miss Diane Murphy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Murphy
of Chicago, returned home Sunday
after spending the holidays with
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Ivy Hagan, 643 Iglehart ave.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Few spent
New Year's with their sister and
sister•in-law, Laney Clinton of
Evanson, Ill,
The Cameo Social Club held op
annual Snowball, a formal Chri
man dance in the Grand Ballroom
of the Lowry Hotel. Dec. 27. A
feature of the affair was the pre-
senting of balloois to the ladies
to match their beautiful gowns.
These were released at one time,
making a quite colorful sight. The
chairman of the event was Mrs.
Harold Richardson; committee
members were Mrs. Harry Mas-
sengale and Mrs. Anthony Mazin.
go- Mrs. Russell talenger is pre-
sident of the club.
The Limited Ten Club's annual
Christmas party for children at
the Hattie Q. Brown House was
a great success, Mr. Kenneth
Stokes, the chairman announced.
Over 600 children attended. Several
city officials were present and
issued gifts and prizes for all.
Donald Lewis is presider tof the
club; Leonard H. Carter, publici-
ty manager and William McMoore
had charge of the program
rangements.
The fourth annual Silver Holi-
day Tea of the St. Paul Urban
League Guild was held Sunday
afternoon at the Hill Reference
Library, Mayor Joseph Dillon was
the guest speaker. Miss Mary
Herzog is president of the Guild.
Attorney L. Howard Bennett
woe sworn in he ludge of the Min-
neapolis municipal bench, Jan. 6.
He was appointed c. Judge
Bennett received one day of train-
ing. He worked with another judge
from the chair. After that he took
over with a little assietance and
moral amen' from hie colleagues.
The city provided him with his
own made to measure black tro-
pical worsted robe and his name
plate hung above the door of his
court hot] se chambers it is 431.
His schedule is made o from
now until June 13. S.
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Segregated
' NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Southern
School News said here that to
the first time since 1954 there
were no year-end reports of pub
lie school desegregation anywhere
in the 17-state southern and bor-
der region.
Ninety school districts desegre-
gated during calendar 1957, the
publication reported, in noting
that no additional districts h a d
opened their schools ts pupils of
both races since November or had
made plans to do so. The total
of, desegregated districts stands at
762 out of 3,008 districts having
pupils of both races.
For the first time sincee 1955,
Southern School News also report-
ed, continued lower school segre-
gation was being challenged in
one of the four Deep South states
of Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia
ad South Carolina. Negro parents
In December filed suit to gain en-
try for their children at two 'air-
piingham, Ala., all-white schools.
Court activity, said the publica-
tion, has made most of the year-
end news. It pointed to three
'significant" legal actions in ad-
dition to the Birmingham case:
U. S. Fifth Circuit court: Re-
versed a district court which had
ordered Dallas, Texas, to begin
deseegregation at midterm — the
first instance since 1955 of a high-
er court directing a lower court
to "go slow."
' Virginia Supreme court: Upheld
State's pupil placement law in a
ease which involved white plain-
tiffs only.
U. S. District court. Nashville:
Asked to approve a "parents' pref-
erence plan" for further desegre-•
gation of the Tennessee capital's
schools.
A summary of major develop-
ments state-by-state during De-
cember follows:
ALABAMA
In the first legal challenge of
segregation in elementary and pri-
mary schools in the state, suit
was filed in federal district court
on behalf of four Negro children.
The plaintiffs ask that the state's
pupil placement law be declared
invalid and that they be allowed
to attend the schools nearest their
homes without regard to race.
ARKANSAS
Though federalized National
Guard troops were withdrawn
from Central High school during
the Christmas holidays, Little
Rock still was the center of the
segregation • desegregation con-
troversy in this state. Pro segre-
gationisits said the campaign to
drive nine Negro students out of
the school will never stop. An
official of the NAACP, which is
engaaed in court actions concern-
ing its ()aerating in the state, said
the Negio children will never
quit.
DELAWARE
Lawyers for Negro plaintiffs and
for defendant local school boards
tiled briefs in an appellate fed-
eral court agreeing that authority
to plan and order school desegre-
gation lay with the State Board
of Education.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Student achievement records of
selected grades in three elemen-
tary schools were made public
In rebuttal to parents' complaints
that "low standards" were driv-
ing students of the Georgetown
area Into private schools. On the
national scene, a third southerner
was named to the six-member Civ-
il Rights Commission and a Mich-
gan educator was appointed chair-
man.
FLORIDA
Decleion was expected in Jim-
nary in the 18-month-old federal
court esssit challenging the valid-
ity of the state's pupil assignment
act. Though no desegregation has
been attempted in the state, there
were intimations of concern and
suggestions of worsening race re-
lations.
GEORGIA
More proposed bills affecting ra-
eiel issues were reportedly under
preparaion for the legislative ses-
sion which opened Jan. 13, as a
second manifesto on race relations
was issued by 33 ministers, this
time in Columbus.
KENTUCK
The seventh deseygreation suit
in the state since 1954 was filed
fa against the Owen County schoolboard. Kentucky State college (pre-
dominantly Negro) reported an in- •
crease in white enrollment for eve-
ning classes in a program begun
last fall in cooperation with the
University of Kentucky, while a
Negro football star at the Univer-
sity of Louisville won sports plaud-
its.
LOUISIANA
ass's school system for the 1955-
The annual report on Louis!-
54 school year (released last
month) reflected efforts to equal.
ire white and Negro educaional
opportunities. Orleans Parish's
president pledged an all-out fight
"by every legal means" against
desegregation as ordered by fed-
eral courts in a decieion now tin-
der appeal
MARYLAND
; School bus segregation in a cottn-
•
ty where desegregation of the
r schools themselves has begun be-
came an issue before the State
- Board of Education. The gradu-
al desegregation program of a sec-
ond county, St Mary's, also is
being challenged before the state
board, while in a federal appeals
court the screening procedures of
still another county. Harford, will
undergo a legal test.
MISSISSIPPI
In efforts to speed up equaliza-
tion of white and Negro schools
and to protect accreditation of two
Negro colleges, the state legisla-
ture has programmed 55.7 percent
of the state's general revenues
for the next two years for public
education. Negro leaders mapped
plans for a voter reaistration
drive,
MISSOURI
A three-track curriculum will be
launched this month in St. Louis
in an effort to provide improved
educational opportunities for stu-
dents of varying achievement lev-
els. The program, conceived four
years before desegregation, is
said to have potential value in
coping with subsequent difficulties
caused by inferior backgrounds
among some Negro pupils.
NORTH CAROLINA
A former North Carolina educat-
or, in an address before Ilarding
high school etudents in Charlotte,
asked that the students "welcome
back" a Negro girl who withdrew
from the school last fall under
harassment, but a student leader
said most of the pupils were "not
interested."
OKLAHOMA
In Oklahoma City a visiting Ar-
kansas industrial leader and phil-
anthropist said the Little Rock de-
segregation scene is "quiet, not
settled." Seven city schools were
reported to have mixed student
bodies this year, one less than last
year, and a school official said
pressures following publicity of
teacher integration plans caused
postponement of this phase of de-
segregation.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Reports of both racial animosity
and racial amity were noted as a
circuit solicitor who had pledged
crackdows on racial violence
was threatened. Ku Klux Klan
groups went into federal court to
settle a factional dispute.
TENNESSEE
Nashville Board of Education
asked a federal district court to
approve a voluntary segregation
plar as the method of completing
the desegregation program begun
with court approval in the fall,
while plaintiffs in the original case
court order that schools there
sought complete desegregation of
the city's schools.
TEXAS
The Dallas school board won a
reprieve when the U. S. Fifth
Circuit Court reversed a district
be desegregated at mid-term, lat-
er this month. The school board
president than announced t h e
board probably will disclose its
Zglifrestg.,
PROTEST PRESIDENT'S Jaeleson of Chicago to hold of.
RULE — More than 509 minis- fice of president to the Na•
ters meet in Atlanta to pro. Hone! Baptist Convention for
test the rleht of Rev. J. H. five consecutive terms. This
group has ministers %lit> head
churches with a total of nearly
2 million persons. Among those
in the photo are Rev. WilliamMinistersar.Baptist 1p
Affidavits To Oust Jackson
it impossible for those in atendance
to know what motions wet e before
the body! and that confusion, vio-
lence and disorder were rampant
throughout the proceedings,
In addition, the signers of the
affidavits state that Rev. Jack-
son who preealed at the 1952 meet-
ing when the revised constitution
was adopted, declared at Louis-
ville that the constitution was
adopted illegally and did not bar
him from the fifth consecutive
term which he is now serving.
The Committee for a Constitu-
tional Convention is made up of
a group of ministers who head a
total of 19 state Baptist organiza-
tions throughout the country.
They are: William Holmes Bor-
ders of Wheat Street Baptist
church, Atlanta; T. M. Chambers
of Zion Hill Baptist church, Los
Angeles; J. F. Green of Mount
Vernon Baptist church, Detroit;
E. E. Hollins of Greater Magnolia
Baptist church, Bastrop, La.; L.
K. Jackson of St. Paul Baptist
church, Gary, Ind,
J. Carl Mitchell of Sixteenth St.
Baptist church, Huntington, W.
Va.; S. A. Owen of Metropolitan
Baptist church, Memphis; Mar.
shall L. Shepard of Mt. Olivet Rap-
ernacle Baptist church, Philadel.
phia: E. C. Smith of Metropolitan
Baptist church, Washington, D
C ; Roland Smith of First Baptist
church, Little Rock; Arthur N.
Jones of Central Baptist church,
Wilmington. Del.
J. L. Horace, Gethsemane Bap-
tist church of Chicago (Baptist
General State Convention of 1111-
nois); C. V. Johnson of El Bethel
Baptist church of Chicago (Bap-
tist State Convention of Chicago); Club met in the home of Mrs.
3. Timothy Boddie of New Shiloh EaSie Grime last Wednesday aft'
plan for desegregation in the call of delegates was made; hun- Baptist church of Baltimore: U. ernoon. The meeting was largely
"early summer " Still unresolved dreds of unqualified persons were J. Robinson of Franklin St. Bap- attended and Was quite enjoyable
In the board's liability under a certified as delegates; the noise tist church of Mobile, Ala.; L. S. after uhich the hostess served
state law requiring a referendum and confusisei of the meeting made Sorrell of Pearlie Grove Baptist a delicious repast.
before desegregation can begin, a
court action to settle this issue
having been dismissed.
VIRGINIA
The state supreme court upheld
the pupil placement law in a case
involving white plaintiffs, while a
federal appellate court has been
asked to sell out which portions
of that lig, if any, it considered
unconstitutional. Efforts to revive
the Ku Klux Klan drew a warn-
ing from top religious leaders.
WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield State college, predom-
inantly Negro which has been ex-
periencing difficulties since it was
desegregated in 1954, along with
nine other institutions of higher
learning, was recommended for
continued operation with some or-
ganizational a n d curriculum
ges.
church, Jackson, Miss.
E. W. Perry of Tabernacle Bap-
tist church, Oklahoma City; H. E
Nutter of First Baptist church,
Lexington. Ky.; and W. A. Wash-
ington of New Haven Baptist
church, Phoenix, Arizona.
Arkansas
Alabama
SPRINGVILLE
By FLORA MAE WOODIE
Rev. T. C. Williams began serv-
ices for the New Year with a
heart warming message which was
felt by the waiting congregation.
We were proud to have deacon
Willie Ash of the Morning Star
Baptist church, Gadsden, Ala., to
worship with us. Also Sig Ossie Wil-
liams and Sis Annie Harris of
Trussville.
The Christmas Savings Club
sponsored a program last Sunday
and the Golden Voices of-Attalla
rendered the music and singing.
A wonderful time was had by all.
Mrs Mettle Moss has improv-
ed from her illness.
SPAN OF LIFE
An at erage American who has
reached 50 years of age may ex-
pect to live 25 more years to an
age of 75, according to mortality
statistics.
ATLANTA, Ga. — Several hun-
dred ministers, many of them'
members of the Board of Directors'
of the National Bapt'st Convention
an organization of more than
4,000,000 Negro members of the
Baptist Church, went on record
last week opposing the right of
Rev. J. H. Jackson of Chicago to
hold the office of Convention presi-
dent.
The action came when the min-
isters submitted individual notariz-
ed affidavits protesting Rev. Jack-
son's incumbency to Rev. E. C.
Smith of Washington, D. C.
FILED PETITION
Rev. Smith is secretary of the
committee for a Constitutional
Convention, a group of 10 ministers
who, in December, filed a "Quo
Warranto" petition in the U. S.
District Court of Washington, de-
manding that Rev. Jackson show
cause why he should not relinquish
the presidency of the Convention.
The Committee claims that Rev
Jackson, who is serving his fifth
consecutive term as president,
holds office in violation of the or-
ganization's constitution which
limits the tenure of presidents to
Sour consecutive terms.
The affidavits submitted last
Friday came from ministers rep-
resenting 12.000 churches with ap-
proximately 2,000.000 members.
According to the affidavits, each
of the ministers was present at the
1952 meeting of the Convention
when the Constitution was revised,
limiting the tenure of the presi-
dent, and again at Louisville last
September vihen Rev. Jackson as-
sumed a fifth term.
NO ROLL CALL
The documents further state that
at the Louisville meeting no roll
WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Thomas
of Tucson. Ariz., spent th eholi-
days visiting Mrs. Thomas' par-
ents Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Young
and the rest of the family.
• • e
Thode enjoying the party given
by the Bethel Beacon Club were
Mrs. Mary Hill; Mr., Jimmy
Jones; Mrs. Eddie Colen, pres-
ident: Mrs. Juanita Davis: Mr.
Nola Lambert: Mrs, Ora Evans
Mrs. Jeanette Burns, hostess who
served her guests a very tasty
luncheon.
• * •
Emancipation service was held
at the Union Hill Baptist Church
January 5. by our pastor, Rev.
J. M. Watkins of Behel AME.
It was sponsored by the Inter-
denominational Ministerial Alli-
ance which was highly enjoyed
by all. Rev. W. L. Stricidand, host
pastor.
Mrs. Jeanette Junk' has left
for Las Vegas, Nev. with her
children where she will join her
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Clark who have been
there for quite sometinme.
• • *
The Old Fashioned Garden
e •
REP. CHARLES C. DIGGS.
Jr., i1)
-Mich.) welcomes a fel-
Low resident of Detroit — State
Sen. Harold M Ryan — to the
nation's eapitoi where Sen.
Ryan presented petitions bear-
ing more than 20,900 signatures
In opposition to pay television
proposals. Sen. Ryan has been
conducting a personal cam-
paign against eropesals to
charge viewers for programs
teanamitted over the nation's
television channels. Ile report-
ed to Rep. Diggs on a six.
day, cross-country street cor-
ner speaking tour from Detroit
to Washington. "Everywhere I
went," he said, "I found peo-
ple infuriated over the idea of
being charged to look at the
television sets in their homes.
They were onetime to let their
representatives In Washington
knew how much they apnoea,
paty-television."
Hol.iles Borders (bite suit.
front row) of Atlanta, president
of the Georgia State Baptist
convention.
Tennessee
MEMPHIS
Mrs. Sarah Thrower, president
of the 4700 Block club of Chicago
was here attending the funeral of
her nephew Will Rankine of 307
Ashland. Mrs. Thrower lost two
sisters and a nephew within 151 all delivered powerful message*.
days. With sadness in her heart, • • •
she still smiles — she is a wonder-
ful person. While here Mrs. Throw-
er was presented the key of the
city by police captain and chief
Inspector Hines.
• • •
WAVERLY
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Brother Daniel Glass of Jacgson
Tenn . spoke at the Mt. Olive Bap-
tist churcli at Waverly, on Jan. 5.
Mrs. Pauline Rivers and neph-
ews, Nathaniel and Charles Phil-
lips of Rock Island are here to
spend some time with her broth-
ers and sisters, Alvin and Melon
Gholston, Mary Cowen, Lillian
Phillips and friends.
Mr. Charles Porter of Indianap-
olis spent the holidays here with
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bunion Daneby.
Little Jimmy Carl, grandson of
Mr. Berl Spicer of Waverly spent
the holidays with his mother, Mrs.
Josephine Spicer of Nashville.
Mrs. Dora Johnigan Mays and
Miss Margaret Jo Pearson of
Nashville spent the holidays with
Miss Margaret Jo's mother and
tether. brother and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Pearson and brothers
William and Richard Lee and ids
Norma Sue Pearson all of Waver-
17.
There will be a female wrest-
ling match at Porch-Reed school,
Jan. 9.
Bessie Woolrldge of Waverly was
called to her father's bedside at
Hohenwald. lie died while she WAS
there.
A Muse warming Was given in
honor of Miss Ethel Wilkins of Wa-
verly.
• • •
NEWBURN
By ARCHIE WOODS.
Mrs. Irene Walker spent Christ-
mas in Fort Wayne, Ind. with
her niece, Mrs. Helen Nolen,
Mrs. Gracie Scott spend Christ-
mas In Toledo, Ohio., with her
mother Mrs. Bell Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Wiggins of
St. Louis recently visited his
father and aunt.
Archie and Earl Woods, Dolly
Jones, Mary Scott and son Billy
Mrs. Sarah Benson and several
others attended the recently held
meeting in Rutherford.
Mr. Arlon Wyatt from Wain,
Ark. is here visiting his brother
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Booker
T. Wyatt.
Mrs. Lenora and Nora Wiggins
visited with friends in Ridgely
recently.
Mr. Roscoe Wyatt and wife and
Normal Gauldin visited Mr. and
Mrs. Hamp Robertson and Cary
Walker last week.
Robert Gauldin has left to live
with his father in St. 'Louis.
• • •
Mr. John W. Buford of Mich-
Igan ix visiting hie son William
a n d his mother Mrs. Meddie
Bell Jones,
Mrs. Alice Harris left recently
to spend s few days with her
aunt Mrs. Mettle L. Draper who
lives in Chicago. Mrs. Draper is
very ill.
Mississippi
HOLLY SPRINGS
Mrs, P. L. Eurett, a teacher In
the Rosenwald High school, visit-
ed friends in Meridian for Christ-
mas Mrs Eurett also witnessed
the football game between Alcorn
and Jackson college.
M. I. and Rust colleges opened
Monday, Jan, C. All teachers
and students returned safely.
Mr. and Mrs. George William
and little daughter spent the holi-
days in Memphis.
The Rosenwald girls and boys
basketball teams defeated Caldon-
ia high with a score of 26-24 in
favor of the girls and 51-20 in fa-
vor of the boys. Coach L. Roe-
buch was well pleased. The basket-
ball game between Byhalia and
Antioc Byhalia girls won with a
score of 24-19 — Antioc boys with
a score of 56-21.
The funeral of Mr. Balfour was
held at Smith Grove Sunday.
The funeral of Mr. Preston Isom
was held at Hudsonville Sunday
Britten= and son funeral home
was in charge.
Mr. Ilewey's funeral was held happy parents of a baby boy born
at Andergon Chapel Sunday ey.. Christmas eve.
ening. Rev. W. C. Armstrong gave Send your news Items to C. A.
the eulogy. Hawkins, jr., Rte. 3, Box 41.
The watch night service at An.
demon Chapel Tuesday night was OKOLON 
• • •
A
very enjoyable. Rev. I. L. Rurk- By
mirriE mooRE
er gave the sermon. Mrs. Mary Skinner passed away
All pulpits were filled Sunday. Dec. 30. 1957. Funeral held at
Rev. McCiellen at Providence, Clark Chapel, Rev. Sampson, pas-
Rev. Bluitt at Hopewell. Rev. W. tor.
C. Armstrong at Anderson Chapel Ittrs, Lula Tate is up and out
.y0 Rev, I. L. Rucker at Asbury again.
Mrs. Lucille Donkin Lomax Is
In the Oklahoma Community hor
CANTON pits!. She is the daughter of Mrs.
By B. H. VARNADO Clara Donkin.
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of • e •
Tennessee A & I State university,' GlULFPORT
Nashville, WV home during the Mrs. J. B. McKinney of Jack.
holidays to visit his relatives and son spent the holidays with her
friends. He worshipped at the As- brother and sister in law. Mr. and
bury Methodist church with his Mrs. George Lyons of Woodward
sister, Mrs. Ariedell Davis Jones ave.
and husband. The Rev. IL C. Clay Christmas service was held at
Is pastor. The sermon was dello- the Morning Star B. C. Christ
ered by the District superintend- mas morning at 5 o'clock with
ent. Rev. F. P. Leonard. services by Rev. Clifton !lend-
Visiting in the Davis and Jones ricks and the senior choir singing
homes also were Mrs. Lillie Day- Christmas carols.
Is Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs. Homer The March of Dimes was held
Weaton, Eddie Williams, Forest at the Pit Cafe, Friday Dec. 21.
Strange, Mr. and Mrs. Dell Crowd- Those attending were Mesdames-
Cr, Calvin Shelby and Watkins all Dupree, Evans. Hall, Hendricks,
of Nashville. Also Mr. James K. Dubra, Knox, White, Alston and
Mr. " dnDMaoovire 
aPndrofOr.IITaarryYlorCofashhiem Rev. Rnb
is; Mrs. Polly Ann Macklin, Mr'. as their guests for the holidaYe
a  Nfrs. Willie Merrell had
Lurena Webb' of Chicago and Al. their daughter and children Mrs.
onzo Levy of Detroit. Mary Francis Oakley of Arkansas.
Sirs. A. F, Tolliver was a re- Rev. and Mrs. Clifton Hendrick.
cent visitor In Columbus, Miss, and family spent Christmas day
Dr. and Mn,. G. A. Carml- with Mrs. Hendrick's mother in
chael were Greenville visitors re- Picayune, Miss.
cently, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Calberf
Mrs. Edna Thompson, Miss John- spent the holidays in Jackson,
ny Kate Luckett and Mrs. Edna Miss.
Love were in Mobile, Ala., during Home from school for the holt-
the holidays. days wgre Billy Dunston, Vivian
Mrs. Lillie Pruitt and son. Bradley and brother. Pricilla Men
George Albert of Chicago are rell, Steve Brown, Joseph Haw.
house guests of her parents, Mr. thorne, Mary Hendricks, Richard
and Mrs. George Carmichael. Evans, Charles Gilliam, Murna
The Lucy C. Jefferson Federated Hawthrone, Mary Brown and Rob.
club met with Miss A. B. Whisen- ert Banks.
ton Thursday afternoon which was Mrs. Mildred Fox motored to
very largely Mended. Jackson with friends of Pass Chris.
The Emma B. Miller Federated flan, Miss.
Club met Thursday evening with Mrs. Mare Calbert entertained
yours truly as hoetess. Fifteen college students home for the boll.
members and one visitor, Mrs. days.
A. B. Carmichael enjoyed the first Mrs. Agnes T.each and hue.
meeting of 1958. ass band of New Orleans spent the
The body of Mr. ''tabe Brown holidays with Mr. Leach's sister,
was shipped here for burial. Ft- Mrs. Catherine Gibbs,
neral was held at his former Visitors in the home of Rev, es
church. St. Paul AME Zion, Rev. Hendricks during the holidays
R. M. Richmond, pastor, cadet- were Mrs Emma Hendricks and
ed. lie leaves his wife, six chit. son John of Columbus and Mrs.
dren and 14 grandchildren to Pauline Porter and daughter, Lin-.
mourn his passing. Peoples Fu- da of Slidell, La.
neral Directors were in charge. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Davis had
• • • as their guests for the holiday,
ABERDEEN Mr. and Mrs. James Burnett and
By HENRY E. CRUMP children of Los Angeles. Mr. But.
The Ladies Aid of First Baptlat nett Is the brother of Mrs. Davis.
met Jan. 5, in the home of Miss Mn, and Mrs. Cleveland Robin-
May Eva Dixon with the presi- son spent the holidays in Jackson,
dent, Mrs. Lou Jane Hines, pre- Miss. Mrs. Robinson is the owner
nicely. We pray for his speedy day evening with friends.
Mrs. Rose Tippett Robinson ri-
ot Tlppetts Beauty shop.
Rev. James Washington Is in Mrs. Mamie Cade entertained
Aberdeen hospital. He was injured Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shepherd of
in an auto accident but is doing Oakland, Calif., in her home Suns
rn d home after spending the
A e a rump and son have re-
holidays with her husband, Adol-
phus in Chiago.
Mrs, Marion Harrill Ward and
husband, Cornellinc are spending
a few days at home with her
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Crump and family.
Those returned to college after
spending the holidays at home are
Vivian Bieks, Ray Broyles, Mar-
tha Harris, Lady Ann Shivers,
Harvey Clay, William Roe, Luth-
er Chandler, India Pearl McAlis-
ter, Dorothy Crawford, Georgia E.
Woodruff and Cornelline Ward.
Preston and India Bell had as MURPHYSBORO
their guests during the holidays. By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Sgt. Ed C. Walker and family of The city is again beginning II
IlIcRAE 
Fort Braggs, N. C., SP3 Clarence take shape. Workmen are busy
By VIOLA THOMAS 
E. Walker of Fort Ensile,e.Vs,. clearing away the debric and r 
Callie Pruitt and daughter of Chi- pairieg the less damaged homes
Jan. 5, was pastor's day at the cago and Earnestine
New Shiloh AS church. The pas- Greenville. edaeustsredoy
Walker of 
ed
dy the
the 
gt,tsy ltiwttilseterBltha
ck
tor. Rev. S T. Fullwood. preach- Ella Thompson was burned bad Belt. Many of the unfortunate are
ed two wonderful sermons. We had ly Jan. 2. She is home now from being cared for by national and
visitors from Dublin, Ga. Mrs the hospital and in fair condition. 'local organizations. The following
Ruth Peacock was much pleased We hope she will soon recover have taken up residence in Car.
to have them. • • • bondale. The James Jamisons,
Mrs. Nina Lampeldn was dinner PASCAGOULA Lilly Terry, Pearl Griffin, Rogers
guest of Mrs. John Joiner. Pvt. Willie M. Farmer has re- Kerrens, Maxine Passmure, Letha
The Rev, S. T. Fullwood was turned to Fort Chaffee, Ark., Goodwin and Robert Watson. All
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bud after spending the holidays with reported missing persons have
Wells. his mother, Mrs. Olivia Willis and been accounted for,
grandmother, Mrs. Pauline B.
Young. He has finished his basic
training and la now attending ad-
ministrative clerical school. Prior
to entering the Army, Pvt. Farm-
er was a teacher at Carver Ele-
mentary school, Indianola, Miss,
• • •
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Mr. and Mrs, C. A. Hawkins,
sr., visited Mr. and Mrs. R. V.
Waters at Winona during the holi-
days.
Mr. Lee Cash of Chicago visits
ed his mother, Mrs. Rachel Hawk-
ins and his grandmr.ther, Mrs.
Martha Kimble at Scobey.
Oakgrove CME church burned
Dec. 22. The church is pastored
by Rev. C. Wilkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hawk-
ins of Memphis visited his moth-
er during the holidays.
Mr. S. T. Ilawkins and son Fred-
die visited his mother. -
The writer visited in the home
of Mr. Edger Buford recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Gillard are
tertained her godchild, Miss Mary
R. Hendricks and friends with a
New Year's party in her newly
decorated den. Miss Hendricks is
a junior at Stillman college.
Mr. Charles Gillium spent on.
week in Chicago with sisters be.
fore returning home for the holl.
days. Accompanying him home
were Mrs. Dorothy Harris. Mr,
Gilllunt is A junior at AtC0171 col-
lege.
Georgia
Illinois
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Stork Stops
Sem At John Gaston Hospital
JAN. 4, 1958
A son, Kenneth Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie E. Woods of 748
Hanley.
A daughter, Dianne, to Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Franklin of 1899
Cast alia
A. son, Michael Nathaniel, to Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Foster of 725
Wellington.
I A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Goings of 2252 Zanone.
A daughter, Hattie to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie J. Horton of 2308 Dex-
ter.
A son, George jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. George Hussey of 2859 hale.
A son. Williams, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. William F. Franklin of 2540
Airways.
A daughter, Brenda Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Robinson of
837 Haywood.
A daughter, Barbara Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Love of 1556
Cane.
i A son, Carlton Michael, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wyley Ragland of 758
Ha m pton.
JAN. 5, 1958
' A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. W.
C. Garrett of 3021 Broad.
A son, Johnnie Lee jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Martin of 854
LeMoyne Mall.
A son, Edvett Ray. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank D. Douglas of 379
Avers.
• A son, Michael Rudolph. to Mr.
and Mrs. l'ete Broome of 12 Ever-
green.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Moore of 1970 Kansas.
JAN. 6, 1958
A son. Willie Lee, to Mr. and
Mr. John A. Longstreet of 62
Wisconsin.
A Son, Terence Edwin. to Mr
and Mrs. Robert Wilson of 1428 Lo-
eust.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh L. Matus of 340 Lake Pl.
A eon, Sylvester, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Jack Butler of 810 Peeples
Road.
A eon. Andrew Lee, to Mr. and
Airs. Andrew L. Gilchrist of 905
Alaska.
! A daughter, Rosalind, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilton E. Green of 1415
Tunica.
JAN. 7, 1958
I A daughter, Shell! Dene. to Mr.1
and Mrs. John Williams of 1391
Gill aye
A daughter. Diane to Mr. and
(Mrs. Leroy Holmes of 1117 Keat-
ing.
A son, Samuel Richmond. to Mr.
and Mrs. James Green of 1760
Hunter.
A daughter. Helen Louise, to Mr.
and Mrs. M. L. Hargrone of 868
Baltimore.
A son, Albert 111'. to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Mitchell, jr., of 899 S.
Mason.
A daughter. Debris Ann. to Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar L. Richmond of
Calienville. Tenn.
A daughter, Dorothy Mae, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Graham of
670• Mosby.
A son. Robert Earl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Morris of 822 Polk
Ave.
A daughter. Deborah Ree, to Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Sanders of
1971 Murlie ave.
.4 eon, Sammie Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sammie Lee Malone of 23te6
Zanone St.
JAN. 8, 1958
A eon, Glenn Lee. to Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Fain of 995 Peach
Ave.
A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Johnson of 310 E. Trigg.
A daughter, Patricia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Brooks of 17179 La
Palm a .
A daughter. Janet Sue, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Perry of 2748
Carver.
A daughter, Veda Deanne, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Robinson-of
422 Brooks ave.
son, Leonard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hull of 304 Hernando.
A son, Perry Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ned Galloway of 872 Por-
ter.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jones of 1420 LyClum Rd.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pionteer.
A son, Lonnie Gene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Yancy of 268
Silverage.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Morman of 1817 Castex.
JAN. 9, 1958
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jonnest Dean of 306 Person.
A daughter, Grace Janice, to Mr.
and Mrs. Davie Boyd of 1761. Mar-
ble.
A daughter, Regina Antionette,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Houston
of 880 - Autumn.
A daughter, Ave Joy, to Mr
and Mrs. Alvin Tidwell of 1237
Pionetr.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Grant of 192 Wes
Mallory.
A son, Donald Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Lott of 4320 Brown.
Apt. 19.
A son. Joseph, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Brown of 372 Beale,
Apt. 3.
Guide Post
By
Charlotta Stewart
Dear Carlotta Stewart: -
Do you think I can be suc-
cessful? I am quite ambitious, and
am looking at 1958 as a year of
hope, but some times I feel so
discouraged, afraid. liow can I
be more sure of myself? Bill.
DEAR BILL:
The New Year is a perfect time
for an efficiency report on your-
self. Ambition usually hurts those
who don't have it. but never those
who do. One way of furthering am-
bitions and careers is to improve
present job. Go over an aver-
age day or two in your mind.
Make notes not only for the things
for which you might have been
reprimanded, but also for things
you know you did hastily or slop-
pity even though you were not
caught. This is the sort of thing
that should go down on your list
of resolutions for correction m
1958, along with such simple
things as arriving on time and not
overstaying during lunch hours.
Try to analyze the amount of
waste motions you go through and
organize differently so that you
can save time and avoid trouble.
Another important fact to take
into consideration is how to make
your brain work. One way to
impress the boss is to come up
with new ideas, not only for your
specific job, but for the office in
general. It shows initiative, plus
expanded knowledge of the com-
pany for which you are working.
Blanton, Ming Get
NAACP Posts
NEW YORK — M. T. Blanton
of Chicago was elected a vice
president of the NAACP at the
meeting of the national board of
directors here last week, lie suc-
ceeds Eric Johnston.
Chicago attorney. Robert Ming,
head of the American Veterans
Committee was elected a member
of the board of directors to fill a
vacancy.
Blanton, a retired business ex-
ecutive, is a vice president of the
Chicago branch, NAACP and is
chairman of the civil rights com-
mittee of the Illinois Conference
of NAACPranc e .
lie is a life member of the N.
A. A. C. P. and has attended the
national conventions of the N.
A. A. C. P. for 11 consecutive
years. He has served as a mem-
ber of the national nominating
committee.
Blanton's wide experience in fi-
nance and executive management
Credit Unions Meet
Over 100,000 persons in Illinois
will attend annual membership
meetings of credit unions this
month, the Illinois Credit Union
League reports. It is the practice
of most credit unions, the league
says, to encourage maximum
attendance by shareholders at an-
nual meetings.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Lime. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
bark to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
ill bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read as open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. If yes have
failed in the rest come see M thAM BELL at onee.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she tise to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. He sure
• ie look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. She never had an office in West Memphis.,
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and one MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY RE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours S a.m. to S p in.
Readings Dilly. Open on Sundays
Islet make any home calls or answer any letters. He sere
Josh for the right sign and the right name. "
includes: organizer and founder
of the Booker Washington Mutual
Life Insurance company, Dallas;
co-owner of the Hornet Publish-
ing company of Fort Worth, Tex.;
co-owner of Blanton and Grimes
Real Estate company, Chicago;
member board of directors of the
Royal Duke Oil company of Texas.
He was former chairman of the
trustee board of Greater Fort
Dearborn Elks Lodge No. 444, a
32nd degree Mason. former pres-
ident of National Museum of Ne-
gro History, vice president of the
United Sons and Daughters and
a former president of the Texas
club of Chicago and board mem-
ber of the Mid-South Council.
• -fl • 110 50 V
-1,, 1/...
PLANNING FOR TALENT—
Members of the ISM Jubilect
Committee, a feature of the
Memphis Cotton - Makers Ju-
bilee, met last week at Jubi.
lee headquarters in Church
Park auditorium on Beale, to
formulate plans for this
year's Jubilect, scheduled f o r
March 21. Each of the city's
public high schools has been
contacted to provide talent
for the program. Their teach-
ers will direct the pupils par-
ticipating. Shown left to right
seated are: Miss Eevlyn
Bagby, Nat D. Williams, Mrs.
Norma Griffin, Mrs. Helen
Waterord, and Miss Cecelia
Willis; standing, I. to r. Mr.
William Lindsey, Mr. 0 III a r
Robinson, jr., and Mr. Nel-
son Jackson. Nat Williams is
chairman of the committee.
Other members of the group
are not shown.
I MUS1C and
Musicians
T. C. STON
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
, Sherman Elam, an instructor at
the Florida school for the Blind,
at St. Augustine, Fla., was a re-
cent guest at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. B. G. Ragsdale. Mr.
Elam is a former Lane college
student.
Visiting the Ragsdales recently
from Brownsville was Miss Cyn-
this Rawls.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Neeley had
as their recent guest his daughter
Mrs. Allie B. Comb, granddaugh-
ter, Burnie; and great grandson,
Dillard.
Back in school afttr having
spent the holidays here a r e
George King, of Lane college;
Sherman Garrett and James Tho-
mas from Fisk university: Rob-
ert Cole and one of his students,
Charles Fergerson, who were
here to visit Rev. and Mrs. L.
Johnson, from Culpepper, Va.
Miss Margrett Nell Harper was
here from Chicago to visit her
Mother, father, and sister.
Miss Ruble B. Stalks is a stu-
dent at Lane college.
William Penn, of Lane college,
stopped here recently before he
and his aunt, Mrs. Nelda F. Wil-
hams, proceeded to Kansas City,
Kansas, to visit relatives.
Miss Burnie Thomas, a Lane
college student, was home for the
holidays.
Mrs. Vera Davis Caldwell has
returned here from Cleveland,
Ohio, to isit her parent', Mr.
and Mrs. John Davis.
Miss Birdie Cooper was a holi-
day guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Cooper.
Mrs. Mary Aired will be here
in the city visiting for a few
weeks.
On the sick list here are James
B. Marsh, M. B. Neeley, M r s.
Erline Croom, Rev. H. II. Bur-
nett, Prof. Garrett, and Miss Lena
Mae Mathis.
Funeral services for Mr. Stark
Doneldson were held last Thurs-
day at the Antioch Baptist
church. Mr. Doneldson died last
Monday.
Miss Mabel C. Northeross, a
registered nurse and instructor at
the Homer G. Phillips hospital
in St. Louis, and also supervisor
in the operating room, wag here
recently to visit her father. Mr.
Alonzo Northcross and her sister,
Miss Lila Northcross.
Mrs. Annie Mae Champain is
the proud mother of 12-pound
baby boy born on Monday, Jan.
e.
Rev. B. G. Ragsdale preached
a soul-stirring sermon to a crowd-
ed church last Sunday. The Ush-
er's Board met on Menday night,
with all members present.
Funeral eervices for Mr. L. Lo-
wery were held at his home last
Friday afternoon.
The BYPU of St. James Bap-
tist chierch has selected its new
director? for 1958, and is urging
everyone to attend services this
year.
The Junior Missionaries met in
the home of Mrs. Edna Williams
last Wednesday.
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Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Bonds are
the proud grandparents of a baby
girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Level! Gillespie
of Ridley, Tenn., and their son
and daughter, were holiday visitors
In the home of Mrs. Enid Sims.
Mr. and Mrs. Gillespie are teach-
ers in Lauderdale county.
Mrs. LaPearl Beams of Dyer,
along viith Mrs. Palmer Buckley
were recent house guests of Mrs.
Lucy Lee.
Mrs. Zella Mai Landers, Mrs.
Mai Davis Laislady, and M r s.
Ora Lee Mayes became members
of the Beau Ideal Beautician's
chapter at Trenton, Tenn., recent-
ly.
Mrs. Dewitt Williams is improv-
ing at St. Mary's hospital. Mrs.
Florence Cole Mitchell is also a
patient at the hospital.
Lenford Carr, the son. of Mr.
and Mrs, S. D. Carr was home
from Knoxville college to visit
with his parents during the recent
holidays. He is a 1957 graduate
of Stigall High school.
Here recently from St. Louis,
Mo., was Mrs. Tennessee Wat-
kins, who was a guest in the home
of her niece, Mrs. Valentine Carr.
Mrs. Watkins is the daughter of
Mrs. Luella Williams of Hum-
boldt and Brownsville.
Rev. and Mrs. Jim B. Fly have
returned to their home here after
a isit to Ann Arbor, H i c h.
Home with them for Christmas
were their children and families.
Down from Ann Arbor were Mrs.
Rosa Lewis and her daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Hickenbottom and
family, Mr. and Mrs. John Louis
Hamilton and son, and Miss Mary
Helen Fly. Mr. and Mrs. David
Fly and their daughters were
also at the family home on Christ-
mas day.
The Literary Art and Music
club held a year-end party at the
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Pearson on Dec. 27.
The guests were Mrs. Louise
Cooper, Mrs. Erma Donald, Mrs.
Lena Reid, Mrs. Hattie Smit h,
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, Mrs. Mary
Warren, Mrs. Addle Roe, Mrs.
Annie Bell Bryson. Mre, Jewel
Pearson of Cleveland, Ohio; Miss
Lue Willie Lowery and Miss Lila
Northcross.
The members who were pres-
ent were Mrs. Velma Puiliam
Mrs. Marth Lacy, Mrs. Olga Pas-
kerville, Mrs. Erma Bonds, Mrs.
Pearl Sims, Mrs. Frances Giv-
ens, Mrs. 0. E. Stigall, Mrs. Jew-
ell Ridley, Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard.
night can wear a student out,
and prevent them from doing their
best work."
Maria Shoulders: "I don't think
that children should attend night
clubs. If they start now, .sv h a t
would they have to look forward
to when they become adults?"
should not attend night clubs, for
it would ruin their reputation, and
no doubt lower their moral stand-
ings."
Here are the top ten for the
week Among the junior girls in
order are Gwendolyn Dillard, Bet-
ty Johnson, Barbara Bailey,
Gwendolyn Glover, and Evelyn
Richmond. The leading senior
girls are Gwendolyn Mannings,
Gwendolyn Clark, Mary Garett,
Sylb Manna, and Bettie Williams.
The top junior boys are Larnell
Mrs. Ardella Cole, Mrs. Jennie •
Mrs. Enid Sims. and Miss Sarah 
DishwasherVance, Mre. Gracie Pearson,
Johnson,
Lauderdale Boys
Win, Girls Lose
The Lauderdale High school
boys' basketball team won two of
their recent games while the girls
went dowe to two defeats.
The boys defeated the Carver
Iligh school leant of Brownsville
64-47, while the Brownsville girls
defeated the local girls, 49 to 21.
Lauderdale defeated the Gailor
High school team 51 to 37.
The Gailor girls' team defeated
the Lauderdale High school team
by a score of 46 to 30. •
Dies
In 2nd Floor Leap
CHICAGO, Ill. — (Special) —
A 42.year-old dishwasher suf-
fered fatal injuries early Sunday
when he leaped from a second.
floor window to escape a fire in
a building where be lived at 1231
S. Millard ave.
He was Clifton flicks who suf-
fered a broken neck in the leap.
He was pronounced dead at Coun-
ty hospital.
Cause of the fire in the two-story
brick building was undetermined.
Damage was estimated at $300 to
the building and $200 to its con-
tents.
STOP HUNTING!
STOP AT HARRY'S
For Your Favorite Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun
The Union Station Is Across the Street From Us
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
For the past several weeks this
column has not carried any re-
cent reports about the Tigers down
at the Lincoln High school. Here
is the latest chatter — The Tig-
ers turned on a blast of fury last
week which saw the Cotton Plant
Tigers succumb en masse.
On Wednesday night the Lincoln
Tigers engaged for the first time
in some years the Childress High
school Indians of Wynne, Ark.
There were three games played
(juniors and senior boys and sen-
ior girls) and three games were
won — by the Lincoln Tigers, of
course and their loss (childress In-
dians) put them on the warpath
for keeps.
Congratulations are in order for
the Tiger coaches, Livingston,
Miss Geraldine Williams and Al-
len. Special "congrats" go to,
Miss Williams for steering the sen-
ior girls to victorious scoring rec-
ords. (Sure hope that they keep
tan the good works).
Speaking of school. . .Construc•
lion is now underway on a moder-
nistic high school down at Lincoln.
The new building, which will be
used for senior high students only
(10th. 11th and 12th), is schedul-
ed to be completed and ready for
occupancy by July of this year.
The new building is expected to
be one of the finest educational
plante in this area and will Con-
sist of 16 classrooms, a fully equip-
ped laboratory, 40 by 50 foot read-
ing room (library) a visual edu-
cation room, teacher's loung e,
rooms.
Mrs. E. G. Cobb, newly elected
Sunday school Superintendent of
the First Baptist church, held a
meeting on Thursday night of all
officers and teachers. At this
meeting plans were completed for
the activities of the Sunday school
for the year 1958
Miss Evelyn Baker, instructor of
physical education end a matron
at M I College, Holly Springs,
Miss., was returned to the cam-
pus after a holiday visit with her
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lereather Lyons,
and son spent a few days visiting
his mother Mrs. Cordelia Lyons.
Highlights
From
Melrose
By GLORIA LAMAR
RCA Victor has released as a
"L2" long play album the original
soundtrack of "The Lady From
Philadelphia: Through Asia with
Marian Anderson," "See It Now,"
program produced by Edward R.
Murrow and Fred W. Friendly.
Presented in an hour long net-
work telecast, the documentary
highlights Miss Anderson's 40,000
mile concert tour through seven
countries in Southeast Asia on be-
half of ANTA and the State De-
partment last year.
"The Lady From Philadelphia"
provides listeners with front seats
as Miss Anderson sings at the
Ewha University in Seoul, at the-
atres and schools in Manila, Ran-
goon, Bangkok, Bombay, Delhi,
Kuala Lumpur and Saigon, and
for the members of the 24th
Infantry Division at the 48th Par-
allel in Korea.
allel in Koreal.
The album also highlights the
renowned artist's discussions on -
religion and citizenship with lead-
ers in these countries and her con-
versations with chool children.
Heard in the album are inpir-
ing renditions of "He's Got The
Whole World In His Hand,"
"Trampin' " eThere's No Hiding
Place Down Here," "Go Down Mo-
ses," "Ave Marie," "Lead Kindly
Light," and "Coming Through The
Rye."
"Home Sweet Home" is sung
with a chorus of men of the 24th
Infantry Division, and the New
Delhi Symphony Orchestra accom-
panies Miss Anderson in the mew.
ing "Mon Couer," from "Samp-
son and Delilah."
COLLEGE CHOIR TO TOUR .
The Coleridge-Taylor Choral So-
ciety of Bishop college will leave
the campus on Jan. 19. on the
first leg on an extended tour of
more than 6.000 miles through Tex-
as, California and Colorado. The
tour is scheduled to end about
the 8th of Febraury.
The choir is under the direction
of J. Harrison Wilson, with Lau.
retta Thompson, as the accom-
panist.
The repertoire of the croup is
extensive and many of the great
werks of secular and sacred com-
posers are included.
BURNAUGH WITH GROUP
Louise Burnaugh, soprano of op-
era fame has joined the Eurkea
Jubilee Singers, directed by Es-
ther Gaskin Williams, Ind is tour.
ing the West. The Eureka Jubi-
lee Singer form an extraordinary
combinetion of voices, unusual
blending and rare musical se-
lection.
Mrs. Burnaugh has sung lyric
roles with the American Opera
co., in Chicago and the famed
group has been enriched by being
able to get her services.
ALL-STAR MUSICAL SET
As All-Star Musical featuring
Theodore Charles Stone, baritone;
Leon Kirkratrick, pianist; Dorothy
Lipscomb, soprano; Florae Thom.
as, contralto; Virgil Abner, tenor,
and Dorothy Herron O'Bryant
dramatist, will be given at Bethel
AME church, 45th and Michigan
ave., Sunday, Jan. 19. at 4 p. m.
Sponsored by the Illinois Asso-
ciation of Club Women, Mrs. Ella
H. Mitchell, president the concert
will be followed with a reception.
Proceeds from the sale of tick-
ets will be donated by the asso-
ciation tip the Douglas Home, and
the groups Scholarship Loan fund.
BERKSTEINER TO SING
New York soprano, Constance
Berksteiner. is looking forward to
several concerts in the East during
the early part of February, and
will also make some appearances
in March.
A dramatic soprano of real dis-
tinction she has sung at Town
Hall there and recently appeared
at the Mid Winter Board Meeting
of the National Association of Ne-
gro Musicians, Inc., Miss Berk.
steiner shared the program with
none other than Theodore Charles
Stone, Chicago baritone; Josephine
C. Inniss, Chicago pianist; Alma
Johnson, Philadelphia soprano and
the Little Pop Orchestra of
Philadelphia. Carl Diton, New York
City was the able accompanist.
W. Russell Johnson was program
chairman.
VIEWPOINT: "How do you Cheers, Lenon Stun, tuna Dillard,
feel about teenage students at- William Taylor and William Jack. 
tendingnight clubs?" son. Leading out among the sen-
Gwendolyn Mannings: "I feel tors are Steve Taylor, Marcellus
that night clubs are not for youth, Jefferies, Tyronza Richmond, Ed.
because staying out most of the die Meadows and Jerry Key.
Teenager of the Week:
This week the Melrose spotlight
falls on Evelyn Richmond, the 17-
year-old daughter of Mr. and Sirs.
Roy Richmond of 1572 Dianne cir-
cle.
On the campus Miss Richmond
is a member of the Charmettes.
In religious life she is a member
of the Magnolia Baptist church.
The extremely lovely you n g
miss is noted for her friendly
and active ways, and is a fine
example of womanly virtue.
After graduating from Melrose,
Miss Richmond plans to attend
Tennessee Add university a n d
major in English.'
MALCO
NOW SHOWING
DRIVER EXAMINATIONS
Every state except one requires
that applicants for driver license
have their eyes examined, but the
laws very on the degree of vision
required for auto driving privileg-
!S.
ELECTRIC RAILS
About 94 per cent of Switer-
land's total railway system is nowFOR tliE" • operated exclusively by electric
power.
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jr. Rev. Elam ill a CME pastor ATTENDED MEET — Rey.
of that city Charles F. Willlems, Grand Mats
or was given by J. D, Overall, M
rs Willie Barnett visited her ter of the Prince Hall Masons,
the music by the choir with Mrs. 
daughter, Mrs. Mary Stingfellow was one of the six persons in the
Imogene Burnette at the piano; 
,in St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. Noreen Memphis area invited to Wash.
the "charge to duty" by Dr. Kirk- Lawrence 
and son, Nero, jr. ington, D. C., by Vice Preside it
endoll, words of appreciation by spent the holidays 
with her moth Richard M. Nixon last Wednes-
Prof E L. Wynn and your scribe' ' er, M
rs Sallie Shepherd, in Union day to plan the mobilization of
. . . . 
Dyer will long remember th i s CitY Mrs. Hollis Jordan 
and Wit- community resources in the Na-
visit by OUR president. lie Louis W
ynne attended a bas- lona! Equal Job Opportunity
ketball game in Milan this week.
Mrs. Sallie Webb and Mrs. La 
Program sponsored by the Presi-
Mrs. La Pearl Burns spent the dent's Committee on Government
'Pearl was hostess to the MB day with Mrs. Ada Lee Palmer-
Missionary society Monday night. Contracts.Buckley in Humboldt Tuesday. 
—
DYER, TENNESSEE
We are so happy to greet sill like for us to think of it as such
our new readers this week. We Both boys and girls lost to Union
hope you will stay with us. City Wednesday night Better
Thanks to all our friends of 1957 luck next time, Prof. M. L. Bur,
We certainly don't want to lose nett and Mr. Sylvester Burns had
you. better luck than the teams, win
We begin this week with o u r ning a cake respectively.
*
urch news. Sunday Jan. 5, the IN & OUT OF TOWN
yer CME church held its instal. Bonnie Bell and Mr. and Mrs
being given by President C A. Red Ave
ry of Indianapolis
Kirkedoll, of Lane college. Pres were weekend 
guests of Mrs. Flo-
hirkendoll started the day with rence
 Williams and family. Miss
us by being in the Sunday school.
Even the smallest child was in•
spired by his presence. All the ser-
Frances Elam, who teaches at
Millington, paid a short visit t*
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Roose-
velt Elam, enroute to St. Joseph,
vices were successful in every 51o., where she spent a few days
way.
with her brother and sister-in-law,
The installation proper w a s Rev. and Mrs. Roosevelt Elam.
held in the afternoo. The pastor,
Rev. W. C. Rogers presented the
officers for installation, the pray
r. Eddie Ball entertained the While there, they were entertain-
,teward Board of the C. M. E. ed by Mrs. Lucy Lee. All are coun-
church Wednesday night. T h e
Christian Fellowship Flower Band 
ty beauticians.
of the Primitive Baptist church SICK LIST
The sick are: Mr. Eric Guiden,Is meeting this Wednesday night
Mrs. Beatrice Tyree, Mrs, Beu-
with Mrs. Esther Payne. President.
lah Hobinson, Mrs. Geraldine Wil-is Mrs. Lillie Bell Bradford, and
Hams, Mrs. Bessie O'Daniel, Miss
secretary, Mrs. Rithie Bobbitt.
Luria Word and Mrs. Vi I 1i e
WITH THE cLuEs
The Beau Ideal Beautician
Chapter No. 1, of Gibson County,
held its annual executive meeting
in the home of Mrs. Rithit Bob-
bitt. The purpose of the meeting
was to plan for the West Ten'
nessee Regional meeting which
convenes at the First Baptist
church in Trenton March 9. The
Phillips,
Beginning nedxt week look for
this column under the name. ..
TRI-CITY NEWS. The Tri-cities
will be Dyer, Rutherford a n d
Trenton. If you want a paper in
Trenton. call 9119, the American
Legion Club, or 3538 Dyer.
Call the Dyer number for any
presiding officers were the state and all news items. They are al-
director, Mrs. Lucy Lee of Hum- ways welcome. The official sal-
boldt, Mrs. Josephine Cunning. mesrnan is John Etta Jamison, as
Admit 3 Members
To World Group
Rivervkw PTA Grows uennquencyTarget Of
Under Rev. J. Netters Porter PTA
Loiter the leadership of Rev.
J L. Netters, Riverview School
P'rA is en,ioying another year ot
inspirational activities. The ef-
forts of Rev. Netters are results
of an exceedingly active PTA, it
wasreported this week.
The -major projects sponsored
by the group for the current year,
are the reading clinic under the
direction of Educational Station
WKNO and a library for the
school.
The Adult classes held tri-week-
ly are largely attended and are
making rapid progress. Mrs. Al4
chie McNeal and her staff of work-
ers are well pleased over the
progress of the classes. Although,
lust three months of work toward
the establishing of a ligrary for
the school, the quota is in the
home stretch.
In keeping with the objectives
of the PTA guide, the following
three objectives were discussed by
a panel of fathers: (11 To pro-
mote the welfare of children and
youth in the home; (21 To raise
standards of home, school, church
and community and (3) To secure
adequate laws for the care and
protection .of children and youth.
The panel of fathers gave a
pertinent discussion on the sub-
ject: "Fathers Responsibility to
The Assembly of the internation• the child other than the three ba- by 
the St-Teens of the school.
• • •
Tickets for the play can be ob. Mrs. Willie nicker, the wife of 135 S. 8th at , had as their holt' 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brown. of
al Missionary Council, meeting in sic needs." 
Participating on the Mrs. Eleanor M. Oglesby, prin
Ghana. Africis, has admittei three 
panel were: Charles Phillips, lead- cipal closed the meeting with a 
tained at the LeMoyne college bus. Rev. William Tucker, pastor of day guests, son-in-law George Ell,
er• Henry Segrest, Sidney Lan- note of gratitude for the fine glair-
new members to the Council.'' drum, Rev. Joyner. and Mr. Sias. it exhibited during the year.
These are the National Christian
Council of Ghana, the National
and the National Christian Council
Christian Council of Hong Kong armers May File Toar
of Northern Rhodesia.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sat., Jan. le, 1958
J. L. NETTERS
The music, under the direction of
Mrs. M. J. Ewell was rendered
tarn Soaal Securitythe membership of the Internation-
al Missionary Council to 38 mis•I
••
Addition of these councils brings
ham, of Jackson, Mrs. Addic sted by her many 'friends." sionary or nation
al Christian coon-
Getry and Mrs. Jimmie Ingram. Thanks to all of you. cils.
The istess and members served ••••
Aka v _0, tasty luncheon.
11, The Beau Ideal Beautician Chap. 
•
•
ter of Gibson County held its regu-
lar meeting Tuesday night at the 
 so
home of Mrs. Jimmie Ingram. •
Four new members, Mesdames
Mae Doris Lovelady, Zella Mae WASHI
Landis, Ora Lee Mays Hopper,
all of Humboldt, and Mrs. Louise 
•
McLin of Trenton were added. Hot •
chocolate with marshmallows and •
Tuna Fish salad were served. • • • • • •
Mrs. Nancy Russell is the very
efficient president of this active By ET
HEL PAYNE
group, Drs. Flora L. Howard, sec- Daddy Grace took the stand in
rotary, Mrs. Lucinda Dance, trea- the Federal District Court last
surer, week to defend himself in the
President C. A. Rirkendoll, Rev, marriage suit of Mrs. Louvenia
and Mrs. W. C. Rogers, Mrs. Im- Royster dressed in a purple coat
ogine Burnette and Sally Burns with gold piping and epaulets and
were Sunday dinner guests of the a chartreuse and black striped
Jamisons.
The Ralph Douglass family of veDstespile this sartorial splendor,
Newbern, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel a police handwriting expert testi-
Phillips and family were recent fied that the writing on the notes
dinner guests of Mrs. Lou Feath- ?qrs. Royster claims were writ-
erston, and Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
R 
ten to her by her husband, John
ussell. With Mr. Douglass was Royster in 1920 was the same as
his daughter. Miss Birdie Alene 
Douglass, a student of A&I uni- 
that of the man now kknown as
versity. 
Bishop C. M. Grace. Daddy said
ACCIDENTS 
he was born Marcelino Manuel
Gracas in the Cape Verde Islands
Walter Lee Nolan while driving 
his brother George's car, ran into 
74 years ago and came to the L. S
in 1903 hut he nearly broke up
and under the porch of one of our the courtroom when he was ask-
hankers,ed where his father was born incompletely demolishing
the car, but fortunately for Nolan, Portugal and he answered, "1 don't
he lost only one tooth.
A very sad sight it was on Tues.
know. 1 wasn't there.
day night last, to see two families 
• • •
left homeless by fire. Mr. and Atty. Doyle Roundtree and
Mrs. Charles Fields, jr., and Mr. Mrs. Ethel James Williams, di.
and Mrs, John Williams and their rector of the Southeast Settle'
respective families were ousted 'tient House were named for one
about 1 a.m., with barely a year terms to the Juvenile Court
chance to save themselves Advisory Committee.
The duplex house belonged to Chief of Detectives Clarence
Rev. and Mrs. B. Patterson, who Lutz, the nemesis of the Waah-
also lost their restaurant build-
Sing, and the Masonic hall was ington numbers racket, estimatesdamaged. the daily intake at $1,000.000 with
The water line won frozen and an annual gross of 5100.000.1100. All
had to be unthawed before use of which revives rumours that be-
on the fires.
This is hardly an accident but
Coaches Penn and Hale would
• III • • • • • • • • •OVI II •
this is ...
• • •
hind the rackets are some power-
ful figures on Capitol Hill.
Four of the five women who
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH
A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to $50000
Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE
boy in the school cafeteria.
In making the announcement,
Dr. Ray said a camagign will be
launched to have each church af-
filiated with the state convention, mendation.
I organize a Social Action Com- Mayor Phil Bayt, had made a
mittee in the local congregation.
Violinist To Play NAME CAPTAIN pre-election campaign pledge tomake a Negro captain of police ifNEW YORK CITY (AN?) — elected.
At Jackson State New Adjutant of Armed Forcespress, radio and television service
JACKSON, MISS. — Penelope in New York is 
Army Capt.
Porter PTA emphasised "Pre
ventive Measures for Combating,
Juvenile Delinquency" at t h ei
meeting Thursday in the Cafeter,
Is. Mrs. Georgia Bryant, seer,
tary to Judge McCain at Juvenile
Court was the guest speaker.
Thls program was a coeperati‘,.
effort of the Student Council amid
PTA Citizenship committee which
featured music by the band and
Glee club.
The president is Mrs. Lula Dee-
ner.
Shakespereans
Due On Feb. 1
Players Inc., of Washington, D.
C., will be presented in Shake-
speare's "Romeo and Juliet" at
LeMoyne college on Saturday
evening Feb. 1 in Bruce Hall.
The well-known story of t h e
"stay crossed" lovers is one of
the most p..ular and beloved of
of Shakespear's plays, having
been presented on stages all over
the world, and filmed at least
twice.
Players Inc., Is an experienced
company, and is composed of for-
mer students of the famous speech
and drama department of Catho-
lic university.
mess office and Goldsmith's cen-I
tral ticket office.
more than $1800, and net farm
earnings are $1200 or more, they
must use the actual amount of
their net earnings.
MUST REPORT
Mr. Rountree added that use of
the option will enable farmers
with gross incomes as low as $600
to obtain social security protec-
tion for themselves In their old
age and for their survivor, in case
of death. However, he said that
in order to receive any social se-
curity credit, a farmer must re-
port at least $400 for social se-
curity purposes based either on
his net profit, or by using the
optional method,
In addition to the revised option-
extended social security coverage
to some farm owners who receive
cash or crop shares from tenant
farmers. If the farm-landlord un-
der his agreement with S's tense'
materially participate. t e
su pended th,. day before school
.
dismised for the Christmas ho 1,- . .
dents have received grants from 
promoted to the rank of captain Rites Held For—Lit. Anthony Watkins 
has been
Four Howard University sta. days for dumping 
food on a white •
the Meyers Foundation to spend 
in the Indianapolis Police Depart- Song Composerment, making the first time a Ne- UV
Fu-the summer in Nigeria with an in- gro has held such a position. Chief LOS ANGELES — (INS) — -
terracial educational exchange Frank Mueller made the recom- neral services were conducted Sat.
projec .u d yfor Mrs. Margaret Sanford
Neill. 71, one-time Denver and
Chicago newspaper reporter and
composer of the songs, "The Last
Roundup," "Out Where The West
The new captain had already Begins" and "Cowboy's Lullaby."
sky-rocketed since his appoint-
ment to he force in 1944. He was geles hospital.
She died Thursday in a Los An.
made sergeant in 1953 and did
oustanding work as a member of
the Narcotics Squad. Then he be-
playing "qualities that would be 3nd Lieutenant in 1949 after hay
- came the 
second Negro lieutenant
remarkable in one a aaad deal ing s
erved as a non-commissioned signed 
atd year. later and was as- 1
older and more experienced." 
officer for almost seven years. Woodall, a veteran
Capt. Simmons halds 'he Bronze 
-Sergeanta0vsaiceWooq
"Misa Johrrrn," according to 
of 20 sears on the force was made
Self-employed farmers may use
an alternate method for figuring
• 
• the earnings from their farms,
• 
Joe W. Eames, district manager
of the local Social Security Ad-
• ministration office and J. M.
• Rountree, district director of In-
• ternal Revenue reminded farm
• operators recently.
Mr. Rountree pointed out thatN .,GlO el self-employed farmers may fig-
s tire their earnings for social se-
• curity in several ways:
• • Oil Era ll III 111•1'111111'.1 (1) If gross income from agri-
cultural self-employment is n o t
more than $1800, they may courd
as net farm earnings either the
actual net or two-thirds of gross
farm income.
(2) If gross farm Income is more
than $1800, and net farm earnings
less than $100, they may use eith-
er the actual net or $1200.
(3) If gross farm income is
— 
— production or management of the
farm crops raised on his land,
this income, formerly excluded as
rental income, may be reported
for social security purposes. This
provision Is effective for taxable
years ending after 1955.
Requests for information re-
garding taxes due and return
forms should be directed to the
Internal Revenue office at Nash.
ville, Tenn. In Memphis, ques-
tions regarding old age. surviv-
ors, and disability insurance pro-
grams can be answered al ale so-
cial security office located at
188 Jefferson at.
took James Burwell for a ride
several weeks ago and heat him
up were freed of assault charg-
es but, the fifth. Mrs. Anna Sy-
rtis who said he owed her $S"
was fined and sentenced by
Judge Andrew Howard in Mu-
_ nicIpal Court.
• • •
J. H. Childs of the Capitol La-
bar Force has an article appear-
ing in the November issue of the
He is a member of the Metro-
' 
politan AME church.
• • • 
Suspension Of
Among the 200 hooks recently
given to the White Library by the
American Booksellers' Association
are Langston Hughes, our Chi-
cago Pefeeder columnist's "Pic-
torial History of the Negro in
America" and Marian Anderson's
autobiography, "My Lord What A
Morning."
• •
Police are searching for An-
drew Mallory on charges of
househreakinn and beating the
daughter of the woman who be-
friended him while he was in
the death cell on a murder on•
'lotion. Mallory gained fame
when the Supreme ('curt net
aside the convietion last June and
be was freed.
• • •
Isaac Golden, formerly of Chi-
cago who now holds a position
with the Labor Department is
shopping for a home for his bride
to be, also from Chicago.
▪ •
40,000 Phones
Added In Tenn.
Approximately 40,000 telephones
were added in Tennessee during
1957 by the Southern Bell system,
with 6,672 of these being placed
in the Memphis area, according
to Roy Freman, Divisional Com-
mercial manager.
Mrs. Freeman reported t h at
Tennessee is one of Southern
Bell's largest divisions in t h e
nuniber of telephones in use, and
at the year's end the total for the
state had almost reached 850,000.
There are 210,197 telephones in
the Memphis exchange.
Telephone talking is very popu-
lar in Memphis, with an estimat-
ed 2.155,900 local calls, and 19,600
outgoing and 60,000 inward and
through long distance calls be-
ing handled every day accord-
ing to Mr. Freeman.
Mrs. B. Deloney
Elected To A&I
Student Senate
NASHVILLE — Mrs. Bernice B.
Deloney, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Beard of Clifton, was
elected to the Women's Senate,
and Melvin Wright of Brighton,'
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Wright, was elected to the Men's
Senate at Tennessee A&I State
university recently.
The men and women Senate are
progressive type extensions of stu-
dent government at the institu-
tion.
The two 20-member Senates
were organized to handle discip-
line problems in fourteen or more
categories, to encourage and fos-
es t r academic excellence through
Brown would be reinstated St the I
the highest ideals of woenenhood
ndianapolis operative program, and to fosteran announcement on whether Miss a well planned and continuously
her he plans to confer with the
school. Neither could he say wW.
and manhood.
meeting would produce a decision.
There were speculations that theIG
, Gets aptain chemistry major, were electedgirl's parents 
again. • Mrs. Delaney, a foods and nutri-
tion major, and Mr. Wright, a bio-
one way or the other. , from among 115 qualifying gen-
Miss Brown, one of the nine-Ne.' iors who had a "B-plus" aver-
gro students attending Central age, and rated high in character,
High under court order and fed
er I government protection, was
Minnie jean
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (ANP)
— Supt. of Schools Virgil T. Blos-
som conferred with the parents of
Minniejean Brown, recently su-
spended from Little Rock's embat-
tled Central High school this week
but no decision was announced fol-
lowing the meeting,
The school head also said he
didn't know when he would make
• • •
Johnson. who comes to Jackson
Srate tollege Jan. 19, ranks high
among American violinists dis-
i
Police attitude, emotional stability, andseveral general factors.
critics, "possesses a rare and dis-
tinct sense for the violin which is
felt in her phrasing."
The appearance of Miss John-
son is being sponsored by the
.Jackson State College Lyceum
association.
Thomas J. Simmons.
A veteran of over 16 years, he
entered the Army during World
War II and was commissioned a
Star Medal and Combat Infantry-
man's Badge. Ile has served In
North Africa, Italy, Korea and
Japan, as well as in the United
States.
Prior to his assignment here, he
was an administrative assistant
to the Assistant Secretary of De-
fense.
MAIDS - $30 -$50 
BEST NEW YORK HOMES
Tickets Sent - Free Registration - Free Room and Board
EAT WELL - SLEEP WELL - SAVE MONEY
Come Alone or With Friends
ABCO AGENCY
251 W. 42 St., N. Y. C., Dept. P-7
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. -- ANP)
lieutenant to replace Watkins
Woodall was assigned to general
assignments until his promotion.
Spurgeon Davenport already a
lieutenant for some years is sec-
ond in command of the homicide
bureau.
ROY GOOD
GENERAL ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
FURNITURE
HARDWARE—PAINTS
Kerr and Gaither on Mississippi
WHifithell 81345
ROBERT'S
Credit Clothiers
172 SOUTH MAIN ST.
A I Solicited
EASY TERMS
The Real Drug Store
JAMES S. ROBINSON
Apothecary and
Manulatturing Chemist
22 N. SECOND ST. EST. 1809
FOR THE FINEST
Paint, Metal Work
In Memphis
See JOHN T. FISHER
MOTOR CO.
211 S. Dudley BR 5-1143
ORNAMENTAL IRON
FIREPLACE
PIECES
Fire screens, poker-chisel
set, log basketa—beaut if ill
iron pieces made just like
you want them. Call
COLLINS
ORNAMENTAL IRON CO
JA S-2197 6011 Mee...
Wonder High school students
were excited recently when the
Junior Lions defeated the Helena
Burraneers by a margin Of 44 to
30, but the senior Lions could not
keep the senior Bucconeers away
from the baskets, and went
down to a 8710 28 defeat.
Miss Betty Chamber has return-
ed here after having spent the re-
cent vacation period in Chicago
with friends and relatives. Miss
Chamber is a popular and brilli-
ant student at Wonder High
school.
• • •
Mr. French, the superintendent
of the New Mt. Zion Sunday
School awarded his assistant, Wit.
lie Weary and his former secre-
tary, Miss Dollie Mae Williams,
silver dollars as his appreciation
for their contributions to the Sun-
day School Rey. W. F. Battle
is the pastor of the church.
the New Salem MB church suf-
fered a stroke and burns recently
Mrs. Cora Fair, who resided at
527 S. 17th it., died last Wed-
nesday at the Crittenden ?denim,
lal hospital Her sister, Mrs. Ee-
ale Spates, of Chicago, came here
to be with her before she paned.
Mrs. Fair was a member of the
Lake Grose MB church at Prot).
tor, Ark.
• • •
Mrs. Roberta Jackson, of 832 S.
17th at., was in Little Rock re-
cently to attend a meeting of the
State Beauty Association's exult-
tive boerd at the House of Beauty
there. Mrs. Jackson was accom-
panied by Mrs. Bertha Shelton, of
218 S. 12th it. The board's con-
vention will be held in Camden,
Ark., on April 13.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams
were here on New Year's day as
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs James Carr of 125 S. 12th
at The Williams are the aunt and
uncle of Mrs. Carr.
• * •
and grandson Jessie, from Cleve.
land, Ohio. Formerly a resident
of Earle, Ark., Mr. Eli visited
relatives and friends and went oe
a hunting trip while here.
B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markhum Stansbury
The 1957-58 sophomore class at
Booker T. Washington had its
class election, Dec. 12. Choaen as
the student of the week, Mr. So-
phistication himself is Booker
Theodore Wade, Jr., president of
the sophomore class. Mr. Wade is
a member of the 10-13A class,
Mrs. 0. C. Holly homeroom teach-
er. He resides with his mother,
Mrs. Susie Wade at 1651 Preston
at. He is a member of the Great-
er Morning-View Baptist church.
At school he is a member of the
Student Council, library staff,
president of 10-13A class, member
of the advisory committee and
election committee of the student
council. Ile is also a member of
the "YMCA."
In social life he Is president of
the newly organized Quariekas
Social club, vice president of the
Joni Social club.
At the present Mr. Wade Is dat-
ing Miss Wiloner Ann Holmes.
This is Mr. Wade's viewpoint on
going sttady, "The seven Liberal
Arts is said to be the master of
education, therefore I would ad-
vise the master of girls (men. 
boys)to master as many as they,
wish."
The 1958 Basketball season offid
cially opened Tuesday nigh, Jan.!
7, at Blair T. Hunt Gym.
Booker T. Washington won Its
first game by defeating Woodstock
Tenn., by a score of 62-58.
Washington did not score in the
first half. Woodstock lead by a
score of 12.0. Larry Williams
scored heavily (24 points) in the
third quarter. John "Pete" Gray
made 21 points in leading Wash-
ington to victory. Woodstock's
high scorers were Isaac Hillery
and Grazzell Hilliard, both scor-
ing 14 points.
While sitting down thinking of
tht first semester examinations
that the various junior and senior
high school students will take,
beginning Jan. 21. I decided to
write a small prayer, "Nov I set
me down to study; I pray the
Lord I don't go nutty; If and
when I learn this junk, I pray
that Lord that I don't flunk. Now
I lay me down to rest while
thinking of tomorrow's test; and
if I die before I awake — At
least the test I don't have to take.
Markhum Stansbury.
SEE
ROYAL
FOR...
SECOND
MORTGAGE
LOANS
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE"
County
NEWS
The 11, A. club held Its last
meeting of the year at the home
of Mrs. Alemeta Walker. M r a.
Sarah Carter is the newly-elect.
ed president.
Hudson and Graham's Funeral
home has moved to a new loco-
tion on Randolph street. Its for.
mer location will become a park.
ing lot.
The West Tennessee Teachers
of Region 3 held their regional
meeting in Tiptonville, on last Fri.
day.
Frederick Letcher, the band In-
structor at Lauderdale H I gh
school, has been called by his
"Uncle Sam." He will be lean.
ing for the Army on Jan. 15.
Mr. Walter Wilson was confined
to his bed last week, but is noW
making rapid improvement.
The funeral of Mr. Ellis West
was conducted in Centralia, Ill., at
the First Baptist church. Mr.
West was the uncle of Mrs. Wit.
lie Kate West Coe, of 1452 Church
at., here. Attending the funeral
were Mrs. Coe, Mrs. Sarah Ca".
ter, and Mrs. Minnie Parker.
The members of the late Mr.
West's family expressed their ap.
preciation for the kindnesses
shown them by friends in t h *
community.
School is now in session, and
the college students who wer •
here for the holidays have return-
ed to their schools to do some
hard studying for the semester
and quarterly exams. Among the
students who were here were Will
Wright, III, Juanita Greer, El.
lena and Zellena Goach, Al arad
Howard Jones, Marvin Monts's!.
cry, and Earnestine Morgan,.
EVEN IF
YOU OWE
OTHERS
SEE ROYAL
SAVE
MONEY,—
GET A
SECOND
MORTGAGE
LOAN
MONEY
ON
SIGNATURE
AUTO
FURNITURE
550
5100
$150
$300
OR MORE
A. J. McConkey,
Manager
WE MAKE LOANS OTHERS REFUSE AND
EVEN IF YOU OWE OTHERS — YOU CAN
STILL BORROW FROM US.
1 HOUR FREE PARKING AT SHOPPERS GARAGE
OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL EIGHT
ROYAL FINANCE co
2,111 %Print. Ethic 'lit., 1.1. I Ikehiitd 1,1111.11,tr I 0 •
4,6 MOntO• %*
for her efforts in behalf of the or-
ganization in the South.
The program was sponsored by
the Coahoma County branch of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
Aaron E. Henry is president of
the branch, whose aim is: "Let
every American be free by 1963."
+415‘
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 18, 1958
Council Of Civic Clubs
To Hear Judge McCain
The Bluff City and Shelby Coun-
ty Council of Civic Clubs will hold
installation services Sunday after-
noon January 19, at 3 p.m., at
Melrose High school gymnasium.
Judge Elizabeth McCain, will
deliver the main address. The of-
ficers will be installed by James
T. Walker.
, The staff to be installed are:
President, Edward Smith, of the r
Orange Mound Junior Civic
club; 1st vice president. Josephine
Watkins, of the New Chicago Ju-
nior Civic club; and Vice presi-
dent, Pearly Williams, of the 48th
ward Junior Civic club: secreta-
ry, Geraldine Bell, of the Doug-
lass, Bungalow and Crimp Jun-
ior Civic club; assistant secretary
Ora Lee Pryor of the Whitehaven
Junior Civic c; ub; correspond-
ing secretary, Mary Jo Irons, of
the 48th Ward Junior Cicic club;
treasury, Martha Wilson, of East
Memphis Junior Cicic club
parliamentarian. Elbert Lindsey,
of the Orange Mound Junior Cl.
vie club; Sergeant at arms, Betty
Smith of the Douglass, Bungalow
and Crump Junior Civic club;
chaplain, Josephine Jones, of the
Whitehaven Junior Civic club, re-
porter, Helen Wilson, of the East
Memphis Junior Civic club; and
assistant reporter, William R o d-
gers, of the Douglass, Bungalow
and Crump Junior Civic club.
Mrs. Josephine Winbush is ad-
visor, Mr. Matthew R. Davis, Co.
advisor and Helen Wilson, report-
er.
Nashville's Hubbard
Hospital Accredited
1 The Board of Commissioners of
the Joint Commission on Accred-
itation of liospitals has approved
the recommendation that H u b-
bard Hospital of Meharry Medi-
cal college be accredited. 'This is
the result of the evaluation of the
hospitalsurvev conducted on Oct.
27, 1957, by Warren G. Atwood.
N. C., a field representative of
the Commission.
The Joint Commission on Ac"
ereditation of Hospitals is compos-
ed of representatives from five
member organizations: American
College of Physicians; American
College of Surgeons; American
Hospital Association; American
Medical Association; and Cana-
dian Medical Association.
To qualify for accreditation the
hospital must have at least 25
beds, must have been in opera-
tion at least 12 months, and, if
located in United States, must be
listed in the Administrator's Guide
Issue of "Hospials," published by
tion: Administration, Medical
Staff, and Nursing.
In making its accreditation to
Hubbard Hospital, the Commis-
sion stated that it 'wishes to com-
mend you (hospital officials) for
maintaining standards deserving
of accreditation and for your con- F.
ty of patient care."
NO SALK VACCINE resulted
in a severe attack of polio for
29-month-old John Nash of
Memphis, here getting adjust-
ed to leg brace and crutches.
An attaa of polio generally
results in the crippling of pie-
school and teen-age children
and young adults. The March
of Dimes supported the devel•
opment of the Salk polio a ac-
cine, which has been proven
safe and effective. Everyone
under 40 Is urged to get hie
polio shot. All age groups are
asked to join the March of
Dimes.
stant effort to improve the quail me Students
Get Scholarships
LITTLE ROCK — Five students
at Philander Smith college have
• been awarded National Methodist
scholarships by the Board of Edu-
cation of the Methodist church, ac-
cording to Dr. M. LaFayette Har-
ris, president of the school.
The freshmen who received
scholarships are Miss Dorothy L.
White of Martin, Tenn.; Miss Hel-
en L. Gardiner of Miami; a n d
Charles E. Douglas of Ardmore,
The American Hospital Associa-, on Jan. 13 and 19. Okla. Miss Auretha L. Green a 
to supply legal aid and assistance
Don. Junior from Cleveland, Ohio, and 
to any and all worthy Negro eiti-
HUBBARD COMMENDED In addition to the sonata, the zens who are segregated or dis-
There are three basic functions group will hear his "Five Pieces Miss Velma N. Singleton, a so- criminated again.st because of their'
in a hospital upon which the Joint for Flute and Piano," played by phomore of Jacksonville, F la., race or color, and who call on the
Commission makes its accredita- Mississippi Southern students. Mr. also received scholarshipa, organization for help.Brucker has also written cham- Scholarships cover tuition and The Director • Counsel of theber and vocal music, orchestral
works, and numerous piano selec-
tions.
Mr. Brucker did his undergrad-
uate work at the City College of
NAACP Official
At Vote Rally
Americans during 1958.
Mr. Marshall said that the
NAACP's Legal Defense and Ed-
ucation Fund does not intend to, laws," regulations, investigations,
default on its charter obligation and a series of reprisal measures
which further sought to deny Ne-
groes their basic constitutional
rights and also halt the legal ac-
tivities of the NAACP Legal De-
fense Fund, in order to halt in.
No Letup In '58 For Civil Rights,
Says NAACP's Thurgood Marshall
100 Per Cent Club To
Honor Sports Figures
ATLANTA — One of America's,
leading sports organizations, the
100 Per Cent Wrong Club announc-
ed its selections as the top names
in sports for 1957, and set Jan.
31 as award day recently. T h e
club is a unit of the Atlanta Daily
World.
On that date the club will honor
Cleveland Browns' coach, Paul
Brown, and Browns' rookies Jim
Brown will receive the Atlanta!
Club's "Pioneer Award" a n d;
Brown and Plum will he honored
with "The Two Friends Award."
Two years ago the awards were
presented to Branch Rickey. Jac-
kie Robinson, and Pee Wee Reese
of the Brooklyn Dodgers.
The Rattlers of Florida A&M un-
iversity at Tallahassee have been
named to receive the W A. Scott,
II, Memorial Trophy in recogni•
lion of their having won the na-
tional Negro intercollegiate foot-
ball championship for 1957. Coach
A. S. "Big Jake" Gaither, his
coaching staff, and team captain,
James Williams, a qua]. terback,
are scheduled to came to Atlanta
to receive the award.
COACH OF YEAR
Fred T. Long, Wiley College at
Marshall, Texas. has been select-
ed as coach of the year. Engag-
ed as a head football coach for
more than a quarter of a century.
he is being honored leo having
taken a small, private institution
football team out of the cellar
and molding it into one of the
leading teams in the country. \Vi-
ley college finished among the top
teams in 1957.
Althea Gibson, the first lady of
world tennis, and Hank Aarogglik
Mobile, Ala.'s contribution to
World Champion Milwaukee
Braves, a r e also to reaeire
awards from the 10O Per at
Wrong Club. Miss Gibson •
tennis championship fame al no•
bledon in England, and lat a- at
Forest Hills. N. Y.
Len Lyles, University of Louis-
ville star back, has been select-
ed as the football player of the
year. while traakman Elias Gil-
bert, Winston-Salem State Teaeh-
ers college in North Carolina will
receive a special award for his
international track exploits. A se-
cond North Carolinian, Dr. Charles
Ray. director of public relations,
at North Carolina college at Dur-
ham, will receive honors for his
sports reporting.
Ray Dumont, of the National
Baseball Congress will be hoaaaa,
ed "citizen of the year"
ognition of his outstanding cant
butions to baseball, while the Ten-
nessee A&I State university Tig-
ers will be cited for their achieve-
ments in basketball. Coach J. B.
McLendon will receive the award
for the team.
The Pioneer and the T w o
Friends Awards honor the mein•
ory of the late A. F. Herndon,
founder and president of the At-
lanta Life Insurance co., one of
the sponsors of the annual sports
event in Atlanta. The Coca Cola
company also aids in giving the
awards to the outstanding a t h.
letes.
Quality Stamp Store To
Move To 'Golden Strip'
Quality Stamp Company of the The modernization of the fu•
Farrell-Calhoun company store ' lure home of Quality stamps Lifi
will open its new headquarters on one of several developments ill/r
the "Golden Strip" on Union and the area being promoted as the
Madison at., on Feb. 1. "Golden Strip." New buildings
Plans were announced recently have been proposed for Prudential
that a new front and a redccorat- Life Insurance company and the
ed interior would be added to the Royal-McBee Typewriter coin.
store at 1323 Union ave., to pro- 1
 pany.
vide greatly expanded facilities,'
for the store which now has its Go_
headquarters at Bomah Center. I
The expansion of the company's 
P Names New
facilities, according to
Thurmond, president of Quality PR DirectorR obert 
Stamps, indicates its confidence in
the future growth of the Memphis WASHINGTON — (INS) — Wil.
area and the Big Star Supermar- ham C. Strand, Interior Depart-
fled legal counsel. FIVE YEAR LEASE
customers, 
tomoneres.of its largest individual ment information chief has heen
to engage the services of quali-
for the Republican National Corn'
director of public relations
live churchmanship, character, the Supreme Court during the past The organization recently mov- Robert E. Horrell and C. C. Car- mute..
personality, and need. 17 years in behalf of Negroes Dr. Samuel C. Kincheloe, presi- ed its offices to the New York ter of Boyle Investment company GOP national chairman Meade
dent f TougalooSouthernChris. o a- Coliseum building following a se- negotiated the five year lease for Alcorn said that Strand, 46, wit.
New York, and has an M.S. de- More than 5,000 National Meth- whose constitutional rights wereMrs. Ruby Hurley, secretary of gree from Juilliard School of Mu- odist scholarships have been violated. He was the chief attor- tie§ of burglaries and rifling of the owners. The remodeling is be- resign his present post as assist-the Southeastern Region for the sic, and diploma in conducting awarded college students since the ney for Negroes in the School Seg- 
an 
college 
at Tougaloo, college it .files. Its present address is ing done by Commercial and ant Interior Secretary Fred A.NAACP was Emancipation Day from the Paris Conservatory, program's inception in 1945, The regation Cases which resulted in was the guest speaker at the ves• 10 Columbus Circle, Room 1790, industrail Construstion co., inc. Seaton to take over his new dutiesspeaker at the Haven methodist While in France, he taught at the program is supported by local the May 17, 1954 Supreme Court per service held Sunday after.I New York 19, N. Y. Paul Betz is the architect. on Jan. 20.church in Clarksdale, Miss., last American community school, churches during a church-wide ap- , decision. noon at Rust college in HollySunday. The theme of the meet, Since then he has taught music peal on Methodist Student Day ev• Springs, Miss.big was "Let My People Vote." at Alabama Polytechnic Institute, cry second Sunday in June. 
NO LET-UP
Mrs. Hurley has been called the Auburn, Ala., and has been a Despite numerous threats a n d The special vestpers service was
"South's most courageous lady" member of the Hampton faculty intimidation of Negroes, the large sponsored by the Alpha Beta Mu
sums of money appropriated by honor society of the college, and
Southern legislatures for special music was furnished by the fam-
ous Rust college Singers, underattorneys to find ways and means
of denying Negroes their consti- the direction of Miss Nataline Do-
tutional rights and thumped up
measures to curb the activities
of the Legal Defense Fund's serv-
ices, there was no letup in the
volume of civil rights litigation in
1057, Mr. Marshall said.
He noted that Legal Defense
Fund attorneys participated in
more than 100 court proceedings About half the fluid milk co;
during 1957, many of them aimed sumed in the U. S. is by youths
at implementing court decisions under 15 years of age and they
which outlawed segregat.on in comprise one
-quarter of the total
public education, public recrea- I population.
Music Prof. To
Appear At Miss
White College
HAMPTON, Va. — Howard
Brucker, assistant professor of Mu-
sic, Hampton Institute, will play
his piano sonata at the annual
S3mposium of New Music, con.
ducted by the Southeastern Com-
posers League at Mississippi Sou-
thern college in Hattiesburg, Miss.
for five years. His compositions
have been played at Peabody
Teachers' College, Nashville;
Southwestern Louisiana Institute,
of Music, Norfolk Muse um.
Hampton Institute, and on radio
and television.
A native of New York City, he
is married and has one child.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
Mutual Federal Savings
and Loan Association
of Memphis
588 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Close of Business December 31, 1957
ASSETS
First Mortgage Loans $502,858.27
Loans on Savings Accounts 
 6,028.06
Investments and Securities 
 20,120.32
Cash on Hand and in Banks 
 40,51)8.76
Office Equipment Less Depreciation  5,200.27
Total Assets $574,715.68
LIABILITIES
Savings Account $514,688.41
Advances from Federal Home Loan Bank 50,000.00
Other Liabilities 
 335.27
Specific Reserves 
 974.06
General Reserves 
.. 8,717.94
Total Liabilities $574,715.68
OFFICERS
C. C. Sawyer, President
A. W. Willis, .Jr,, Exxec. V. Pres.-Sec'y.
B. L. Hooks, Vice President
-Treasurer
DIRECTORS
T. H. Hayes, Jr.
B. L. Hooks
George W. Lee
W. F. Nabors
C. C. Sawyer
George A. Stevens
A. W. Willis, Jr.
CURRENT DIVIDEND RATE
NACH ACCOUNT INSURED UP TO 810.000
fees up to $500, and are granted
on the basis of superior academ-
ic standing, leadership ahility, ac-
Top Leaders To
Probe Job Bias
WASHINGTON, D. C. — More
than 325 leaders of business, civic,
fraternal and social organizations
from 37 states and the District
of Columbia met here January'
15 to plan the mobilization ofl
community resources in the Na-
tional Equal Job opportunity Pro-
gram. the President's Committee
on Caovernment Contracts an-
nounced.
Speakers at the one-day meet-!
in ill g w include leaders of busi-
ness, labor, education and Gov- .4
crnment. The conference will be
held at the Willard Hotel.
Most of those who have accept-
ed the invitation of Vice President
Richard Nixon, chairman of the
President's Committee, to t h e
Minority Community Resources
Conference are members of mi-
nority groups. They include
american Indians, Chinese-Amen.
ins, Japanese-Americans, Jews,
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, a n d
tipanish-Americans.
NAACP's Legal Defense and Ed-
ucational Fund, Mr. Marshall has
personally argued 14 cases before
NEW YORK — Thurgood Mar- lion, and public transportation.,
shall served notice recently that The remainder of the proceed.
in spite of limited resources there togs involved racial segregation,
will be no letup in the legal strug. or discrimination in public haus- '
gle for equal justice for full citi- ing, teacher security, arid crim-I
zenship rights for all Negro illal Prosecutions.
Resistance in 1957 to court de-
cisions, Mr. Marshall pointed out,
included an "endless rash of
Tougaloo Prexy
Speaks At Rust
xey.
Dr. Earnest Smith, president of
Rust college introduced the speak-
er at the services at which Mrs.
Clara Barnes Jenkins, chairman
of the committee en scholarships
and awards, presided.
The first major heart surgery
to correct a congenial defect was
successfully performed by sur-
geons in 1938.
AINNIMEMme.
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ajar.- AIM
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $095
CLEANERS 
 
%Pup
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - A. 7-2631
2262 Perk Ave.-FA. 3-8507
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No Negro officers," said the Navy. But in January
Reader's Digest you'll learn what happened to one
of the first Negroes to crack that ban. Read "Those
Navy Boys Changed My Life" by Carl T. Rowan.
Rowan says
"/ read the Reader's Digest regularly because tt
helps point the tray toward solutions of human
prohlems. By frankly presenting artirles on such
vital issues as race relation.r, it helps promote
understanding."
&fAZ
•
tegration, Mr. Marshall said.
MUST BE PREPARED
"There is every indication that
these measures will increase ra-
ther than subside," the civil
rights attorney predicted, "and we
must be prepared to meet them."
Only seven of the cases in
which Legal Defense Fund attor-
neys participated during 1957 re-
stilted in adverse decisions, Mr.
Marshall pointed out, and appeals
are now pending in five of them.
The NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund is a non-profit
organization incorporated in 1940
to render legal aid to Negroes suf-
fering injustices because of race
and color and who cannot afford
•
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TELEPHONE TV...
an everyday miracle in the
home of tomorrow
Just imagine talking with a loved one in California,
or shopping at the corner store, via your own per-
sonal television hook-up! The home of tomorrow will
not only have person-to-person TV but many other
thrilling new telephone developments, still in the
experimental stages today.
But for your pretty home of today, ma'am, you
needn't wait for euch wonderful conveniences as
extension phones in color ... phones that let you talk
and hear without lifting the receiver . . . even one
that answers itself. You can have them right now.
You see, we're designing a lot of Southern comfort
In telephone service to make it even more pleasant
and useful for more and more people.
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